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Abstract
Parkinson’s disease (PD) is a debilitating motor disorder characterized by degeneration of dopaminergic
cells in the Basal Ganglia (BG). This loss of dopaminergic neurons gives rise to abnormal
synchronization of neuronal activity in the beta frequency range (around 20 Hz) across the cortico-basal
ganglia network in parkinsonian humans and animals. Interestingly, in tremor patients the phase of
ongoing peripheral oscillation can be exploited with electrical ‘phase interference’, whereby cortical
stimulation on specific phases of the tremor dampens both the pathological neuronal activity and
resulting symptoms. Computational modelling suggests that the amplitude of beta oscillations could be
modulated by applying stimulation at a specific phase. Such a strategy would allow selective targeting
of the oscillation, with relatively little effect on other activity parameters. Harnessing the phase of a
pathological neural activity, therefore, may be a promising way to increase the specificity and efficacy
of stimulation protocols for deep brain stimulation (DBS) treatment of motor disorders. The principal
aim of this study was to examine the 1) effect of stimulation phase-in supressing and amplifying the
amplitude of the ongoing pathological beta oscillations of the motor cortex and subthalamic nucleus
(STN); and 2) investigate the phase relationship between and the power of ongoing beta oscillations in
these brain areas. Complimentary experiments were carried out in PD patients undergoing
microelectrode mapping for the implantation of DBS electrodes as well as in the 6-OHDA hemi-lesioned
rat model of PD. In awake PD patients displaying beta oscillations we recorded cortical EEG, STN LFP
as well as multiunit activity from the STN. The data obtained from these human intraoperative
recordings revealed that electrical stimulation arriving on consecutive cycles of a specific phase of the
subthalamic oscillation can suppress its amplitude and coupling to cortex. Additionally, combining data
recorded from Parkinsonian rats and awake PD patients we demonstrate that the amplitude of beta
oscillations in the cortex and the STN ramp up when these assemblies were at their most common phase
alignment (“preferred phase”). Our data suggests that phase-dependent stimulation could thus be a
valuable strategy for treating brain diseases and probing the function of oscillations in the healthy brain.
These results provide further evidence that periods of particular phase alignments between nodes of the
cortical-basal ganglia circuit can lead to amplification of oscillations at the same frequency.
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Chapter I General Introduction
1.1. Basal ganglia
1.1.1. Circuit overview of the anatomy and functional connectivity:
the Albin/DeLong model
The basal ganglia are a collection of nuclei on situated deep in the forebrain, forming one of
the brainstem-thalamo-cortical loops (Fig 1.1.). The majority of structures of the BG utilise
GABA as their neurotransmitter, and form parallel, connected inhibitory nodes under the
control of excitatory inputs from the cortex and the thalamus. Apart from the two main
glutamatergic inputs, the sole excitatory element of the BG is the subthalamic nucleus
(STN). The other counterparts are: the striatum (STR), the internal and the external segment
(or entopeduncular nucleus in rodents) of the globus pallidus (GPi/GPe) and the substantia
nigra pars reticulata (SNr).
The classic model to encompass the routes for information flow within the BG was laid
out by Albin and DeLong (Albin et al., 1989; DeLong, 1990). According to this model,
cortical inputs to the striatum are separated into two pathways for information flow through
the basal ganglia. Striatal medium spiny neurons (MSNs) in the “direct” pathway send axons
directly to the basal ganglia output nuclei, which form GABAergic synapses. The net effect
of the direct pathway is to inhibit the output nuclei and disinhibit the brainstem and thalamic
targets. MSNs in the polysynaptic “indirect” pathway inhibit neurons in the GPe, which
disinhibit excitatory neurons in the STN, which in turn project to the output nuclei. The
overall effect of the indirect pathway is therefore to increase the activity of neurons in the
output nuclei, inhibiting their thalamic and brainstem targets. Depending on the balance
between the direct vs indirect pathway activation, this will either exert further inhibition or
disinhibit of the outputs. The main organising principle of the BG is, as opposed to laminar

structures such as the cortex, that there are many nodes of inhibitory feedforward and
feedback connections projecting to small excitatory nodes. A key feature of the network is
that striatal neurons are mostly quiescent at rest, whereas the activity of the intermediate and
output nuclei is mostly tonic or irregular, high frequency firing (Wilson & Groves, 1981).
Cortical, excitatory input to striatal neurons thus leads to transient excitation of neurons in
the direct and indirect pathways, leading to cascades of inhibition and disinhibition in
downstream structures. The phasic inhibition (arising from the indirect pathway) exerting
excitatory control over the outputs is considered to be anti-kinetic. Contrarily the
disinhibition (arising from the direct pathway), that displays inhibition on the outputs, is
supposedly pro-kinetic.
The main neuromodulator in the BG is dopamine (DA). Dopaminergic projections arise
from the substantia nigra pars compacta (SNc) and acts on D1 or D2 receptors, which are
expressed on neurons of the direct and indirect pathways respectively (Smith et al., 1998).
The distinction between D1 or D2 receptor expression patterns gives rise to a molecular
classification for MSNs subtypes which tallies with the Albin and DeLong model.
Activation of D1 receptors leads to increased activity in direct pathway neurons, whereas
activation of D2 receptors leads to decreased activity of indirect pathway neurons (Albin et
al., 1989; DeLong, 1990). Dopaminergic SNc input thus regulates the balance between the
direct and the indirect pathway, with increased dopaminergic input favouring activity in the
direct pathway and vice versa. Thus, the net outcome of DA presence is excitatory to the
BG target structures, and as such, ‘pro-kinetic’.

1.1.2. Additions to the Albin/Delong model
There have been several important additions to the Albin/Delong framework based on the
discovery of additional anatomical connections. The so-called “hyperdirect” pathway is a
monosynaptic projection from the cortex to the STN and is the only excitatory route through
1

which the cortex can directly influence the BG computation (Nambu et al., 2000). Alongside
the vast cortical projection (discussed above), the BG receives input from several thalamic
nuclei. Excitatory afferents to the striatum derive from intralaminar nuclei, the centromedian
and parafascicular nodes, the mediodorsal, ventrolateral nuclei of the thalamus (Parent &
Hazrati, 1995a). The STN is known to send direct efferents to the thalamus and the striatum,
and connected to the pontine nuclei (Lanciego et al., 2012;Bostan & Strick, 2010). In
addition to the nigrostriatal pathway, the ventral tegmental area (VTA) also sends
dopaminergic innervation to the ventral striatum (or nucleus accumbens). Furthermore,
some of these neurons co-release inhibitory and excitatory transmitters too (Stuber et al.,
2010; Tritsch & Sabatini, 2012). Apart from the canonical targets, vast bi-directional
projections to and from the brainstem (the mesencephalic locomotor region including the
pedunculopontine nucleus; the superior colliculus) was recently explored (MartinezGonzalez et al., 2011; Martinez-Gonzalez et al., 2011; Benarroch, 2013; Hikosaka, 2007;
Redgrave et al., 2010)
The STN participates several pathways: it is a station for the indirect pathway, acts as an
input station (cortex) and provides feedback due to its reciprocal connections with the
striatum and the GPe. GPe is not only a recipient of the striatal inhibition and subthalamic
excitation, but also sends projections back to these structures and the output stations. There
are two distinct types of pallidal projection neurons: the first ones form the indirect pathway
by providing inhibition of the downstream structures (prototypical neurons, GP-TI); the
other type provides massive, net-like GABAergic and enkephalinergic innervation to the
striatal MSNs and some of the interneurons. These latter type is referred to as arkypallidal
neurons (GP-TA; Mallet et al., 2012). In addition to inputs from the direct and indirect
pathways, neurons in the SNr and GPi, are also influenced by excitatory inputs from the
thalamus (Deschenes et al., 1996) and cholinergic modulatory input from the PPN (Edley &
2

Graybiel, 1983). Additionally, downstream topography is preserved throughout the BG,
especially regarding the pattern of cortical and thalamic projections onto the striatum and
the STN (Parent & Hazrati, 1995b,Flaherty & Graybiel, 1991). These parallel routes are not
completely segregated, which potentially allows for the integration of limbic/motor and
associative information of functionally segregated circuits (Nelson & Kreitzer, 2014).

1.1.3. Theories of basal ganglia function
Establishing a model that encompasses the healthy and diseased anatomical and
physiological connections that occur dynamically in different behavioural control is
challenging. All three models I highlight here were established to explain how BG
participates in advising the cortex on the execution or termination of movement initiation.
They all address to certain complexity the selective and adaptive nature of motor control.
Additionally, most of these models base their assumptions on the observations in patients
and experimental animals with hypo- or hyperkinetic movement disorders.

Rate model
The theoretical framework summarising the functional implications of the Albin/Delong
model is often referred to as the ‘Rate model’. The Rate model’s advantage that it provides
straightforward and testable predictions for understanding movement control and the loss of
it in disease conditions. It is called ‘Rate’, because its assumptions and predictions are based
on describing the monotonic changes in the balance of the net outcome of the firing rates
between the direct and the indirect pathways. Regardless of the obvious shortfalls of
anatomical detail in macro and micro-circuitry of the Albin/Delong framework, the Rate
model successfully predicted some of the electrophysiological phenomena observed in
motor disorders related to BG dysfunction in patients and animal models for the disease (pro
and contra evidence summarised here: Nelson & Kreitzer, 2014). In patients, hypokinesia (a
feature of Parkinson’s disease (PD), discussed in detail below) correlates with increased
3

firing rate in the STN and the GPi (Benazzouz et al., 2002;Levy et al., 2001) and reducing
the firing rate is also known to correlate with symptomatic relief (Levy et al., 2001). Some,
but not all animal models mimicking hypokinetic conditions also show changes firing rates
predicted by the framework (Filion et al., 1991; Bergman et al., 1994). Selective
experimental manipulation (ablation, optogenetic silencing and/ or stimulation) of the
striatal D1 or D2 receptors,, mimicking the imbalanced net activity between the indirect and
direct pathways, induced hypo- or hyperkinetic behaviours in line with the predictions of
the rate model in a series of studies (Drago et al., 1998; Durieux et al., 2009; Durieux et al.,
2012;Gradinaru et al., 2009; Hikida et al., 2010; Kravitz et al., 2010).
Despite of its merits, the rate model falls short on delivering explanation for several
experimental observations, including: 1) GPi lesion ameliorates both hypo- and hyperkinetic
symptoms (Bergman et al., 1994); 2) some studies found both pathway to be pro-kinetic to
a certain extent, and inhibition of both pathway causes delayed initiation (Cui et al.,
2013;O'Hare et al., 2016; Tecuapetla et al., 2016); 3) the direct pathway has projections to
the GPe (Chang, Wilson & Kitai, 1981; Fujiyama et al., 2016); 4) firing rate changes
associated with changes in motor behaviour are not consistent or minor in the striatum and
the GP and some cortical neurons increase their firing to indirect pathway activation
(Wichmann & DeLong, 1999, Eusebio et al., 2009,Litvak et al., 2011;Oldenburg & Sabatini,
2015a); 5) some of the optogenetic studies provide implicative evidence for the Rate model,
but doesn’t prove that movement initiation/ inhibition depends on such balance (Gradinaru
et al., 2009; Kravitz et al., 2010).

Action selection
The rate model is powerful when it comes to making assumptions of over-practiced motor
programs when the outcome of the computation is a simple and pre-wired, however fails to
explain for the automatic choice included in selection of certain motor programs. Mink
4

(1996) hypothesised that the BG is acting as a brake on the autonomously running motor
programs. This model has two, enduring ideas. The first one is that BG operates on an
activation/ selection-based-disinhibition of competing motor programs, supressing the
unwanted actions while removing inhibition from desired movement patterns. In other
words, adaptive behaviour is achieved by selecting certain motor programs via removing
inhibition from the neurons involved in the stream needed for that action to be executed.
This idea corresponds to the fairly segregated topographic organisation of the basal ganglia
and influenced viewing the structure of the information flow as ‘channels’ (Romanelli et al.,
2005). A study by Blenkinsop et al. (2017) highlights that action selection is an emergent
property of a network that is organised in segregated as channels that explains for the pattern
of a characteristic multiphasic evoked potential by movement/ cortical input (see in detail
below). Additionally, it has been shown that the ratio of the inhibited-to-activated GPi
neurons is significantly lower in the primate model of Parkinson’s disease, indicating that
hyperkinesia results from

activation of the output nuclei that is not specific to the

requirements for a focal action selection (Boraud et al., 2000).
The action selection model, using the concept of lateral inhibition, addresses that movement
control is a dynamic process. It has been hypothesised that the inhibition exerted locally by
the axon collateral network of the medium spiny neurons in the striatum can create a
dynamic and input dependent spatiotemporal firing patterns between striatal domains
(Wickens & Arbuthnott, 1993; Wickens & Oorshcot, 2000). The number of striatal domains
resembles the number of GPi neurons, therefore the structure of inhibition is hypothetically
preserved downstream. The lateral inhibition is further enhanced by the action of the
GABAergic interneurons in the striatum, and putatively aids to fine tune and make the
activity pattern of these neurons more focused (Koos & Tepper, 1999). The action selection
model overcomes the conflict that firing rate changes are minor and direct and indirect
5

pathway activation can coexist. The action selection model, however, does not take into
account that 1) local, intra-node inhibition from axon collaterals is small (Jaeger et al., 1994)
or coming from interneurons, 2) doesn’t fully explain for why decorrelation is the basic state
of the cortico-BG network (Raz et al., 2000), 3) doesn’t explain how information flow from
the cortex is subject to huge amount convergence, whereas the structure of the information
is preserved (similarly to file compression on computers, Zheng & Wilson, 2002).

Dimensionality reduction models
The action selection model presupposes that information arriving in a refined and highly
organised manner from almost the entire cortical mantle, thalamus and brainstem; and it is
largely restructured within the recurrent loops of the BG. A theory that focuses on the vast
amount of downstream convergence is the dimensionality reduction model (Bar-Gad et al.,
2000; Bar-Gad et al., 2003b). The advantage of this model is that it can explain how multiple
dimensions for parallel information streams operate by the utilisation of Hebbian and antiHebbian reinforcement learning rules. It is based on the assumption that the activity of the
output nuclei represents the compressed version of the cortical activity, and becomes highly
correlated only after the exposure to novel input. Correlated neural activity, on the other
hand, activates lateral inhibition, which causes inter-nucleus decorrelation. The dynamical
rearrangement between correlated and non-correlated states signals saliency, which is
imposed on the output stations by the corticostriatal input. This provides a mechanism for
compressed state updates to influence the cortical decisions on action selection, based on
the highly divergent input information.
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Figure 1.1. The basal ganglia connectivity in humans. A) Most composite nuclei of the human Basal Ganglia
displayed on a horizontal plane image and outline taken from the Schaltenbrand & Wahren (1977) Human
Brain Atlas. B) Connectivity outline of cortico- basal ganglia – thalamocortical circuitry in the rodent. Red
arrows denote excitatory and blue arrows denote inhibitory connections. C) The subthalamic nucleus receives
vast and diverse modulatory connections and relays information to many parts of the Basal Ganglia. GPe:
globus pallidus externa, GPi: Globus Pallidus interna, STR: striatum, RF: reticular formation, SNc: substantia
nigra pars compacta, CTX: cortex, THA: thalamus, PPN: pedunculopontine nucleus. D) Connections between
the major input and output structures (cortex, thalamus and brainstem) and the component nuclei of the Basal
Ganglia in respect to some of the major cell types. Thalamocortical information is processed via distributed
and parallel routes.
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1.2. Subthalamic Nucleus
1.2.1.Anatomy and functional connectivity
The subthalamic nucleus (STN) is a densely packed, biconvex (lens shaped) structure
surrounded by the thalamus, the substantia nigra and the internal capsule (Yelnik &
Percheron, 1979; Parent et al., 2000; Oorschot, 1996. The borders of the STN can be
delineated by the expression of the forkhead homeobox protein 2 transcription factor
(FoxP2, Campbell et al., 2009), which is widely expressed in STN neurons but not in
surrounding structures. The dendritic arborisation in the STN of the rodents extends to the
surrounding areas, such as the zona incerta. This is not the case in primates (Afsharpour,
1985a,; Rafols & Fox, 1976). Historically, STN is the sole glutamatergic member of the BG,
however it has recently been shown that dopaminergic axons in the accumbens and
cholinergic striatal interneurons can release glutamate as well (Tecuapetla et al., 2010;
Nelson et al., 2014).

Anatomy and physiology of the STN neurons
In contrast to other basal ganglia structures, cell types are not defined in the STN, although
there is evidence, albeit limited, for heterogeneity. It has recently been implied that nicotinic
receptor subunit expression might define subsets of STN neurons (Xiao et al., 2015).
Additionally, anatomical studies suggest that neuronal population can be distinguished
based on the existence of local axon collaterals (Kita et al., 1983). STN neurons have on
average 7 dendrites that thin out distal to the soma (Afsharpour, 1985a; Sato et al.,
2000;Yelnik & Percheron, 1979). The dendritic tree of STN neurons roughly follows the
shape of the nucleus, the longest dendrites can roughly be as long as the border of the nucleus
running parallel to them. The dendritic tree can cover up to 2/3 of the nuclei and can spam
to the cerebral peduncle in rodents (Kita et al., 1983). This feature implies large
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computational capacity for converging input. Interestingly, STN neurons are ‘spiny’,
although these dendritic spines are sparse (Bevan et al., 1995).
Their intrinsic membrane properties predispose subthalamic neurons to generate
most of their spiking activity autonomously, discharging in the absence of synaptic input
(Bevan & Wilson, 1999). In vitro, STN neurons display a set of features that predispose
them to exhibit persistent tonic activity that is hypersensitive to synaptic input (Wilson,
2015). STN neurons display a scoop-shaped and regular voltage pattern that is defined by
the push and pull of three main currents that makes up their bursty extracellular firing
pattern. Additional ion channel mechanisms shape the switch from burst to single-spike
mode (Bevan & Wilson, 1999). In slices, STN neurons tend to display rhythmic tonic
activity (between 5-40 Hz), but are able to fire at significantly higher frequencies (Nakanishi
et al., 1987). Above 40 Hz, STN neurons are twice as sensitive to input as at lower
frequencies (Bevan & Wilson, 1999). Triggered by membrane hyperpolarisation, a subset
of STN neurons are also capable of firing rebound bursts (Beurrier et al., 1999).
Prominent ion channels underlying the action potential (AP) generation are the
voltage-gated Na channels, allowing for a persistent, slowly inactivating, ‘resurgent’ sodium
currents (Surmeier et al., 2005;Do & Bean, 2004; Mercer et al., 2007). These Na channels
are activated by voltages lower than those observed in non-autonomously firing neurons and
assists the prompt repeated firing after the decay of the voltage (Do & Bean, 2003, 2004).
AP is generated when this sodium influx overrides the Ca-activated potassium current at ~
45 mV (Bevan & Wilson, 1999). The gradual depolarisation starts immediately after an AP
was fired. The autonomous firing properties of these neurons are further aided by the
medium and fast lag repolarisation by voltage-dependent (medium) K+ and small
conductance Ca2++ dependent K+ (fast) channels, that forces quick recovery onto the
membrane (Hallworth et al., 2003).
9

STN connectivity
STN is in a unique position due to its extensive connectivity with almost every up- and
downstream stations within the cortico-thalamic basal ganglia loops.
Inputs and intrinsic organisation. The main intra-basal ganglia input is provided
by both segments of the dorsal pallidum (Canteras et al., 1990; Hamani et al., 2004;
Carpenter et al., 1981). STN has a firm and well-studied functional connectivity with the
GPe (GP in rodents, Parent & Hazrati, 1995). The GP projects to STN in a rostrocaudal
topographic organisation and efferents are arranged in a laminar structure that runs parallel
to the medullary lamina. The inhibitory input from the GPe is organised in a celltype-specific
manner1 as well. Two main celltypes have been described in the GPe: the parvalbumin
expressing arkypallidal neurons that contact downstream structures of the BG and the
preproenkephalin expressing prototypic neurons that contact the striatum solely (Mallet et
al., 2012). These celltypes are markedly important in understanding the functional
connectivity between the STN and the GPe due to their distinct firing pattern and differential
phase-alignment in regards to the STN (Bogacz et al., 2016). Arkypallidal neurons do not
send axons to STN, with synapses being formed solely with prototypic GP neurons (Mallet
et al., 2012; Abdi et al., 2015). PV-expressing GPe (prototypic) projections are known to be
evenly distributed within the STN, Lhx6 –GPe projections were targeting the edges of the
nucleus (Mastro et al., 2014). The anatomical and physiological nature of this projection is
set out to hinder highly correlated activity between the two nuclei (Baufreton & Bevan,
2008). Firstly, the GPe contacts the STN sparsely and in a highly selective manner:
strikingly, single GPe neurons contact very small number of STN neurons, with multiple
synaptic contacts that are dispersedly clustered within the STN (Baufreton et al., 2009).

1

Here I am going to refer to the cell-types by their prominent molecular marker
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Secondly, presynaptic GPe input imposes short term depression on the STN neurons, which
causes tonic and desynchronised activity between the two nucleus (Atherton et al., 2013).
STN receives excitatory inputs from many areas of the cortex. These connections are
crucial, because this is the only direct, monosynaptic excitatory pathway from the executive
structures that reaches the non-striatal basal ganglia directly (Mathai & Smith, 2011). The
cortical input also provides a basis for an attempt to divide STN into the classic intrinsic
organisation pattern segregating motor, associative and limbic parts (Alexander et al., 1990).
Accordingly, STN receives input from motor areas (M1, SMA, PMd PMv) and the frontal
eye field (Canteras et al., 1990; Matsumura et al., 1992; Nambu et al., 2002, Fig 1.2.). The
motor cortical pathways are highly segregated (Inase et al., 1999) Additionally, ‘limbic’
cortical afferents reach the STN from the orbitofrontal cortex and ‘associative’ connections
from cingulate, somatosensory, and insular cortex (Hamani et al., 2004, Fig. 1.2.). Inputs
arriving from mostly layer V of the motor cortex reach the STN dorsally and laterally,
whereas associative and limbic regions innervate the medial part (Afsharpour,
1985b,Monakow et al., 1978). The ‘pyramidal’ corticofugal neurons of the lateral and
medial agranular cortex contact several stations of the thalamus, basal ganglia and the
brainstem along with the STN (Kita & Kita, 2012). However, the boundaries of the tripartite
classification are less clear in the light of modern functional anatomy studies, although there
is converging evidence for the existence of functional subdivisions in primates and humans
(Brunenberg et al., 2012; Accolla et al., 2016b;Alkemade et al., 2015). A perhaps more
relevant organising principle is the complex somatotopic organisation within the nucleus
(Monakow et al., 1978, Nambu et al., 1996; Nambu et al., 1997,Rodriguez-Oroz et al., 2001,
Fig 1.2.). Interestingly, some of the calcium-binding proteins show clear zones of
distribution: calretinin being ventromedially and parvalbumin being dorsolaterally
expressed (Fortin & Parent, 1996; Augood et al., 1999).Topographically organised thalamic
11

input is arriving mostly from the parafuscicular division to the proximal dendrites of the
STN spines as opposed to the cortical synapses, that innervate the distal dendrites (Bevan &
Bolam, 1995). Both thalamic and cortical synapses operate via postsynaptic AMPAR and
NMDAR action (Chu et al., 2015; Mouroux et al., 1995).Last, but not least, the brainstem
provides rich neuro-modulatory input. In particular, the dopaminergic input from the
substantia nigra pars compacta is topographically organised and vulnerable to
neurodegeneration in PD (Cragg et al., 2004;Hassani et al., 1996; François et al., 2000, Fig.
1.1. C). Additionally, the role of glutaminergic and cholinergic innervation from the PPN
(Clarke et al., 1997;Flores et al., 1996) and serotoninergic innervation from the raphe is yet
to be explored (Lavoie & Parent, 1990; Parent et al., 2010).

Figure 1.2. Cortical somatotopy represented in the microcircuitry of the STN. Tripartite organisation
(limbic, associative and motor) and highly organised somatotopic representation is due to the strictly arranged
cortical input to the STN in non-human primates and humans (Hamani et al., 2004). The M1 maps information
of the hind limb, forelimb, orofacial in a lateral to medial order (Nambu et al., 1996). The SMA projection
follows that arrangement, but in an inverse order. The frontal (FEF) and supplementary (SEF) eye fields are
projecting to the ventral parts of the STN.
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Outputs. Majority of STN axons contact all three extra-striatal stations of the basal
ganglia, with a minority of GPe/SNr, GPi and GPe only branches (Sato et al., 2000 , Fig.
1.1. C). The main efferent connection of the STN is the GPe: it contacts large number of
neurons in a heterogeneous and sparse distribution in the GPe and receives major inhibitory
feedback to its glutamatergic activation (Baufreton et al., 2009; Fonnum et al., 1978; Oertel
& Mugnaini, 1984). Along with contacting the dendritic shafts in both components of the
SNr, STN sends sparse en passant synapses to the striatum (Parent & Hazrati, 1995b). STN
reaches all of its contact structures via glutamatergic connections and asymmetric synapses,
using AMPAR and NDMAR (Bevan et al., 1994). Interestingly, STN is not only reciprocally
connected to the GPe but also sends extensive efferents to the superficial layers (II/ III, IV)
of the cortex, making both the indirect and hyperdirect connection mutual and subject to
integration via reciprocal feedback (Degos et al., 2008). Interestingly, reciprocity underlies
highly coherent activity with the cortex, whereas the connection with the GPe is distinctly
uncorrelated (Bevan et al., 2002;Bar-Gad et al., 2003a). Lastly, via a previously largely
overlooked connection STN also projects back the substantia nigra pars compacta and
innervates masses of dopamine neurons causing short-latency excitation of the SNc
(Watabe-Uchida et al., 2012).

1.2.2.STN Electrophysiology
Tri-phasic response to cortical stimulation
It has been shown that reciprocal connections of the STN and GPe form an autonomously
firing, ‘pacemaking’ loop (Plenz & Kital, 1999). As part of the indirect pathway, this
uncorrelated but coordinated action of STN-GPe loop funnels irregular rhythmicity onto the
output nucleus. Additional to the prompt (2.5 ms) and direct excitation exerted by the
hyperdirect pathway, converging input from the striatal direct and STN-GPe indirect
pathway will shape a characteristic multiphasic evoked potential by single cortical stimulus
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(Fujimoto & Kita, 1993; Maurice et al., 1998;Magill et al., 2001, Urbain et al., 2000). The
direct pathway triggers a medium lag inhibition, which may or may not be followed by a
long latency excitation caused by the striatal inhibition of the GPe that causes disinhibition
of the STN. The existence of the third component is due to the indirect pathway action, and
will dictate whether the cortical input triggers movement promoting or inhibiting decision
from the BG (Blenkinsop et al., 2017).2 The characteristic of this cortical evoked potential
will be discussed in detail in Chapter II and IV.

1.2.3. STN Function
Motor function, action selection and switching between actions
Early observations of STN lesions implicated the involvement of STN in motor function, as
selective damage to the nucleus was reported to induce ‘hemiballismus’ and chorea, which
was confined to the contralateral side in case of an unilateral lesion in human patients,
whereas dyskinesia was observed with experimentally induced lesions in monkeys
(Carpenter, 1955; Hamada & DeLong, 1992; Lee & Marsden, 1994). Micro-stimulation in
healthy monkeys, on the other hand, does not seem to trigger movement, which is
implicative of its involvement in subtle motor control functions or shaping response
inhibition (Wichmann et al., 1994a).
Pioneering studies related STN single cell activity in behaving monkeys to
movement parameters and described a complex relationship with movement amplitude, peak
velocity and direction (Georgopoulos et al., 1983). STN motor function was also linked not
only to active but also proprioceptive and passive joint movements in descriptive studies on
behaving and sleeping monkeys (DeLong et al., 1985; Wichmann et al., 1994b).
Additionally, a highly somatotopical organisation was revealed within the nucleus that

2

A computational model based on segregated channels can explain for the presence of the indirect pathway
response, thus the action selection
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follows the pattern of the cortical input (Nambu et al., 1996). It has also been shown that
activity of pairs of STN neurons are uncorrelated during moving or when limbs are being
moved (Wichmann et al., 1994a). Due to its connection to cortical areas responsible for eye
movement control (frontal eye field, supplementary eye field), an extensive line of research
was carried out on the involvement of the ventral STN in the timing and control of saccadic
and intentional eye movements (Matsumura et al., 1992; Huerta & Kaas, 1990). The timing
of modulation related to voluntary and saccadic movement (as compared to single joint
EMG activity or oculomotor activity) shows a sustained, relatively large latency range preand postmovement. Furthermore, STN activity can be elicited by 1) sensory-guided
movement (visual, auditory), 2) the attentional/memory-related tasks involving action
(Schlag & Schlag-Rey, 1987;Goldberg & Bruce, 1985); 3) motion-related passive
proprioception, even motor imagery (Wichmann et al., 1994b; Kühn et al., 2006). This
versatility and flexibility in timing, and indistinctiveness in triggering modalities further
reaffirms the STN’s involvement in regulatory movement control and sensory-motor
integration rather than just initiation.
STN population activity was repeatedly demonstrated to be involved in coding for
motor effort in a series of studies carried out using imaging techniques and extracellular LFP
recordings in PD patients (Spraker et al., 2010;Vaillancourt et al., 2007;). In particular, Tan
et al. (2016) demonstrated that temporal features of the gripping force and the vigour can be
captured by beta and gamma oscillations, and that the combination of the two is powerful in
predicting gripping force. To this date, not a lot of studies have been focusing on single
neuron coding for motor effort and vigour. Patil et al. (2004) showed that the firing of large
population of STN neurons were modulated by the gripping force and can be used for
designing simple BMIs. Lipski et al. (2017) showed various stereotypical responses a single
STN neuron can elicit in preparation and during grip force production and revealed that
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motor coding in this task depends on the phase synchronisation between the cortex and the
STN.
STN is known to be involved not only in scaling, but also in switching between motor
programs. Study by Isoda and Hikosaka (2008) attempted to describe the direction of
information flow during the switch from non-intentional to volitional saccades. It was shown
that STN neurons play an important role in the switch, inhibiting the unwanted motor pattern
by mirroring the activity of the supplementary eye field and putatively sending a rapid and
direct excitatory signal to the SNr, which exerts inhibitory effect on the cortex. Furthermore,
a subset of neurons was involved in facilitating the instructed action, but majority of the
STN neurons were related to the inhibition of the undesired movement pattern.

Response inhibition
In agreement with the STN being involved in the suppression of unwanted action, a series
of studies focused on the role of STN in response inhibition. Studies investigating the role
of the STN in stop-signal reaction time measures were able to address the competition
between stop and go in response inhibition (Logan et al., 1984). Eagle et al. (2008) found
that lesions of the STN causes reduced accuracy in the timing of such responses. A
functional imaging study indicated that STN plays a role in the suppression of the
thalamocortical output during the ‘go’ response, moreover, the tractography used in this
study revealed the involvement of the hyperdirect pathway in forming such response (Aron
& Poldrack, 2006). Evidence for the causative involvement of the STN in forming the
stop/pause response has recently been shown by an optogenetic study in mice (Fife et al.,
2017). This study demonstrated that STN excitation interrupts licking behaviour and,
furthermore, acute inactivation attenuates the interruptive effect of surprise in this task.
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Conflict, decision making and impulsivity
In line with the STN’s involvement in inhibitory control, impulsivity is one of the main
affective side-effects of high-frequency deep brain stimulation in patients (Temel et al.,
2005; Frank et al., 2007). A prominent feature of impulsivity is the inability, or reduced
capability, to abstain from actions in high-conflict situations. High frequency stimulation of
the STN results in a prominent error-pattern in the performance of PD patients, who display
significantly shorter reaction times with higher incidence of error. This result implies that
STN is involved in the accuracy of the decision by putting a brake on the behaviour (Frank
et al., 2007). Single unit recordings from microelectrodes in PD patients undergoing DBS
surgery have provided direct evidence for STN neurons coding for decision making
parameters, with neurons showing increased firing rates during high conflict trials (Zaghloul
et al., 2012). Furthermore, Zavala et al., 2015 showed that, in an action-selection task
involving conflict, while some STN neurons show classic, movement-related increases in
their firing rate (late cells), others are modulated by the cue (early cells). The firing rate of
these early cells remain elevated during high conflict trials and seem to be modulated by
STN oscillations. STN is also involved in pathological gambling in human patients and rat
models for this condition (Rosa et al., 2013; Jahanshahi, 2013, Aleksandrova et al., 2013).

Reward
Given its reciprocal connections to the motivation-related ventral stream (see above), it is
not surprising that the STN participates in shaping reward-related responses. Baunez and
colleagues carried out a series of studies using STN lesioned animals performing a reward
related operant task. It has been established that STN participates in coding for the
anticipation of the reward and workload associated to and the nature of the expected reward
(Baunez et al., 2002; Baunez et al., 2005; Baunez et al., 1995; Eagle et al., 2008; Lardeux &
Baunez, 2008; Lardeux et al., 2009).
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1.3. Parkinson’s disease
1.3.1.Symptoms and main therapeutic approaches
Parkinson’s disease (PD) is the second most common neurodegenerative and the most
common motor disorder, affecting mostly the elderly population (Nolden et al., 2014). The
aetiology of the disease is unclear, heredity factors can only be identified in a small portion
of the cases (Fahn & Sulzer, 2004). It has long been established that PD can be characterised
by a progressive loss of TH-expressing striatal axons combined with the loss of somatodendritic TH expression in the SNc. However, symptoms only become apparent when cell
death exceeds approximately 80% (Ehringer & Hornykiewicz, 1960; Brooks, 2004). While
it was first characterised as the tremulous disease, PD has 4 main symptoms. Alongside
tremor, patients display rigidity, slowness of movement (bradykinesia) and gait disturbances
(Connolly & Lang, 2014). One symptom group is generally more dominant, which helps
choosing the appropriate drug therapy (Connolly & Lang, 2014). Dopamine replacementbased medication can be highly effective, but is often limited by severe motor (dyskinesias)
and non-motor side effects (depression, impulsive behaviour) and partial efficacy (motor
fluctuations, Obeso et al., 2000). The main types of PD medications are levodopa and DA
receptor agonists, MAOBIs (DA breakdown inhibitor), anticholinergics and NMDA
receptor blockers (for review see: Connolly & Lang, 2014). After a couple of years
(especially early-onset patients) develop remittance periods, when the medication is no
longer effective. Off-periods can be alleviated by introducing changes into medication
tactics (increasing, fractionating, introducing different drugs). Patients who initially
responded well to dopamine replacement therapies but having stubborn refractory symptoms
and long off-periods can be considered for ablative or deep brain stimulation (DBS) surgery
(Benabid et al., 2009; see the details below).
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1.3.2. Animal models for Parkinson’s disease
Uniquely, the electrophysiological correlates of Parkinson’s disease can be investigated in
humans due to the possibility of microelectrode recordings from the surgical targets of DBS.
Invasive recordings from the diseased human brain provided valuable pathological insight,
albeit confounded by the inflexibility of the recording location, duration of such recordings
and the lack of healthy controls. In order to overcome these limitations, in vivo animal
models based on toxicity or transgenic manipulation have been established (Schober, 2004).
The choice of model largely depends on the specific objectives of the research question:
some models reproduce certain features of PD better than others (Blandini & Armentero,
2012). With the availability of genetically modified rodent strains, there are now many
excellent models or neurodegeneration available (Chesselet et al., 2008; Gispert et al., 2009).
Here I am going to focus on the classic, toxicity-based models: the lesions using MPTP and
6-OHDA. Both animal models are efficient in replicating DA depletion, have good clinical
predictive validity, and are associated physiological changes. In terms of delivery, MPTP
can be delivered systemically, whereas 6-OHDA requires local administration. Classic
studies with MPTP were done on non-human primates, but in can be used in mice and other
species, although rodents seem to be less sensitive to the toxin. 6-OHDA, on the other hand,
is most commonly used in rodents. Due the severity of symptoms induced by bilateral lesion,
6-OHDA is usually injected to only one side of the brain, which can then be utilised for
semi-sided behavioural testing (e.g. apomorphine-induced rotations or stepping test,
Schwarting & Huston, 1996b; Olsson et al., 1995). An intact side also provides control for
histology. Both models share the downside of not reproducing the progressive nature of the
disease faithfully, although there MPTP can be gradually administered over longer periods
(Przedborski & Vila, 2001). Both models respond to levodopa treatment and recreate some
aspects of the symptomatology of the motor dysfunction, however tremor is not usually
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observed after 6-OHDA treatment. Both the MPTP and 6-OHDA model of PD therefore
provides an excellent test-bed to examine pathophysiological changes by recording and
manipulating neuronal activity, and Parkinsonian symptoms.

1.3.3.Consequences of DA depletion on the basal ganglia
physiology
Dopamine depletion causes and profound disturbance within the thalamocortical basal
ganglia loops that can be characterised by marked changes in the firing rate, pattern and
network-level oscillations across the basal ganglia.

Rate changes
Changes in the firing rates of neurons in many nodes of basal ganglia has been demonstrated
in PD patients and animal models of the disease (Filion et al., 1991;Wichmann et al., 1994a,
1994b; Bergman et al., 1994; Hassani et al., 1996; Schneider & Rothblat, 1996, Escola et
al., 2003,Bergman et al., 1990; Aziz et al., 1991;Wichmann & DeLong, 1999; Walter &
Vitek, 2004, Boraud et al., 1998; Soares et al., 2004). Some of these changes are in line with
the classic Albin/DeLong model, however there are also several inconsistencies (Bar-Gad
& Bergman, 2001). In a hypokinetic condition, a significant increase in the firing rate of
output structures (SNr / GPi) and the STN, and a decrease of activity in GPe would be the
core prediction of the Rate model (Alexander et al., 1986;Bergman et al., 1994). Presumably
the decreased inhibition from GPe results in the over activity of GPi, which then exerts
exaggerated inhibition on the thalamus, impeding the initiation of motor command.
Ultimately, some of these changes are inflicted by the computational output of the striatum.
Accordingly, there are wide-spread changes in synaptic plasticity and firing properties of
the MSNs in the striatum (Kreitzer & Malenka, 2008). For example, direct-pathway MSNs
display lower firing rate after dopamine depletion (Mallet et al., 2006). Even tough, these
changes in the firing rates are remarkably inconsistent (see discussion about the
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Albin/Delong model above, Wichmann & DeLong, 1999; Eusebio et al., 2009;Litvak et al.,
2011; Oldenburg & Sabatini, 2015b). Applying the Albin/DeLong model to predictions
about the rate changes would mean that the ‘anti-kinetic’ indirect pathway is dominating the
communication by inhibiting the motor programs and hindering the activation of the ‘prokinetic’ direct pathway (Mink, 2003; Nambu, 2008). This result is promoted by basic
findings and translational observations. The selective optogenetic activation of the D1 vs D2
receptors replicated the predictions from the Albin/DeLong model (Kravitz et al., 2010).
Moreover, lesioning overactive nodes results in motor improvement of PD (Bergman et al.,
1990).
Interpretation of the rate model is not straightforward in the light of the study by
Boraud et al., 2000, who found that the rate change in the GPi was only prominent in the
receptive field changes of the neurons, as coding for a passive movement became less
selective to a single joint. Some clinical findings also seem to be contradictory to the
Albin/DeLong model: lesioning the GPi improve motor symptoms, and lesions of the
thalamus or the GPe does not result in experimentally induced symptoms of PD (Obeso et
al., 2000; Soares et al., 2004).

Pattern changes
Along with the firing changes, some nodes of the BG display enhanced oscillatory activity
in their spike trains. This is particularly prominent in the increase of bursting activity in the
pallidum, entopeduncular nucleus ( or GPi) and the STN (Filion et al., 1991; Bergman et al,
1994; Raz et al., 2000, Ruskin et al., 1999). The bursting activity of single neurons markedly
decreases after the combination of dopamine depletion with cortical ablation, which suggest
that in anaesthetised rodents, cortical input is crucial in driving the patterned activity of the
GPe and STN (Magill et al., 2001). In human PD patients, STN spike trains display coherent
and coordinated bursting in the absence of movement or anti-parkinsonian medication (Levy
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et al., 2002). Tai et al. (2011) have recently shown that blockade of T-type Ca2+ currents,
that considerably contribute to the burst activity of STN neurons alleviate motor deficits in
the 6-OHDA model for Parkinson’s disease. Furthermore, this group has also demonstrated
that an unconventional, low-frequency stimulation therapy, that is normally ineffective for
DBS patients, can be made therapeutic by lengthening the depolarising pulse and decreasing
the availability of those channels.

Oscillatory changes
A robust finding across patients and animal models is that activity gets more rhythmic and
coordinated within and between the nodes of BG in PD. The oscillatory changes on the level
of a single neuron can happen in lower frequency ranges, that resembles the mean frequency
of the peripheral tremor (below or around 10 Hz), and at faster bands around 20-25 Hz in
parkinsonian rodents and human patients (10 Hz in Parkinsonian primates) that the literature
refers to as ‘beta band oscillation’ (Brown & Marsden, 1999).
Example for exaggerated tremor frequency oscillation, is that the otherwise
remarkably uncorrelated GP neurons get robustly synchronised in MPTP-treated non-human
primates which effect is reversible with L-DOPA treatment (Raz et al., 2000, Bar-Gad et al.,
2003a). GPe cells in MPTP-treated vervet monkeys display tremor-frequency bursts (Raz et
al., 200). Tremor-related, movement sensitive unit activity was also found in the STN of PD
patients, however it was not the dominant discharge pattern of the nucleus, irregular and
tonic neurons formed the vast majority of recorded cells (Rodriguez-Oroz et al., 2001).
In the STN, units readily display oscillatory activity with a higher prominent
frequency component at the beta (20-25 Hz) range (Levy et al., 2001). Intriguingly, despite
being a major input and output to the BG, there are not that many studies focusing on the
activity patterns of single units in the motor cortex (Li et al., 2012). It has been established
that –in line with what has been observed with other structures –motor cortical units oscillate
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without pronounced rate-change (Goldberg et al., 2002; Goldberg et al., 2004; Pasquereau
& Turner, 2011). Furthermore, oscillatory coupling between STN neurons and the locking
of STN neurons to the LFP was shown in by many studies (Kuhn et al., 2005; Weinberger
et al., 2006a; Mallet et al., 2008;Moran et al., 2012). The engagement of local and global
population in beta band oscillation and synchronisation during PD coding will be discussed
further above.

1.4. Oscillations in Neuronal Processing
1.4.1.Oscillations across different coding levels
Strictly speaking, an oscillation is a periodic deviation from the mean (Gatev et al., 2006).
Periodic fluctuations emerge on all functional level of healthy and diseased neuronal
networks (Buzsaki & Draguhn, 2004). Despite being ubiquitous property of neuronal
activity, it has been challenging to provide evidence for the role of neuronal oscillations role
in information coding. This is due to the basic problem of investigating the role for a
phenomenon that is supposedly exert their influence top-down: the acid-test of significance
would be to eliminate oscillations, but no other components of neuronal communication.
Since oscillatory activity is generated as an emergent property of the temporal relationship
between ion channel openings, membrane potential fluctuations, spike time relations, getting
rid of the oscillations would entail depleting its generators. There is, however, converging
evidence spamming from recurring membrane potential fluctuations to large scale
recordings, and interactions between the different levels of neuronal organisation that
supports the functional role for oscillations. Here I will focus on the role of oscillations in
healthy and diseased thalamocortical-basal ganglia loops, highlighting the patterned and
oscillatory interactions in which the subthalamic nucleus engages.
Activity-features of neural elements can be captured across different levels of spatial
magnification, but conventionally neuroscientific scope is clustered between the two
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extremes of studying large population of summated activity and the extra/intracellular
activity of a single cell (Moran & Bar-Gad, 2010). The extremities of these two approaches
suffer from the trade-off between having great spatial resolution reflecting the organisation
versus having sufficient number of observations bearing implications of function. To
overcome these limitations, some studies have investigated the correlative relationship
between the two (Logothetis, 2002; Bartho et al., 2004).

Extracellular recording
Extracellular recordings acquired by microelectrodes are used to collect action potential
(AP) or ‘unit’ traces from the close vicinity of the recording tip (Buzsaki et al., 2012).
Extracellular recordings reflect shorter time windows (as action potentials decay faster) and
spams across low spatial resolution (couple of hundreds of micrometres; Henze et al., 2000.
The signal acquired this way consists mainly of spiking activity, but can also contain
postsynaptic potentials (Mitzdorf, 1985) and membrane potential changes (Moran & BarGad, 2010; Pedemonte et al., 1998). The shape and size of the AP will be dependent on the
recording distance and the placement of the electrode relative to the neuron’s ultrastructure,
intrinsic properties of the membrane and anatomical features of the neuron (Henze et al.,
2000; Gold et al., 2006; Buzsaki et al., 2012). Generally speaking, the shape of the AP is
less sensitive to the placement of the electrode, hence it is commonly used to decide whether
a particular waveform picked up by the electrode potentially belongs to the same neuron
(Quiroga, 2007). The procedure when a stable and separable waveform-train is assigned to
a single neuron and converted into a point-process is referred to as spike sorting (Lewicki,
1998). In some cases, the waveforms are not dissimilar enough to definitively distinguish
between putative single neurons. In this case, the channel is extracted as a multi-unit (Tankus
et al., 2009).
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Electroencephalography, Electrocorticography, Local Field Potentials
The first ever recorded electrical trace was in fact rhythmic and reflected a summated
activity of many different neuronal elements (Berger, 1929). Electroencephalography (EEG)
is acquired by electrodes placed on the skull surface and reflects not only the membrane
potential fluctuations and the participating ionic currents summated over centimetres, but
also the neuronal architecture of the cortex. Electrocorticogram (ECoG) signal is identical
in principal to the EEG, but the signal-to-noise ratio is improved by placing the recording
electrode in contact with the dura. This is possible with grids of multiple electrodes or ball
electrodes placed over the burr hole in patients undergoing surgery, and by small screws
fixed onto the scull of experimental animals. The cortex is a layered structure which lends
itself to create potential changes between the parallel surfaces of many principal neurons
creating electrical sinks and sources (Eccles, 1951). The synaptic currents along the
dendrites of pyramidal cells create positive and negative deflections in the EEG (Kandel et
al., 2000;Baker et al., 1997;Creutzfeldt et al., 1966;Donoghue et al., 1998;Frost, 1968;
Mitzdorf 1985;Steriade, 2000).
Both LFP and EEG detects signals from larger areas and incorporates a summation
of activity over a broader time window, indicating that the underlying mechanisms
represented are slower processes, such as membrane potential fluctuations (Logothetis,
2002, Moran & Bar-Gad, 2010). The signal composition of the LFP reflects subthreshold
membrane, rather than action potential related changes, both linkedto ion channel
permeability (Eccles, 1951). Even though LFPs were primarily studied in laminar structures
(cortex, hippocampus), fact that LFP can be recorded from electrodes placed directly into
the neural tissue enabled the acquisition of population activity from non-laminar structures.
In particular, in the STN, which is a structure densely packed with large axons aligned along
a primary axis in an elliptical fashion parallel to the rostro-caudal border of the nucleus, a
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sink and source summation, similar to what has been observed in the cortex, is possible
(Brown & Williams, 2005). However, in most composite nuclei of the BG, LFP is more
likely to reflect the in- and output balance within the macro-circuit rather than the sink and
source differences within structure (Moran & Bar-Gad, 2010). The BG LFPs can capture
simultaneous changes in local population activity, as there is evidence for the correlation
between LFP fluctuations and 1) synchronous membrane potential changes (Goto &
O'Donnell, 2001) and 2) stimulation induced firing rate changes (Magill et al., 2004b). In
fact, the importance of the LFP in BG research assumes that the signal is a sum of the
synchronous activation of a given structures neural elements (Kuhn et al., 2005; Goldberg
et al., 2004; Brown & Williams, 2005).

Background Unit Activity
The so-called background unit activity, a signal that can be extracted from microelectrode
recordings by high-pass filtering and spike removal, offers a solution to bridge the gap
between the good spatial and temporal resolution (Moran & Bar-Gad, 2010). The calculation
of the BUA entails rectification, spike-removal and high-pass filtering. This method has
shown to reflect the coordinated activity of a small neuronal ensemble, rather than only a
handful of neurons. BUA has proven to be useful to investigate oscillatory relations within
the BG, especially regarding disease states (Moran et al., 2008b).

1.4.2. Role of oscillations in healthy coding
Oscillations can be described in terms of neural events being adjusted to a common time
frame. Persistent time locking can happen between oscillating and non-oscillating events,
between ion channels, neurons, small assemblies and larger neural populations. Time
locking can also happen between different levels of coding such as a single neuron can be
locked to the activity produced by a large population of cells. The main question of studying
the function of oscillations is how synchronous activity of different elements is utilised by
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the brain. Here I will focus on two frameworks: that periodic patterns of activity can create
a ‘background’ for patterned input (from other structures or from the external world), laid
out by Wilson (2015) and the communication through coherence (CTC) theory (Fries, 2005).
A recurring idea regarding the function of oscillations is that it creates a reference frame, in
relation to which neuronal events can gain context. The context is created by having a blank
canvas on which activity time locked to the input is meaningful. One example for this in the
BG is how mostly quiescent striatal neurons code for movement by an abrupt increase in
their firing (Kimura et al., 1984). This is a suitable conceptual framework for understanding
healthy and diseased oscillatory coding on the level of extracellular spiking in the basal
ganglia.
In the cortex, healthy oscillations have proven to be underlying complex cognitive
mechanisms such as feature binding and attention (Engel et al., 1991; van Wijk et al., 2012).
The problem of feature binding refers to the paradox of experiencing objects as one ‘gestalt’
(i.e. objects) while neurons are coding for the elements of the whole (i.e. colours, contours).
It has been suggested that neural computation overcomes the ‘binding’ problem by
temporally coordinating the activity of different inputs carrying information about the same
gestalt by providing a neural ‘master clock’ (Singer & Gray, 1995). The phase relationship
in which inputs reach the target will select what elements belong to the same percept (Fries
et al., 1997). The more generalised theory called communication by coherence, put forward
by Pascal Fries, (Cannon et al., 2014; Fries, 2005; Fries et al., 2008) is more applicable to
both motor and sensory coding. According this theory, the success of the communication
between two oscillators will depend a coherent and specific phase relationship between the
input and the receiver. More specifically, in case of successful communication transfer, input
spikes reach the receiver in its most excitable phase. These more common ‘preferred phase
alignment scenarios’ provide a temporal frame during the input has a maximal effect on the
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receiver, hence the communication is efficient. Naturally, non-preferred scenarios occur
when communication is prohibited, and crosstalk with other connected structures are
preferred. The dynamic balance between these two phase alignment scenarios is essential
for coding information. This framework ties in well with the overarching question of how
synchronous large-scale activity is correlated with health and disease within the basal
ganglia (Cagnan et al., 2013a; Cagnan et al., 2015).
This thesis is particularly focused on the functional implications of oscillatory synchrony
in a single frequency band, but this is admittedly an oversimplified view of neuronal
processing (Brittain & Brown, 2014). A power spectrum of a given electrophysiological
signal usually contains peaks at multiple frequencies and it has been established that neurons
can adjust their firing to multiple rhythms. Moreover, cross-frequency coupling has a
functional relevance and partial correlation can show functional relevance to multiple
oscillatory components (Moran et al., 2008; Chen et al., 2010;Lopez-Azcarate et al., 2010,
Oswal et al., 2013, Tan et al., 2016).
As it will be revealed in the upcoming section in relation to Parkinson’s disease,
maximum synchrony does not necessarily lead to maximum network performance (Cagnan
et al., 2013a). Information theory can help to understand this relationship (Barlow, 1961;
Hanslmayr et al., 2012). From the point of view of entropy, it is plausible that overlyexaggerated synchrony will cause sub-optimal information flow by cramming the
communication with fuelling only one type of interaction with the highest power (Brittain
& Brown, 2014). In high synchrony, novelty arising from changing environmental demands
or cross talk with not highly synchronised other structures are not promoted, hence the
flexibility of the system is impeded. Intermittent periods of high synchrony might be
favourable to code for the boundaries of a sensory or a motor event (stop and go; what
features belong together, Kuhn et al., 2004;Frank, 2006;Aron, 2007). High synchrony might
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also subserve decision making semantic categorisation or during selection between motor
programs (Hanslmayr et al., 2009; Kuhn et al., 2004). A healthy system is presumably
primed for but not constantly stucked at high synchrony stages.

1.4.3. Oscillations involving the Subthalamic Nucleus
Ionic currents to create autonomous clock-like firing in the STN
Unlike many neurons in the forebrain, that fire as the result of integrating the synaptic input,
some of the BG downstream structures and upstream interneurons display autonomous firing
properties (Goldberg et al., 2009;Maurice et al., 2004; Atherton & Bevan, 2005;Bevan et
al., 2006; Chan et al., 2004). The spontaneous pacemaker activity is present in slicepreparations, in the absence of synaptic input (Plenz & Kital, 1999;Kita & Kitai, 1991). This
section discusses the ionic currents that contributes to the membrane-level oscillations that
create a sustained and regular tonic activity. These features are similar in the extrastriatal
BG, but here I will focus on the ion channel mechanisms shaping the autonomous spiking
of the STN. The fine-tuned interplay between the constant sodium, and the re-sensitising
potassium currents creates a membrane milieu that predisposes STN neurons to fire highly
regulated and tonic AP trains. In other words, STN neurons, like some other cell types of
the basal ganglia are set up to have no resting membrane potential and be able to display
stable pacemaker activity.
Discussing the subcellular-level mechanisms are crucial in understanding how neuronal
oscillations evolve in native and pathological conditions for several reasons. The high
frequency autonomous firing disposition creates a ‘blank’ background, upon which the main
inputs inhibitory (GPe) and excitatory (thalamus and motor cortex) can impose contextdependent firing patterns. In addition, autonomous spiking can play a role in decoupling
interconnected nodes of the basal ganglia by providing periodically occurring temporal
reference for postsynaptic activity, that will dictate the net outcome of the synaptic input
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(Baufreton et al., 2005; Bevan et al., 2002, McIver et al., 2018). Autonomous activity likely
counteracts enhanced synaptic patterning, which is known to promote abnormal network
states in the extrastriatal BG (McIver et al., 2018).

STN neurons display irregular and patterned activity
Neurons that have no actual resting membrane potential tend to integrate synaptic input in
terms of likelihood (Wilson, 2015). The excitatory and inhibitory inputs will move the
timings of the action potentials forward or backward. Various sources of incoming
information will result in an irregular firing pattern, which is further enhanced by the act
that STN has vast convergence, that means receiving a large set of asynchronous and weak
inputs. In line with these assumptions, STN neurons rarely display perfectly timed tonic
activity in vivo. In quiet wakefulness, STN neurons display high frequency tonic and
irregular firing patterns, which readily switch to burst mode (Matsumura et al., 1992;
Overton & Greenfield, 1995; Wichmann et al. 1994; Bergman, 1998). STN neurons show
little to no correlation in their cross-correlogram within the nucleus and with other nodes of
BG (Wichmann et al., 1994, Mallet et al., 2008). The wide range of activity patterns
showcased by these neurons regardless of a relatively steady firing rate supports that if the
firing of STN neurons gets highly regular, it implies dysfunctional over-coordination
between its inputs.
What shapes the irregularity of the firing pattern? The patterning of the firing rate comes
from within and outside of the BG. Within the basal ganglia, the most important connection
stems from the GPe, which forms a reciprocal disinhibition loop (discussed above).
Additionally, upstream source via the motor cortex that can reach the STN via inhibitory
connections of the indirect pathway and direct excitation (hyperdirect pathway, as discussed
above).
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In vitro, Plenz & Kitai’s (1999) landmark study showed that deprived from its main
upstream inputs, the GPe and STN forms a pacemaking loop. Conversely, correlated
rhythmic activity is not observed in native preparations (Loucif et al., 2005). Nevertheless,
it has been shown that the GPe can readily pattern autonomous STN membrane oscillations
in an amplitude- and pattern specific manner (Bevan et al., 1998). Large IPSPs elicit
synchronised activity, small IPSP leads to temporarily deactivate and phase reset in the
membrane potential of STN neurons. Trains of different IPSPs can, however, elicit a range
of responses in the STN. Furthermore, electrical simulation can evoke large IPSPs can reset
and synchronise STN neurons (Baufreton et al., 2005). These studies emphasise that the
GABA-mediated inhibitory connection from the GPe imposes phasic patterning rather than
tonic transmission modes onto the STN (Bevan et al., 2006).
Information about the excitatory (cortical and thalamic) input is less understood in
vitro. A single EPSP can speed up the generation of the AP compared to the autonomous
firing, but this effect depends on the precise timing of the postsynaptic input, middle-phase
EPSPs being more effective (Farries & Wilson, 2012). In line with the weak and
asynchronous ‘patterning’ framework, glutamatergic EPSPs evoked by 20 Hz stimulation
elicit weak phase locking in the STN. Intriguingly, this patterning can be amplified by
imposing synthetic feedback inhibition (presuming preceding activity from the GPe,
Nakanishi et al., 1987; Baufreton et al., 2005). Moreover, it has been shown that synaptic
integration is complex and non-linear in case of frequent or large EPSPs that cannot be
explained for with what has been observed with a single and regular EPSP (Farries et al.,
2010; Farries & Wilson, 2012).
The relationship between the STN and its inputs is affected by the presence of
dopamine. Dopamine acts as an attenuator: in the presence of DA both IPSPs and EPSPs are
reduced compared to dopamine-depleted animals (Bevan et al., 2002). The effect size of the
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postsynaptic currents can be restored by D2 receptor agonists (Shen & Johnson, 2000; Zhu
et al., 2002). The fact that D2 receptor activation reduced GABAergic transmission more
readily than the EPSPs implies that DA loss has a potentially larger effect on mediating the
GPe-STN than the CTX- STN connection. These findings have been reviewed by Terman
et al. (2002) computational work concluding that weakened pallidal inhibition can led to the
emergence of oscillations by switching irregular to rhythmic relationship. Another
interesting conclusion of the model is that these structures are not predisposed to generate a
tightly coordinated activity under physiological conditions, but irregular activities readily
emerge. More recently, McIver and colleagues (2018) have shown that increased D2 SPN
activity led to the reduction of autonomous firing in dopamine depleted rodents.
Furthermore, the decorrelation from the motor cortex, that is characteristic of STN neurons
in intact circuits, was promoted by the chemogenetic restoration of autonomous firing in
these neurons.
The complexity of synaptic integration implies that STN neurons are executing
dynamic, rapid and highly adaptive computations that will largely rely on the amplitude,
phase and relationship between different synaptic inputs (Bevan, 2017). These phasespecific interactions between the timing of the synaptic input and the postsynaptic activity
cycle will likely achieve network level effects on the dynamic decoupling that is
characteristic of healthy, and lost in diseased states of the cortico-BG network.

STN neurons are sensitive to input and have a tendency to be modulated by
upstream network oscillations
STN is the only extra-striatal node of the basal ganglia that receives direct excitatory cortical
input (Nambu et al., 2000). Early in vitro studies show that STN is extremely sensitive to
excitatory input, small changes in excitatory synaptic input can not only change the firing
rate of the neurons, but also switch their discharge mode from single spike to burst mode
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(Kitai & Kita, 1987). In vivo STN neurons fire 10-25 Hz and their discharge pattern
alternates between single spike mode, highly regular tonic firing and burst mode (Beurrier
et al., 2000; Beurrier et al., 1999;Wigmore & Lacey, 2000; Urbain et al., 2000). During
passive movements in non-human primates, some dorsal STN neurons (30-50%) are
modulated by contralateral joint movements: most of the responsive neurons increase their
firing rate, but some of them display multiphasic and complex responses (Wichman et al.,
1994). This finding is supported by microelectrode recordings in the human (discussed in
detail below, for example Lipski et al., 2017). The fact that not all STN neurons modulate
their firing and the responses are not reflecting 1-1 motor coding implies that the STN shapes
but not dictates the movement command of the basal ganglia triggered by the cortical and
thalamic activation. (Kitai & Deniau, 1981; Matsumara et al., 1992; Fujimoto & Kita, 1993;
Wichmann et al., 1994; Mouroux et al., 1995).
Changes in the firing pattern of STN neurons is heavily dependent on the cortical
state of the animal (Magill et al., 2000; ; Urbain et al., 2000). Urethane/ketamine anaesthesia
in rodents to investigate the firing of STN neurons and their relation to network activity
(Magill et al., 2000). Slow wave activity (SWA) and global activation (GA) closely resemble
forebrain activity in the sleeping and awake brain, respectively (Magill et al., 2000). During
slow oscillations, the continuous large amplitude ~1 Hz waves are superimposed with a
waxing-and-waning “spindles” (7-12 Hz) appearing on the top of the slow waves (Steriade
et al., 1993). Under these conditions, STN units are entrained by the cortical SWA and
spindles (Magill et al., 2004b). The capricious change in SWA or sensory stimulation can
lead to intermittent periods of GA (Magill et al., 2000). GA in control animals is mostly
dominated by higher amplitude oscillations that influence the firing of STN neurons only
weakly (Magill et al., 2006; Magill et al., 2004b). Rhythmic cortical activity imposes
patterned activity not only onto the STN, but also onto the STN-GP loop, as coupling of the
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two structures is only present during SWA, but not GA. Cortical ablation diminishes the
low-frequency oscillatory discharge pattern in STN neurons (Magill et al., 2001). This
further supports the fact that the STN- GP network does not reinforce emergent oscillatory
activity in the absence of patterned input. In healthy animals, STN firing promotes
irregularity as the cortical inputs get more complex during the awake state (Urbain et al.,
2002).
Intriguingly, the cortical influence is largely modulated by the presence of dopamine.
In dopamine-depleted animals, regardless of cortical ablation, some of the low frequency
oscillatory activity is preserved: 6-OHDA hemilesioned animals seems to display oscillatory
activity more readily and more similar to what has been observed in slice preparations
(Magill et al., 2001). This proves that in the absence of DA promotes regularity even in the
absence of the cortical drive.

Coordinated population activity in the hyperdirect pathway
In vivo, healthy animals STN doesn’t display characteristic network oscillations, only ones
that are related to the sleep cycle and ultra-slow rhythms (Ruskin et al., 1999). This is not
surprising in the light of what has previously been described: the nucleus comprises of an
anatomically homogenous population of neurons that show little to no correlated activity,
sparsely connected to its pattern-generating counterparts (Bevan et al., 2002). In this section
I discuss the oscillatory relationship between the local activity of the STN and its main
upstream output, the cortex.
The simplest way to measure oscillatory interactions between structures is to calculate the
coherence between the two signals (Brillinger, 1981). Coherence depicts a linear, frequencydomain relationship between the phase and amplitude without considering the directionality
of the relationship (Sharott et al., 2005). To observe high coherence at a given frequency
component, one has to assume temporal locking (phase coupling) with fixed amplitude ratios
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between the two oscillatory structures (Magill et al., 2004). As it has already been discussed
on the topic of the spiking activity, STN LFP is robustly coherent with cortical activity
(especially in comparison with the GP), mirroring SWA, spindle and GA activation with
short time lags and reversed polarity in the anaesthetised rat (Magill et al., 2004).
Furthermore, this relationship seems to be dictated by the cortex (Sharott et al., 2005).
During SWA, STN LFP contain mostly ~ 1 Hz and 10-14 Hz (‘spindle range’) components.
As opposed to SWA that provides highly patterned input, higher arousal states, such as
paradoxical sleep or awake state, result in a less focal frequency distribution of the STN
LFP.
There is limited evidence that oscillations contribute to healthy motor coding. STN
LFP recordings of PD patients who underwent DBS surgery imply that transient changes in
beta frequency oscillations might play a role in movement control (Lalo et al., 2007). In
particular, the appearance of a beta frequency (14-35 Hz) component is supposedly
‘akinetic’: movement initiation cues are signalled by the desynchronization in the beta band,
whereas the cessation of the movement correlates with beta rebound (Parkes et al., 2006).
Although the significance of beta desynchronization and post-movement rebound in healthy
motor coding is not confirmed, it highlights the fact that dynamic and transient network
desynchronization is necessary for movement initiation, which is in line with the
assumptions of the CTC theory (Kuhn et al., 2004; Williams et al., 2002).

1.5. Beta oscillations
1.5.1. Description, clinical relevance
Oscillatory changes are prominent features of the cortico-basal ganglia network in
movement disorders. One particularly prominent feature of cortico-basal ganglia circuits in
PD is the emergence of pathologically exaggerated beta oscillations (12-35 Hz) observed in
patients and rodents with a Parkinsonian phenotype (Brown & Marsden, 1999, Sharott et al.,
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2005, Mallet et al., 2008). It has been demonstrated that an overwhelming proportion of
patients with PD who have undergone DBS surgery displays STN beta oscillations recorded
from the externalised electrode tips otherwise used for stimulation (Little et al., 2013). Peter
Brown’s work was pioneering in describing the role of beta oscillation in PD and, at the
same time, attempting to relate this pathological phenomenon to healthy oscillatory coding.

1.5.2. Role of beta oscillations in (losing) motor control
As it has been previously discussed, establishing causality between the functional role for
oscillations in health or disease is increasingly challenging. However, there is mounting
evidence that is suggestive of such relationship between the emergence of excessive
synchrony in beta range and the Parkinsonian state.
Firstly, dynamics of beta synchronisation is related to movement control. Since its
first mention by Jasper and Andrews (1938), it has been documented by several groups that
beta activity is anti-kinetic, at least in relation to voluntary (but not postural) movement.
Transient synchronisation measured at and between the nodes of the cortex and STN ranging
between (13–30 Hz) is repeatedly associated with preparation for the execution of the
movement and inhibiting action immediately following movement (Lalo et al., 2007, Parkes
et al., 2006;Leventhal et al., 2012; Jenkinson & Brown, 2011). In line with this effect, beta
desynchronization can be observed during voluntary action (Kuhn et al., 2004, Doyle et al.,
2005; Devos et al., 2006). Furthermore, cortical stimulation at these frequencies are known
to exert anti-kinetic effects ( Joundi et al., 2012; Pogosyan et al., 2010).
It is also noteworthy that beta desynchronization does not follow a somatotopic
arrangement and that the timing of rebound is not precisely following movement onset in
trial-by-trial comparisons (Feingold et al., 2015b; Crone et al., 1998). Conversely, some
studies found that the role of beta in explaining for the variance in the vigour and timing of
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a manual grip task is only partially sufficient to predict the course of the movement, as higher
and lower frequency components were also necessary to explain for the features of
movement dynamics (Tan et al., 2013). Gamma band oscillations, for example, are known
to have the exact opposite relationship with movement initiation, gamma activity
synchronises during the movement and gamma frequency stimulation promotes force
production (Crone et al., 1998; Cheyne et al., 2008; Pfurtscheller et al., 2003; Joundi et al.,
2012).
Secondly, beta oscillations readily emerge in Parkinsonian phenotypes in different
animal models for the disease. In this section, I will discuss studies on the 6-OHDA lesioned
rats and the MPTP treated primates (models discussed above). The animal models provide
an insight the dynamics and potential mechanism for excessive oscillations. Furthermore,
these experiments make it possible to record such activities from many nodes (even those
stations that are not conventional targets for DBS, thus not available for electrophysiological
investigations in human patients) and many levels (single neurons, field potentials) of the
cortico-basal ganglia system.
In MPTP-treated animals, oscillations emerge at frequencies between 4 and 15 Hz
(Bergman et al., 1994; Wichmann et al., 1994b; Raz et al., 2001; Raz et al., 2000; Heimer et
al., 2002). Intriguingly, the increase in firing rate alone in this model does not produce
Parkinsonism alone, which is contradictory to the predictions of the Rate model (Soares et
al., 2004). Even though MPTP lesioned non-human primate model is considered to be the
most faithful reproduction of the symptoms that has been observed with PD patients, the 6OHDA rodent model is nonetheless important test-bed to electrophysiological phenomena
associated with PD. Beta oscillations in 6-OHDA lesioned rodents resemble more closely
to the spectral properties of the human oscillations (Sharott et al., 2005; Mallet et al.,
2008a;Bronte-Stewart et al., 2009;Kühn et al., 2009). Interestingly, beta oscillations only
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appear a couple of weeks after successful dopamine depletion, which suggests
compensatory, network level mechanisms. To date, transgenic models for PD in mouse such
as PARKIN-KO and alpha-synuclein mutation have no documented effect on overexcessive synchronisation.
Thirdly, the amplitude of beta oscillations correlates with symptoms and the severity
and progression of the disease. The amplitude of beta oscillations reduces with a wide range
of therapeutic methods, including dopamine agonists and DBS and much lower during the
so called off periods. It has been shown in patients that the amplitude of the beta oscillations
correlates with the clinical akinesia and rigidity scores, and that L-DOPA treatment induces
suppression in beta power, that also correlates with the reduction in the same symptoms (
Little & Brown, 2012; Little et al., 2012). In patients with higher rigidity scores, an increased
proportion of single units are known to oscillate at beta frequencies, which suggests a
mechanistic relationship (Sharott et al., 2014a). More recently it has been shown that online fluctuations in beta power can be exploited to gain an insight of the severity of clinical
symptoms between patients (Chen et al., 2010; Little & Brown, 2012; Little et al., 2012).
In MPTP-treated monkeys, high frequency DBS causes comparable effects by
reducing the amplitude of ~ 10 Hz oscillations. Furthermore, this modulation is known to
correlate with symptomatic relief (Hashimoto et al., 2003;Meissner et al., 2005;Xu et al.,
2008;Johnson et al., 2009;McCairn & Turner, 2009). In 6-OHDA hemilesioned rats, a
conventional motor test, the apomorphine induced rotation revealed similar effects to that
of non-human primates and PD patients. The dopamine agonist apomorhpine decreased the
power and the synchrony of beta oscillations by the time the animal starts to rotate (Sharott
et al., 2005). Frequency-related changes were shown in this model too: the centre frequency
of the beta coherence is not stable over time, as it was ramping up after the hemi-lesion took
place. This finding is complimentary to what has been observed in in the cortex and striatum
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of healthy rats, but in a higher frequency range following administration of dopaminergic
drugs (Berke, 2009).
Additionally, the amplitude of the beta oscillation seems to be ubiquitous in the
network and affect oscillatory connections. Beta oscillations readily emerge in almost all
stations of the motor (dorsal) stream of the cortico-basal ganglia-thalamocortical loop (Levy
et al., 2001; Stein & Bar-Gad, 2013; Zaidel et al., 2010). In line with the existing functional
division throughout the nodes of BG, single neuron beta oscillations are more prominent in
the dorsal stream (Moran et al., 2008b, Zaidel et al., 2010). It is notable, however, that there
is less available data suggesting oscillatory activity of single neurons in the thalamus (Guehl
et al., 2003;Pessiglione et al., 2005) and the SNr, whereas the mean frequency of single
neuron oscillations varies significantly between species compared to what has been observed
with human patients (Stein & Bar-Gad, 2013).
As it has been discussed in previous sections, the activity of BG nodes, with some
exceptions, is highly uncorrelated in healthy animals. In PD patients and animals with PD
phenotypes, however, network coupling enhances to a pathological extent across many
stations and many computational levels for processing. In the STN, spike trains showing
rhythmic activity in beta range, but not in the tremor-band show phase locking to the local
activity of the STN ensemble they are surrounded by (measured by the metric called
background unit activity, see above) in patients and in non-human primates (Moran & BarGad, 2010; Moran et al., 2008a).
Importantly for this thesis, oscillatory interactions between the STN and the motor
cortex get pathologically exaggerated in PD. As it has been established in previous sections,
STN neurons are particularly sensitive to cortical input. This connection is pathologically
pronounced in DA depleted states (Magill et al., 2001). Furthermore, the enhanced
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oscillatory relationship can be captured in the magnitude and stability of phase relation
between the local activity of the STN and the motor cortical EEG (Marsden et al.,
2001;Williams et al., 2002; Kuhn et al., 2004;Fogelson et al., 2006;Lalo et al., 2008 Sharott
et al., 2005, Fig 1.3. A). Most prominent oscillatory coupling occurs in alpha and high beta
band after overnight withdrawal of L-DOPA in patients (Folgelson et al., 2006). It has been
demonstrated in patients that strong oscillatory coupling at 10-30 Hz occurs between the
STN and the motor related areas of the cortex, which is particularly prominent over the
midline indicating the involvement of supplementary rather than primary motor areas
(Mardsen et al., 2000; Williams et al., 2002). Moreover, the most consistent coherence with
midline EEG was also recorded with the macro contact that shown the highest effectiveness
in terms of clinical response (Mardsen et al., 2000). In terms of directionality of the effect,
it has been established in a series of studies that the EEG is phase-led STN LFP by around
20 ms (Mardsen et al., 2000; Williams et al., 2003, Lalo et al., 2008,Litvak et al., 2010a).
Lalo and colleagues (2008) demonstrated the dynamics of this coupling as the function of
movement and L-DOPA medication. The cortico-STN coupling is reportedly bidirectional
and asymmetric; as cortex drives the STN more prominently during rest, however,
dopamine-medication related changes were more prominent in gamma band. Additionally,
the heightened coherence between M1 and the STN can be diminished by the administration
of anti-parkinsonian medication (Hirschmann et al., 2013). Sharott and colleagues (2018)
observed oscillatory coupling between STN units and different areas of the cortex in relation
to movement (Fig 1.3. B). In line with previous studies (Lalo et al., 2008), corticosubthalamic desynchronization measured in single unit activity reduced during movement,
but to varying extent. The size of the effect was mostly dependent on whether the locking
was calculated from cortical areas involved in mostly the execution versus the planning of
movement. A large proportion of units remained synchronised to the SMA, whereas the
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most of the oscillatory coupling in beta range between the STN and the M1 was reduced as
expected.

Figure 1.3. Corticosubthalamic coherence in beta range is elevated in Parkinsonian animals and PD
patients. A) Mean transformed coherence values between the STN and the ECoG of healthy (dark grey line)
and 6-OHDA hemilesioned animals (light grey line). Peak is between 20 and 35 Hz for the 10 lesioned animals
(adopted with permission from Sharott et al., 2005). B) Mean transformed coherence between the STN and
cortical signals of human PD patients display a peak in the same range as in the parkinsonian rats. Note that
the peak coherence has a prominent anatomical distribution, was significantly larger for the as the ECoG and
midline-EEG pairs display a more robust peak than the ipsilateral and contralateral pairs (ECoG: n = 7; EEG
channels: n = 9, Kruskal-Wallis, p = 0.000008, post-hoc Dunn's tests). Adopted from Sharott (2018) with
permission

Exaggerated coherence can be recorded from 6-OHDA hemilesioned rat experiments
too (Magill et al., 2001; Sharott et al., 2005; Mallet et al., 2008b, Degos et al., 2008). Sharott
(2005) and Mallet (2008) characterised the coherence between the motor cortex and the STN
and established that in the 6-OHDA hemilesioned model displays beta coherence around 20
Hz, and seems to be subject to movement-related and chronic changes, and appears to be
unaffected by the acute administration of D1/D2 antagonists implying plasticity mechanisms
(Fig 1.3. A). Additionally, it has been shown that the motor symptoms precede the excessive
beta synchronisation in case of unilateral versus bilateral lesions (Degos et al., 2008).
Furthermore, mutual information coded by STN neuronal ensembles increased, which
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indicated lower information coding capacity during these periods of high oscillatory
coupling (Mallet et al., 2008b).
Dissecting the specific role of phase and amplitude in the dynamics of the
exaggerated coherence is still under investigation. The peak coherence measured between
the cortex and the STN increases progressively while the power is supressed during
apomorphine-induced rotations and spontaneous movement (Sharott et al., 2005). Lipski et
al. (2017) showed that the synchrony between the firing of the STN neurons and the cortical
activity is correlated with grip force production in a phase-specific manner. It is also known
that the amplitude of the oscillating neurons in the STN is highly synchronised with the
phase of fast (gamma) oscillations in the M1. Pathological phase-amplitude coupling (PAC)
appears to be specific to PD as it was not observed in dystonia patients (Shimamoto et al.,
2013).
In terms of heightened oscillatory connection between different nodes, beta
coherence was also captured between the motor cortex and the SNr of awake and behaving
dopamine depleted rats (Brazhnik et al., 2012). Interhemispheric coupling of the STN LFPs
in lower and higher beta bands has also been demonstrated (de Solages et al., 2010). In terms
of the cortex, units display higher coherence between neurons and with the LFP (Li et al.,
2012). Inter-regional cortical coherence has been demonstrated in the 6-OHDA lesioned
models well as in patients (Degos et al., 2008; Silberstein et al., 2005). In patients, the degree
of this coupling was correlated with clinical improvement, and that levodopa or high
frequency stimulation reduced such coupling, which effect also scaled with symptom
severity scores (Silberstein et al., 2005). Heightened coherence appears in relation to
peripheral activity too. Hirschmann et al. (2013) showed strong coherence between the
muscle activity and M1 as well as STN, both of which correlated negatively with rigidity
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experienced during OFF-states, indicating the clinical relevance of beta coupling between
the cortex, STN and the periphery.

1.6. Therapeutic Brain Stimulation
1.6.1.Deep Brain Stimulation
Although there is no cure for PD, and motor symptoms inevitably worsen as the disease
advances, there are many effective ways to alleviate symptoms and to slow disease
progression. Two mainstay approach includes pharmacological (DA or gene-expression
related) and surgical (ablation or electrical stimulation) treatment options. Even though
Levodopa and other drugs affecting dopaminergic transmission are considered the first line
of treatment for PD, long-term administration eventually leads to dyskinesias and prolonged
periods of impaired (OFF state) versus asymptomatic periods (ON state, Obeso et al., 2000).
In patients who are fit, have no history of dementia, fragile circulation or mood disorders
and have previously been responding to dopaminergic medication, deep brain stimulation
(DBS) is a viable treatment option.
Ablative surgeries have undeniable benefits for patients too, pallidotomy (Baron et
al., 1996;Lang et al., 1997;Vitek, 2002) and subthalatomy (Guridi & Lozano, 1997;Bergman
et al., 1990;Alvarez et al., 2001) is known to alleviate dyskinesia and symptoms mostly
associated with rigidity; whereas the selective lesioning of the motor thalamus, particularly
the ventralis intermedius (VIM) is known to be effective for tremor-related symptoms
(Tasker, 1990). Albeit these procedures are not without side-effects or risks (Hariz, 2002;
Moro et al., 2002). Lesioning, particularly bilaterally, is known to cause many unwanted
side-effects (for e.g. hemiballismus in case of subthalamtomy), but more importantly, due
to its irreversible nature, there is no room for corrections or evaluative adjustments based on
symptom severity and individual recovery-profile (Vidaković et al., 1994; Moro et al.,
2002). In 1987, Benabid and colleagues reported that high frequency stimulation of the VIM
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produced comparable symptomatic relief in tremor patients with ‘mild and regressive’
symptoms (Benabid et al., 1987). Interestingly, the authors settled on 100-130 Hz, (still used
as the stimulation frequency for conventional DBS settings) because the programmable
stimulator’s frequency rate was limited to that range. Ever since, DBS is an approved (1997)
and successful (over 100000 patients underwent surgery) treatment option for movement
disorders including essential tremor, dyskinesia and PD; and more recently to certain moodrelated and psychiatric conditions (depression, anorexia nervosa, Hariz et al., 2013).

Procedure, efficacy
After careful patient selection and choosing the surgical target, patients undergo – in most
cases bilateral – implantation of the stimulating leads attached to an internal pulse generator
(Moro et al., 2002). The surgical procedure can be performed while patients are awake, and
some groups aid target localisation by microelectrode recording and mapping of the region
of interest during test-stimulation. The programming of the stimulator is done remotely by
the neurologist and takes place 2-4 weeks post implantation. More detailed discussion on
the surgical procedure in Chapter II.
To this date, more than 100 000 patients have benefitted from DBS surgery (Fasano
& Lozano, 2015).

Overall, DBS offers a long-lasting improvement in the patient’s

symptoms, quality of life and functionality (Perestelo-Pérez et al., 2014;Schuepbach et al.,
2013). To this date, direct evidence explaining the mechanism of DBS is lacking. However,
a good framework should, in theory, be able to account for the following observations
regarding DBS in movement disorders.
1) DBS causes similar effects to ablative surgery, which intriguingly means that DBS
improves symptoms by disabling (inhibiting or disturbing) at least some of the downstream
actions of the BG (Wichmann & DeLong, 2016).
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2) Regardless of its disabling action, DBS does not inhibit new motor learning, on the
contrary, it seems to facilitate it (Wilkinson et al., 2011; Van Wouwe et al., 2011). A study
by Mure et al. (2012) found that sequence learning was improved by deep brain stimulation
but not by levodopa infusion, furthermore, these effects were most pronounced in the SMA,
in accordance with electrophysiological studies (Sharott et al 2018, Litvak et al., 2010a, see
above) and Whitmer et al. (2012). Improvement of learning and memory performance was
also reported in parkinsonian rats undergoing DBS (Hao et al., 2017).
3) The effect of DBS is frequency-specific: low frequency stimulation exaggerates rigidity
and bradykinesia, whereas stimulating with more than 100 Hz it is an effective therapeutic
option (Moro et al., 2002, Pogosyan et al., 2009; Wach et al., 2013, Pedrosa et al., 2014).
Differential effects of the frequency of the stimulation was reported in an early study by
Hassler (1979), who found that cats responded differently to low and high frequency pallidal
stimulation, and that 20 Hz frequency stimulation could inhibit the attentional response to
contralateral the contralateral side. Chen and colleagues (2007), for example, found
significant slowing in a tapping task in case of 20-Hz stimulation as compared to 50 and 130
Hz. Conversely, in a study using a task with transcranial alternating current stimulation and
implemented longer lags between stimulation and task, did not find more pronounced
bradykinesia (Krause et al., 2014).
4) The placement of DBS electrodes is surprisingly forgiving. Even though there are specific
considerations in choosing a target over another. Specifically, VIM stimulation works well
in tremor patients but not effective for patients with rigidity (Hyam et al., 2015). On the
other hand, both STN and GPi produces similar therapeutic outcomes (Fasano & Lozano,
2015;Odekerken et al., 2013;Sako et al., 2014;Weintraub et al., 2013). Additionally, slightly
‘off-target’ placement, like antidromically stimulating the cortex via exciting the fiber tracks
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around the STN, is documented to have a great side-effect-to-efficacy ratio in some studies.
Furthermore, this might even explain for some of the STN-specific actions of DBS
(Devergnas & Wichmann, 2011;Li et al., 2012; Li et al., 2007;Hanajima et al., 2004;
Kuriakose et al., 2010; Gradinaru et al., 2009).
5) Reduction of heightened synchrony is associated with symptom improvement. Several
studies reported that high frequency DBS reduces the amplitude of the ongoing beta
oscillations (Kühn et al., 2008;Ray et al., 2008 Wingeier et al., 2006;Eusebio et al., 2010).
This might be another key mechanism of action, since the amplitude of beta oscillation is
also reportedly associated to symptoms, as discussed above. DBS also reduces the
pathologically exaggerated coherence within the nodes of the BG, but according to some
studies, motor improvement only correlates with the reduced local synchrony in the STN
(Oswal et al., 2016). This might be because the cortical power is shown to be reduced in a
location-specific manner, over locations that are supposedly from the hyperdirect pathway,
such as the SMA (Whitmer et al., 2012,Sharott et al., 2018b). Thus, the effect of DBS on
the coherence between not functionally connected areas of the cortex and the STN would
not give a reasonable/meaningful result. Additionally, a study looking at the acute effect of
high frequency DBS found that beta oscillations remained unchanged, whereas lower
frequency oscillation increased during the first application of DBS (Rossi et al., 2008). This,
in line with literature on beta evolving as a compensatory mechanism (Mallet et al., 2008b)
suggest that supressing beta oscillations might rely on a chronic or compensatory mechanism
as well. The assumption that destroying overly exaggerated synchrony must rely on longer
term network changes is further supported by the fact that longer DBS decreases beta
oscillations for a longer time (Bronte-Stewart et al., 2009).
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1.6.2. DBS actions
While the exact mechanism of action is still under debate, this section describes some of the
theories concerning how DBS might exert its therapeutic effect.

Inhibition of targets
This theory explains for the observation that the effect of DBS was compared to, in fact,
developed from ablative surgical methods (see point 1) in previous section). There is an
assumption that DBS works via inhibiting the neural elements of the pathologically
overactive downstream structures via inhibiting the high frequency firing and removing the
hyperexcitation from the BG outputs, which also tallies with the assumptions of the Rate
model (Benazzouz et al., 2000;Chiken & Nambu, 2016). Neural activity can, in theory, be
decreased by the effect of a depolarisation block in the vicinity of the recording electrode
(Beurrier et al., 2001); activating or inhibiting the synaptic output (Dostrovsky et al.,
2000;Anderson et al., 2006); or interfering with the balance of neurotransmitters (Llinás et
al., 2002).
Indeed, some studies found decreased firing rate of the target structures ((Dostrovsky et al.,
2000; Filali et al., 2004;Meissner et al., 2005). For example, Beurrier and colleagues (2001)
found that extracellular application of very high frequency stimulation in slices causes a
long lasting (~ 6 mins) inhibition of the tonic firing in the STN. This mechanism was
explained by the almost complete blockade of the persistent sodium current, and partially
affected the Ca2+-mediated post-hyperpolarization. Contradictory to these findings, several
studies found that glutamate levels are actually increased during high frequency stimulation
(HFS), and furthermore, output stations can be excited by the high frequency stimulation
(Windels et al., 2000; Hashimoto et al., 2003). Additionally, Do and Bean (2003) found that
the average firing rate was higher during HFS, silencing being an exception rather than a
rule.
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Some modelling studies drew attention to the paradox that concomitant inhibition of the
target and activation of the outputs can be explained by the fact that the differential effect of
DBS on the soma versus the axons (McIntyre et al., 2004; Montgomery Jr et al., 2000;Vitek,
2002). This was recently supported by an optogenetic study in behaving mice (Gradinaru et
al., 2009).
An elaboration to this theory suggest that changes in firing pattern, such as bursting, is
important in the explanation for the symptoms, hence might be a key mechanism in
explaining for DBS action (Bevan et al., 2006). Some studies suggested that disruption of
pathological bursting restores efficient commination between structures, thus improves
symptoms (Gale et al., 2009; Tai et al., 2011). In favour of this hypothesis, some reports
provide evidence for the decreased bursting during DBS and its effect on modifying
pathological burst transmission within the system (Hahn et al., 2008).
The rate model based explanation of DBS action however cannot account for the fact that
HFS of GPi is also efficient, and other mechanisms related to DBS actions, such as the
frequency-specificity and the disruption of the heightened synchrony.

Information lesion
The information theory suggests that the most important action of high frequency DBS is to
exert a stimulation-locked, low-information content noise on the GPi. However, this is not
the healthy pattern of the GPi, it still hinders the flow of pathological information content
by forcing a constant and unvaried input (Agnesi et al., 2013;Dorval et al., 2008;Grill et al.,
2004). This assumption largely relies on the finding that HF DBS of the GPi inhibits the
healthy triphasic evoked response by the selective inhibition of the cell bodies (Chiken &
Nambu, 2016;Nambu et al., 2000). The strength of this theory also lies in the fact that it can
explain for the frequency-specificity of the stimulation, because low-frequency stimulation
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is not capable to induce the high frequency tonic firing that is needed to induce an
information lesion of the GPi (Dorval et al., 2010).
Some modifications of this theory (‘selective filter’) suggested that some of the
sensorimotor related signalling is preserved, while pathological activity is filtered out during
the modified transmission patterns induced by the DBS (Agnesi et al., 2013).

Decoupling
Many studies have found that DBS reduces the pathologically exaggerated synchrony within
the therapeutic target nuclei and between the nodes of BG. In particular, the amplitude of
beta oscillation significantly reduces after the application of HFS DBS (Meissner et al.,
2005;Bronte-Stewart et al., 2009; Eusebio et al., 2011; McCairn & Turner, 2009). Moreover,
this effect is known to correlate with symptomatic relief (Kühn et al., 2009).
One possible driver of this mechanism might be the antidromic activation of the
motor cortex that is disruptive to the local cortical synchrony (Ashby et al., 2001a;Devergnas
& Wichmann, 2011;Kuriakose et al., 2010; Li et al., 2014). In line with this observation,
DBS is shown to reduce the overt coherence between the STN and the mesial premotor
cortex (Oswal et al., 2016). In fact, another study concluded that in MPTP-treated monkeys,
the amplitude of the beta oscillations reduce only slightly compared to the decoupling effect
of stimulation (Moran et al., 2012). Another potential mechanism of action might be that
DBS reduces the heightened phase-amplitude coupling between the cortex and the STN (de
Hemptinne et al., 2013a,van Wijk et al., 2016; Voytek & Knight, 2015).
Brittain and Brown (2014) has recently attempted to tie the mechanism of the attenuation of
the beta oscillations with theories of information coding. Revisiting Barlow’s (1961)
framework for entropy, the authors hypothesized that the overly exaggerated beta restricts
coding space and decrease entropy by hindering the adaptation to novel circumstances
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(Barlow, 1961). In healthy states, transient presence of beta synchrony proves to be useful
in for e.g. action selection by inhibiting the unwanted or not anymore relevant programs
(Kuhn et al., 2004; Brittain et al., 2012). This also tallies with the literature showing that
motor learning improves during DBS. Unleashed beta oscillations, on the other hand, might
impair the system’s ability to form a flexible response shaped by the principles of rate
coding. Decreased entropy might also underlie the observations that the motor cortex
follows rate coding more efficiently after the beta synchrony has been destroyed, as the
motor output neurons firing rate increases (Baker et al., 2001; Spinks et al., 2008). This
actively upheld status quo will mean that synchrony-wise the system is being stuck in a loop:
the disease state is maintained by the pathological oscillation itself (Tass & Majtanik, 2006).
Additionally, regardless of its instantaneous symptomatic relief in PD (but not in other
movement disorders) both DBS and beta oscillation rely on long term network changes,
which seems to be in productive alliance: as the symptomatic relief that can be correlated to
the reduced beta seems to be the case after long time application of the stimulation, and is
not affected by the intermittent cessation in the stimulation (Trager et al., 2016).
Attractive as this theory sounds, there are certain limitations and inconsistent
findings related to the role of desynchronization in DBS action. For example, Weinberger et
al., 2006b reported a dissociation between symptomatic improvement and the reduction in
beta, whilst other showed symptomatic improvement without a robust change in the power
spectra (Foffani et al., 2006; Levy et al., 2001).

Summary
The most likely reason why the key mechanism behind DBS action has established is
because it potentially exerts its effect via a combination of local and network level
mechanisms, modifying coding on different timescales (Kringelbach et al., 2007).
Moreover, findings presented here will heavily rely on the strengths and weaknesses of the
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experimental model and recording/stimulation setup that has been implemented in the study,
which varies largely in this field. Confusing as it sounds, an important thing to note is that
regardless of the fact that many mechanisms might be in place that are captured better or
worse by certain circumstances of the stimulating and recording, the main issue remains:
what features can be harvested for optimisation of DBS?

1.6.3.Motivation behind optimization approaches: side effects and
efficacy
Side effects
Despite of its success and good response rate, DBS like any other treatment option is not
without pitfalls. Stimulation-induced side effects include dysarthria, reduced verbal fluency,
and impairments in balance and gait (Baizabal-Carvallo et al., 2014;Benabid et al.,
1991;Rodriguez-Oroz et al., 2005;Okun et al., 2005;Miocinovic et al., 2013;Ostrem et al.,
2014).
Additionally, DBS is not yet universally effective for all patient groups (for eg. tremor Deuschl & Elble, 2000) and not all the symptoms respond equally well to high frequency
stimulation (for eg. gait, freezing –Moreau et al., 2008). Finally, the most invasive and
exposed to infections part of the surgery is the subcutaneous placement of the IPS generator.
The improvement of the battery life might in theory prolong the time between the
reimplantation procedures (however this issue might be more easily helped by the
development of wireless and rechargeable batteries (Lee et al., 2013). Some groups have
proposed a closed-loop DBS (cDBS) approach similar to what has been long implemented
with cardiac pacemakers, where the timing or the patterning of the stimulation largely relies
on the ongoing state of some markers of the disease. This, in theory would serve the dual
purpose. On one hand, closed loop approaches might be more energy-efficient and more
efficacious (symptomatic relief: side-effect) simply because it is on-demand and tailored to
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the patients individual needs (Eberle et al., 2011). On the other hand, establishing the most
efficient stimulation protocol might uncover some of the mechanisms for DBS and PD.

Considerations for a closed loop approach: peripheral or central
The first variable to consider when it comes to cDBS is whether a peripheral or a central
signal should be used (Meidahl et al., 2017 ;Little & Brown, 2012,Priori et al., 2013). In
other words, a system could be designed on the close monitoring of certain symptoms or can
be related more closely to the site of generation. An approach relying on peripheral
biomarker might be easier to implement due to the robustness and less-transient nature of
the signal. This is a particularly strong incentive in case of tremor. As demonstrated by some
studies, tremor provides a reliable biomarker for implementing closed-loop approaches
(Brittain et al., 2013;Cagnan et al., 2013a; Cagnan et al., 2014; Cagnan et al., 2017). Even
though tremor characteristics can be differentiated between essential tremor and PD and are
known to reflect certain aspects of the underlying motor system (Brittain et al., 2013).
Arguably, regardless of the success of these approaches, a central biomarker is potentially
more desirable (but see Yamamoto et al., 2013 using EMG; Baram, 2013 - using headmounted accelometer). Firstly, a central signal is directly involved in the pathogenesis of the
disease – it allows for a more selective targeting and potential prediction of certain features
of the symptoms. Additionally, finding a central biomarker would mean that the system
won’t have to rely on recording each symptoms independently that could be quite
challenging, especially in the case of PD, where the 4 cardinal symptoms are quite different
in movement kinetics to each other. Finally, implementing a central biomarker is a “tidy
solution”, because it is fixed chronically implanted, the patient won’t experience the
inconvenience of having to personally take care of and be cautious with a device throughout
engaging with different actions.
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In terms of a central signal, there are still at least two options: should a device rely
on local field potential or single unit recordings. Single units seem to be more obviously
reflecting the local brain communication, and already have successfully been implemented
in a closed loop study on monkeys by Rosin et al. (2011), where a single pulse or a short
spike train recorded from the M1 or the GPi served as a feedback signal for fixed-lag
stimulation of the GPi. Conversely, LFPs recordings seem to present a more viable
candidate, because of their stability: single unit recordings are less reliable over a long period
of time. Additionally, LFP recordings have wide availability in patients, whereas single units
to this end cannot be recorded outside of the intraoperative test-stimulation that can be done
with leads equipped with a micro-tip. Beta oscillations due to their 1) involvement in motor
control, 2) correlation to symptomatic relief, 3) ubiquitous nature, 4) reproducibility in
animal models and 5) the fact that the signals can be collected from the parts of the DBS
setup that is already in place, seem to be an ideal candidate for a closed-loop biomarker.

Considerations for a closed loop approach: Cortex or STN
As discussed before, there are numerous surgical target possibilities might come in
consideration for collecting beta signal, but generally speaking, two target locations have
been focused on so far: the subthalamic nucleus and the (mesial/ supplementary motor)
cortex.
Successful studies utilising cortical feedback signal include the aforementioned
study on monkeys by Rosin et al. (2011). Using cortical signals in patients is a viable option,
since surgical centres increasing implant subdural strips (ECoG) as a routine part of the
procedure. Cortical recordings paired with cortical stimulation also bear the promise of not
having to rely on invasive surgery at all (Wu et al., 2008). Removing the recording away
from the close vicinity of the stimulation electrode means that the signal is confounded with
much less stimulation artefacts (in case of STN stimulation), which implies a better signal53

to-noise ratio. Additionally, utilising a cortical signal that can be gained independently from
the placement of the DBS lead would free up all contacts for possible stimulation without
having to sacrifice any for recording. Independent placement might make a tremendous
difference in cases of axonal/ white matter tract DBS approaches, where recording neuronal
activity is less reliable (i.e. depression, tremor). Last, but not least, cortical signal is much
larger in amplitude, hence easier to acquire.
Opposing to this view, supporters of the STN biomarker approach pointed out that
the cortical beta signal is not particularly strong and that the clinical relevance of the cortical
beta is much less researched (Little & Brown, 2012; Priori et al., 2013). This might be
because EEG consists of the signal collected from large number of neuronal elements of the
cortex, not all of which is functionally involved in the genesis of the beta signal.
Additionally, subdural strips are challenging to navigate over the areas of the cortex that are
functionally connected to the STN (mesial, SMA ;Oswal et al., 2012;Horn et al.,
2017;Accolla et al., 2016a; Sharott et al., 2018c), and ECoG trajectories are hard to track.
Even though beta is not pathologically elevated in the human cortex, Starr and colleagues
have demonstrated that phase-amplitude coupling (PAC) is increased compared to other
diseases and responsive to DBS (Shimamoto et al., 2013,De Hemptinne et al., 2013b; De
Hemptinne et al., 2015). A closed loop approach relying on PAC, however, tracking the
amplitude of high-frequency oscillations, which are a low amplitude signal. STN appears
to be a better choice from the point of feasibility (biomarker derived from the contacts
already in place for stimulation) and the fact that STN beta is well researched and seem to
be robust over many years (Giannicola et al., 2012. STN beta, as discussed before is the best
researched electrical fingerprint of the disease, as it not only correlates with the symptoms,
but also is supressed by levodopa and DBS (nucleus may be a pathophysiological
mechanism in Parkinson's disease (see above, Lopez-Azcarate et al., 2010).
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Optimisation: Power or Phase
Optimisation algorithms based on a central oscillatory signal recorded from the STN can
still vary in the pattern of stimulation. Closed loop stimulation was first pioneered merely
by using the amplitude of the ongoing beta oscillations as a biomarker. Little et al. (2013)
showed that in a double-blinded evaluation setup, patients showed just as much symptomatic
relief when the stimulation was only delivered in the periods of high amplitude beta
oscillations, but in this case, stimulator was on for less than half as long as with conventional
approaches. A more recent analytical framework pointing out the importance of the long
beta bursts in symptom severity, revealed that this effect was mostly due to cutting long beta
bursts shorter (Tinkhauser et al., 2017a; Tinkhauser et al., 2017b). This effect was mirrored
by a study conducted on non-human primate by Johnson et al. (2016) that found a powerbased closed approach is more effective at reducing rigidity for being on for only for 50%
of the time.
Another important assumption for implementing a closed loop approach is that it can
overcome some of the therapy-induced side-effects by specifically tackling the clinically
relevant periods and minimising the stimulation onset. This was indeed confirmed by a study
focusing on speech related adverse effects (Little et al., 2016). Taking an individually fitted
scalar, continuous time-control approach Rosa et al. (2015); Rosa et al. (2017) found that
not only was the closed-loop system effective, but it also caused less side-effects by
significantly reducing medication caused dyskinesias.
Amplitude-responsive systems are only one way to implement closed-loop approach.
In the cardiac research, the timing of the stimulation is often determined by the application
of the stimulation in a fashion that is periodically perturbing coupled oscillators (Winfree,
1967). Some cardiac pacemakers operate on the mathematical basis that hitting a specific
phase of an ongoing oscillation can elicit selective amplitude changes, similarly to the swing
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that will flaunt according to the specific point in time it has been pushed. One way to capture
this is to calculate the ‘phase response curve’ that reveals how exactly the phase of an input,
such as a stimulation pulse, affects (advances or delays) the phase of an oscillator (Wilson
& Moehlis, 2014).
Experimental evidence of successful phase-dependent approaches has been twofold.
Pseudo-phase tracking was implemented in a study applying same frequency stimulation,
where the stimulation was naturally drifting in and out of phase with the ongoing tremor.
Similar to what has been established with noise-cancelling headphones, an anti-phase
stimulation reduced resting tremor up to 50% in PD. An aforementioned study by Rosin et
al. (2011), showed that constant lag stimulation of the GPi is successful in alleviating MPTPinduced symptoms. Constant lag stimulation can be regarded a form of phase-specific
stimulation given that the oscillation is stable. In this paper, delivering the stimulation with
80 ms lag was putatively superior because it phase-matched one cycle of the ongoing low
frequency oscillation (12.5 Hz). A milestone in the implementation of an actual phasetracking closed loop approach was reported by Cagnan et al. (2017)who showed that tremor
phase-selective application of DBS alleviated tremor in 3 of the 5 tested essential tremor
patients. Regardless of the small sample size and the acute recordings, this is a very
promising tactic for closed loop implementation.
Regarding PD, an approach called ‘coordinated reset’ has been suggested by Tass et
al. (2012). This approach suggests an essentially open-loop solution that does not use an
electrophysiological biomarker, but rather operates on the basis of applying a stimulus
pattern that favours decoupling. The idea is to destroy pathologically exaggerated
synchronous activity based on multi-site recordings by aiming for driving out-of-phase
interactions. To this date, a closed loop stimulation based on the stimulation phase in relation
to the ongoing beta oscillation in PD has not been attempted.
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1.7. Summary of main aims and findings
The overarching aim of this thesis was to explore pathological oscillations and oscillatory
innervation in PD. More precisely, this thesis’s main objective was to understand some of
the underlying mechanisms of beta oscillations on different levels of neuronal processing
and to compare some of these effects between experimental setups in rodents and humans
by demonstrating basic and translational insights.
Study 1 (Chapter II) Introduction/Novelty. In the first study, my aim was to outline an
intraoperative stimulation approach that enabled me to record various electrophysiological
signals while implementing a continuous stimulation in PD patients undergoing DBS
surgery. The frequency of the stimulation was matched to the ongoing oscillation. This
approach is novel because it attempted to overcome the overshadowing and corruptive effect
of the stimulation. Stimulating with high frequencies can result in amplifier saturation
immediately after the electrical pulse and can make it difficult to record oscillatory activity
and spikes. Problem /question. Recording at the site of the electrical stimulation therefore
presents an analytical burden in subtracting the instantaneous effect of the stimulation in the
vicinity of the stimulating electrode. Changing the stimulating parameters, on the other hand,
necessitates that the modulation can be achieved without significantly corrupting the
instantaneous phase and amplitude information. Results. Low frequency, low intensity
bipolar biphasic stimulation allowed for the recovery of the signal after off-line artefact
removal. Additionally, the stimulation did elicit physiologically tangible effects that is
demonstrated by clear modulation of STN neuronal spiking and cortical evoked potentials.
In summary, this study implemented a novel stimulation protocol at beta frequency that
allowed for a modulatory but not enforcing control of the STN output and the cortex in
awake human patients undergoing DBS surgery.
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Study 2 (Chapter III) Introduction/novelty. Deep Brain Stimulation is a widely used and
effective treatment option for PD patients. Optimising stimulation protocols has been the
forefront of scientific interest in order to improve side-effects and overcome partial efficacy
of DBS. Recent studies on similar movement disorders and animal models of PD have
suggested that implementing closed loop approaches, where the onset of the stimulation is
dictated by peripheral or central markers of symptom severity is effective in alleviating
symptoms of the disease. Problem/question.To further improve DBS in patients, it may be
necessary to account for the temporal dynamics of the ongoing pathological beta oscillations
in order to selectively modulate their amplitude by controlling the timing of the stimulation.
Aims. The main aim of this chapter was to establish whether the phase at which the electrical
stimulation was delivered, relative to the underlying beta oscillation, could produce short
latency effects on the amplitude of the pathological activity within the STN. Additionally,
the chapter probes the parameters of the beta phase at which this modulation is the most
prominent. Results. The results demonstrate that phase-dependent suppression or
amplification of beta oscillations requires at least 2 or more cycles of the stimulation pulses
consecutively arriving on a specific phase of the ongoing oscillation. Instantaneous phaseamplitude modulation of individual electrical stimuli (when the consecutive nature of the
stimulation was not considered) could also be seen, but it was not significant compared to
the surrogate data. The phase bins that led to maximum suppression or amplification was
specific to each patient. These effects were easier to trigger when the overall beta power was
low. In some cases, the precise frequency matching between the stimulation and the
oscillation allowed for higher phase-resolution. These instances provided evidence for
higher phase specificity leading to a larger effect size. The importance of consecutive phasedependent stimulation was trialled not only using the STN LFP, but also on different output
measures. For this purpose, the background unit activity (BUA, description above) was
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chosen because it indicates the spiking activity (output) of the STN. Additionally, the phase
stability index (PSI) was calculated to indicate the stability of the phase relation between the
STN and the cortex. With these findings, I demonstrate that STN outputs can be supressed
and amplified in a phase-dependent manner. Additionally, I also show that regardless of the
fact that the amplitude of the cortical beta was unchanged, the phase alignment between the
cortex and the STN is less stable during the suppressive phase bins. These findings provide
a proof-of-principle framework for the potential optimisation of DBS by implementing the
phase as an input to a closed-loop algorithm.
Study 3 (Chapter IV) Introduction/Novelty. The main aim of the last chapter was to address
whether the amplification of beta oscillations in PD has the same underlying mechanisms
that have been suggested for functional communication. An influential theory explaining
healthy coding in terms of synchronization is the communication by coherence (CTC)
framework put forward by Pascal Fries. According to this theory, the success of the
communication between two oscillators will depend on a coherent and specific phase
relationship between the input and the receiver. In the most frequently occurring, ‘preferred’
phase alignment the input has a maximal effect on the receiver, hence the communication is
efficient. Naturally, non-preferred scenarios occur when communication is prohibited, and
crosstalk with other connected structures are preferred. The dynamic balance between these
two phase alignment scenarios is essential for coding information. Main question. In this
chapter, I hypothesised that in PD, the dynamic element of the CTC is compromised. More
precisely, I proposed that it is possible that the power of the pathological beta oscillation
ramps up because efficient communication within the cortico-BG loops is pathologically
enhanced by the system maintaining mostly the preferred phase alignment. Aims. The first
specific aim was to show that there is a likely phase alignment between the two oscillating
structures of the cortico-BG network in Parkinsonian rodents and PD patients. The second
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objective was to interrogate whether preferred phase alignment is associated with an increase
in amplitude over time in the cortex and the STN. And finally, I was interested to see whether
this phase alignment can affect the firing properties of the STN neurons. Results. In 6-OHDA
hemi-lesioned rats I found that the phase alignment between the STN and the cortex is not
homogenously distributed: some phase alignments occur more often than others and the
power of both signals is the highest at the most probable phase alignment. Based on these
findings, recording epochs could be split into periods of preferred and non-preferred phase
alignments. Albeit starting on a higher baseline, the power significantly increased by the 2nd
cycle of preferred phase alignment, and stayed elevated. In comparison, during the nonpreferred phase, the power of both the cortical and the STN activity slightly dropped then
stayed around the baseline. Low frequency stimulation selectively modulated the phasealignment dependent changes in the STN by diminishing the differences between the
preferred and non-preferred alignment, but exerted no modulation on the cortical phasealignment dependent modulation. Surprisingly, results were identical when the analytical
framework was trialled on the data acquired from PD patients undergoing DBS. This study
suggests that the CTC theory can be successfully applied in the understanding of the
pathologically exaggerated beta oscillations. This work further suggests that coherence can
be split into beta amplification favouring and non-favouring periods, and that
synchronisation in the cortico-subthalamic loop precedes the power increase.
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Chapter II Human Intraoperative Recording and
Stimulating Setup
2.1. Introduction
Parkinson’s disease patients undergoing deep brain stimulation surgery have not only
benefitted from the therapeutic effects of the electrical stimulation, but also contributed to
the understanding of the physiology of diseased basal ganglia networks (Engel et al., 2005).
Target localisation during deep brain stimulation can be aided by microelectrode recordings
assessed in situ by the neurophysiologist assisting the surgery. Microelectrode recordings
are carried out by some neurosurgical teams in order to map the STN area (Guridi et al.,
2000; Benabid et al., 2000; Benazzouz et al., 2000; Romanelli et al., 2005; Romanelli et al.,
2004). The precise – often single cell – resolution of these recordings can also be used for
experimental purposes utilising the short time window after the tips reached the target but
prior to the implementation of the permanent electrodes. Microrecordings are often followed
by high frequency stimulation via the different electrodes to pinpoint the trajectory with the
maximising the therapeutic effect while minimising the side effects (Hamel et al., 2003;
Seifried et al., 2012). This has also provided the opportunity to record local field potential
and spike train recordings during electrical stimulation and behavioural tasks (Sauleau et al.,
2005;Engel et al., 2005, Zaghloul et al., 2012).

2.1.1. Challenges of optimizing parameter settings for continuous
stimulation
In this chapter I outline the development and optimisation of experimental and analytical
strategies that enabled the investigation of the effect of stimulation timing relative to the
ongoing pathological activity in PD patients discussed in the next chapter. Despite the
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obvious constraints imposed by recording in the operating room, there are still many degrees
of freedom when it comes to DBS stimulation parameters, including anatomical targeting,
stimulation arrangement and stimulation intensity,

as well as defining the analytical

measures are necessary to assess whether the stimulation is modulatory (Kuncel & Grill,
2004).
Local stimulation makes it challenging to recover the time-domain features of an
oscillation due to various different ways the signal can be corrupted. In general terms, an
artefact on an electrical potential refers to deviations of any kind that are not physiological.
In the case of this study, the main artefact originates from the electrical stimulation. It is
challenging to remove an artefact stemming from continuous stimulation that is
anatomically adjacent to the recording site due to its large amplitude and big corruptive
effect. Bipolar stimulation with high (~ 100 Hz) frequency reportedly causes amplifier
saturation during and continuing drift after the DBS pulse that can last up to milliseconds
and can hinder the detectability of oscillatory activity and spikes (Carlson et al., 2010). Local
stimulation can make the analysis of stimulation effects on the oscillation parameters
difficult, in case the continuous and periodic stimulation is leading to large spectral peaks in
the LFP. This effect has a potential to be imposed on the power spectra of the signal and
hence to interfere with the assessment of the frequency components of interest (Syed et al.,
2012). On the other hand, off-line approaches for stimulus artefact removal can more readily
be utilised for stimulation triggered artefacts that occur periodically and with a relatively
stable artefact waveform (Thut et al., 2005).
The aim of this study was to measure an interaction between the stimulation and
ongoing oscillatory activity (see below). In this context, it is important to consider that
certain stimulation parameters can silence ongoing spiking activity. Mid latency (few
hundreds of milliseconds) silencing of STN firing by high frequency stimulation was
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reported in patients undergoing DBS surgery (Welter et al., 2004; Filali et al., 2004) and
rodents (Tai et al., 2003), Perhaps more surprisingly, stimulation at beta frequency can
reduce STN firing by up to 80% (Milosevic et al., 2018). Under these conditions, any
changes in the oscillatory content of the LFP, which can be primarily generated by synaptic
potentials, may be rendered irrelevant if the output of the local neurons is quiescent. Other
studies report no overall firing rate changes when implementing microelectrode stimulation,
probably due to lower current densities (Carlson et al., 2010). Below I outline the main
considerations choosing the stimulation parameters and artefact removal methods, and how
they have been approached in previous work.
In terms of stimulation arrangement, monopolar and bipolar settings are feasible.
The main difference between the monopolar and bipolar arrangement is the relative distance
between the anode and cathode. In a monopolar configuration, this distance is relatively
long, which translates to a larger current spread of the electrical potential. Bipolar
configuration, however, creates less spread which makes it more likely to confine the
stimulation to the target area (Ranck, 1975). The leading cause for eliciting unwanted
symptoms is poor targeting, which implies that the target localisation has a huge importance
in avoiding unwanted side-effects (Hariz, 2002). Bipolar setting provides a more confined
spread, hence has the potential to be more limited to the area around the electrode
(Volkmann et al., 2002). In terms of intensity used with different arrangements, relatively
low (up to 3 V) amplitude stimulation seems equally effective delivered in both
configurations, whereas higher amplitudes tend to cause more side effects in monopolar
stimulation (Kuncel & Grill, 2004). Nevertheless, from the point of view of data acquisition,
choosing between the two involves a trade-off between the ability to collect more data versus
having a less corrupted signal. This is because the monopolar setup has the benefit to free
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up more electrodes for recording and the bipolar setup allows for a potentially smaller
electrical artefact.
Another adjustable parameter is the stimulation intensity. It is known that
symptomatic relief correlates with an increase of stimulation amplitude up to 3 V at which
symptomatic alleviation has been reported to plateau and adverse effects worsen (Moro et
al., 2002). While higher stimulation intensities will lead to larger effect sizes, they will also
generate larger stimulus artefacts. Stimulating with higher amplitudes does not only make it
harder to remove the artefact but can also lead to monotonically dictating the activity of the
STN or supressing it (Garcia et al., 2005). In vitro whole cell and in vivo mRNA
hybridisation rodent studies conclude that when stimulation intensity is sufficiently high,
spontaneous firing can be suspended by continuous high frequency stimulation. Under these
conditions, the activity of recorded STN neurons can become entirely driven by the
stimulation pulses (Garcia et al., 2003, Tai et al., 2011). Although the modulating effect of
the stimulation seems to be the resulting from the interplay between the amplitude and
frequency used: low frequencies (~ 20 Hz) are not capable to elicit such effect, regardless
of using higher current intensity settings (Garcia et al., 2003). It is important to note that
these short latency (> 1 ms) effects cannot be accurately assessed in patients due to the long
shadowing effect of the electrical artefact.
In terms of pulse width, a therapeutic standard pulse ranges between 60–210 µs. In
clinical practice, a relatively short length is recommended, since the pulse length is known
to be directly related to the charge, which has to be kept to as short as possible in order to
reduce chances of tissue damage (Kuncel & Grill, 2004). Stimulating with biphasic
waveforms, while providing less focal delivery, is reported to impose lower chance of
corrosion of the electrode and damaging the neuronal tissue since it has to be with a balanced
charge (Pudenz et al., 1975,McIntyre & Grill, 2000).
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Post hoc artefact removal approaches can be implemented in order to obtain an
artefact-free signal while retaining as much information from the oscillation around the
stimulus as possible. In terms of a removal algorithm, Morbidi et al. (2007) suggested the
benefit of implementing the Kalman filter approach. The most straightforward off-line
method proposes a subtraction of a template generated by simply averaging the signal tightly
around the stimulation pulse. While being effective in removing the evoked component,
template subtraction often fails to capture some segments of the electrical shift due to the
heterogeneity of the artefacts. As opposed to average subtraction, Kalman filter has the
potential to overcome the problem of a non-homogenous, complex and variable artefact such
as TMS-induced contamination of an EEG trace (Morbidi et al., 2007). This is due to the
Kalman methods recursive nature, which allows for adaptive corrections when replacing the
corrupted epoch with the estimated signal.

2.1.2. Assessment of the modulatory effect of continuous
stimulation on evoked responses of the STN and its afferents
Choosing the stimulation parameters carefully to ensure the artefact is kept to minimum on
the other hand necessitates a means to assess whether the stimulation has a modulatory effect
on the target structure. Physiological measures, such as single cell peristimulus time
histograms (PSTHs) and cortical evoked potentials (cEPs) driven by the stimulation of the
STN and its inputs provide a suitable criterion to establish whether our target signals display
consistently time-locked changes.
STN neurons typically respond to afferent input with complex multiphasic responses
that are result from the interaction of monosynaptic and reciprocal polysynaptic input with
their intrinsic pacemaker-driven firing (Nambu et al., 2000; Magill et al., 2004a). ~1 Hz
stimulation the frontal cortex of the rat and M1 of a monkey evoked a stereotypical cascade
of changes in the firing rate of the STN neurons. In both species, the multiphasic response
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could be characterized by an early, short latency excitation, a short inhibition (or robust
reduction in firing) and a late excitation, followed by a long inhibition of the STN neurons.
In the same way, electrical and transcranial magnetic stimulation of the STN while
measuring cortical evoked potentials (cEP) is well documented in the literature (Ashby et
al., 2001a;Baker et al., 2002, MacKinnon et al., 2005, Tisch et al., 2008). For instance, cEP
resulting from 20 Hz bipolar stimulation of the STN were described in detail by Walker et
al. (2012). This study was using therapeutic stimulation intensities (ranging between 3 and
4.4 mA, determined by the motor improvement of the contralateral arm). Briefly, three
evoked peaks 1, 6 and 22 ms following stimulation were identified. Polarity was dependent
on the anode- cathode reversal, but the 1 ms peak was relatively consistent across patients,
intensities and the electrode setup. It has been hypothesised that 1 ms peak is the result of
the antidromic whereas the 6 ms peak is more likely due to the ipsilateral orthodomic
activation of the STN. The later peak occurring at 22 ms on the other hand reflects a
polysynaptic activation of the pallidothalamic pathways (Kuriakose et al., 2010).
Establishing the modulatory effect of stimulation with these measures is a prerequisite of a
more complex analysis presented in the next chapter.

2.2 Aims
The aim of this chapter is to outline a novel intraoperative stimulation approach that enabled
us to record various electrophysiological signals (spike trains of single neurons, local field
potential and electroencephalograms) of the cortico-basal ganglia loops while implementing
a continuous, same frequency local stimulation. Our objective was to achieve this without
significantly corrupting the features of ongoing neural activity, especially the spectral
properties (instantaneous phase and amplitude information) of the ongoing beta oscillation.
Here I demonstrate that the human DBS intraoperative setup that was optimised to
implement an experimental protocol utilising beta frequency stimulation, while concurrently
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gaining a clean signal for analysis. More precisely, I demonstrate that the stimulation
allowed for the recovery of the instantaneous phase and amplitude properties of the
oscillatory signals by showing that the spectral properties of the ongoing beta oscillation
were unchanged following the successful off-line artefact removal. Furthermore, this
chapter shows that, regardless of the low stimulation intensities, the stimulation had a
modulatory effect on STN spiking activity and led to modulation of the cortical EEG.

2.3. Methods
2.3.1. Ethics and patient selection.
The experiments were conducted in agreement with the Code of Ethics of the World Medical
Association (Declaration of Helsinki, 1967) and were approved by the local ethics
committee. Recordings and concomitant beta frequency stimulation were made in ten
patients (6 males, 4 females, average age: 62.1 years SD: 7.6 years) undergoing bilateral
microelectrode-guided implantation of DBS electrodes in the STN. Patients were previously
diagnosed with advanced idiopathic Parkinson’s disease and gave their informed consent to
participate. All patients met the selection criteria stated by the CAPSIT-PD committee
(Defer et al., 1999). Clinical details are summarized in Supplementary Table 2.1. Motor
symptoms and cognitive impairment were tested on and off) dopaminergic medication (after
~12 hs medication withdrawal by using the Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale
(UPDRS, Fahn, 1987) and the Mattis Dementia Rating Scale (Mattis, 1988). The inclusion
of akinetic/rigid dominant patients were preferred in this study, because it has previously
been shown that the amplitude of the beta oscillation correlates with this subset of symptoms
(Kühn et al., 2009). Patients showed significant improvement of motor symptoms following
levodopa intake (motor section (III) of the Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale)
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2.3.2. Surgical procedures
Patients were selected to undergo bilateral implantation of DBS electrodes into the STN.
Surgeries were performed under local anaesthesia, so that the patients were awake during
recording and stimulation. Participation in the study extended the surgical procedure by
approximately 15-30 minutes. Every effort was made to keep additional time to a minimum,
and stress level was continuously monitored using a visual analogue scale to ensure any
prolongation had no effect on the patient’s level of distress. Surgical procedures and
targeting details have been previously described (Hamel et al., 2003; Sharott et al., 2014a).
Prior to surgery patients stopped taking all anti-parkinsonian medication overnight in order
to reduce the risk of intracerebral hematomas. Patients were head-fixed with an MRIcompatible Zamorano–Dujovny frame (Stryker Leibinger). Surgical planning of the
electrode trajectories was based on fused images of CT and MRI scans acquired the day of
surgery. This was done based on the high resolution images that were fused of the
gadolinium-enhanced volumetric T1 MRI and T2-weighted spin echo MRI sequences and
of the computerized tomography scan using a commercially available algorithm (iPlan;
Brainlab). The stereotaxic targeting of STN was approximated based on the following
coordinates: 11–13 mm lateral, 1–3 mm inferior, and 1–3 mm posterior to the
midcommissural (AC-PC line) point. The trajectory was altered to avoid hitting major blood
vessels, sulci, and ventricles. Based on the surgical planning, a burr hole was made on skull
and the micromanipulator (used to advance the electrode) was mounted and stereotactic
coordinates were applied. On demand, brief administration of low-dose and quickly
reversible anaesthetic agents such as remifentanil or propofol were used. These agents do
not have long lasting anaesthetic effect and dos not seem to influence microelectrode
recording in the awake state (Machado et al., 2006). Nevertheless, administration of any
kind of anaesthetic agents were stopped prior to the microelectrode mapping procedure.
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2.3.3. Electrophysiological recording.
Microelectrode recordings (Alpha Omega Neuroprobe, AlphaOmega, Nazareth, Israel) were
performed along three parallel tracks arranged in a concentric array (Neuro Omega, Alpha
Omega, Nazareth, Israel). This arrangement is often referred to as ‘BenGun’, named after
A.-L. Benabid who introduced it (Fig. 2.1. A, Benazzouz et al., 2002). Both unit activity and
local field potentials (LFPs) were recorded from the microelectrode contact Fig. 2.1. B).
Microelectrode recordings were performed using three stainless steel microelectrodes. The
central electrode was aimed at the anatomically planned target and was separated by 2 mm
from outer electrodes anteriorly in the parasagittal plane and laterally in the coronal plane.
Unit activity was band pass filtered between 0.6 and 6 kHz, amplified (×20,000), and
sampled at 44 kHz, while LFPs were band pass filtered between 0.00070 and 0.4 kHz and
sampled at 1.375 kHz. Recordings were referenced to the uninsulated distal most part of the
guide tube for that microelectrode (contact size of this macro tip ∼1 mm, impedance <1 kΩ),
located 3 mm above the micro tip. EEG was recorded from scalp electrodes (needle
electrodes) placed approximately at positions Fz, Cz, Pz, P3, and P4 (international 10-20
system), referenced to the nose. Signals were amplified (x55,000), band-pass filtered
between 0 and 0.3 kHz, and sampled at 1.375 kHz (Fig. 2.1 B). Recordings were initiated
above the intercomissural level and were assessed by the physician’s online assessment
relying on the digital conversion and auditory output of the online spike sorting algorithm
(alpha-omega system, in-built function). STN borders could be delineated based on elevated
background activity levels (Moran et al., 2008b) and characteristic firing properties of STN
neurons (Sharott et al., 2014a, Fig. 2.1 B). STN units could clearly be identified and
distinguished from zona incerta on the superficial and substantia nigra on the deep border
based on their high frequency, irregular and ‘bursty’ discharge pattern.
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Figure 2.1. Corticosubthalamic recordings during beta frequency stimulation in PD patients. A)
Schematic of the surgical setup shown on a sagittal view of the STN area, 11 mm lateral to the midline;
modified from (Schaltenbrand and Bailey, 1959). Three microelectrodes were implanted along parallel tracks
arranged in a concentric array. Stimulation was delivered through macro-tips located dorsal to the subthalamic
nucleus while local field potentials were recorded from micro-tips within the subthalamic nucleus. Z.i.= zona
incerta, IC = internal capsule, H2 = field H2 of Forel, Ra. Prl. = prelemniscal radiation, STN = subthalamic
nucleus, SNr = substantia nigra pars reticulata. EEG was recorded from midline and frontal locations (Fz, Cz,
and Pz). B) Examples of signals recorded and used: EEG, local field potentials, unit activity, and background
unit activity (BUA, generated using the unit channel, discussed in detail in Chapter III). Example beta
oscillation detected in the subthalamic local field potential recording. C) A peak around 23 Hz can be seen in
the power spectrum (corrected for 1/f falloff). C) Bipolar, beta frequency stimulation (near peak beta
frequency) was delivered through two macro-tips while local field potentials were recorded from the
unstimulated micro-tip. D) The signal (red) was bandpass filtered (blue) ± 3 Hz around the peak beta frequency.
The Hilbert transform was used to estimate instantaneous phase (light blue) and amplitude (dark blue) from
the filtered signal.
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2.3.4. Electrical stimulation of the dorsal STN area.
Anatomical arrangement of recording and stimulation. Electrical stimulation
was delivered through the macroelectrode contacts using one (monopolar configuration, one
patient) or two electrodes (bipolar configuration, n=19, number of recording positions) while
the microelectrode recording contact was within the STN. This resulted in stimulation being
applied to the area immediately dorsal to the STN while LFP signals and units were recorded
by the microelectrode contact within the STN (Fig. 2.2.).

Figure 2.2. Distance of stimulation and recording contacts from the entrance to the subthalamic nucleus
(STN). The dorsal STN border (set to zero) was defined for each patient based on physiological activity. For
all 8 patients, both stimulation contacts were dorsal to the STN while all recording contacts were within the
STN. Each patient colour is consistent with colours used in the next chapter (e.g. Fig 3.4.).
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Frequency. Stimulation was applied at or near the peak beta frequency (matched
frequency stimulation) to determine effects of stimulation timing on beta oscillation
amplitude as discussed in the next chapter (Brittain et al., 2013; Cagnan et al., 2013a). When
the time constraints of the surgery allowed for, an on-line power spectrum (Alpha-Omega)
was used to acquire the average peak frequency of the baseline LFP signal. In these cases,
stimulation frequency was adjusted to the peak frequency of the STN LFP (e.g. 25 Hz
stimulation if the oscillation’s average peak was around 25 Hz). If this was not possible, 20
Hz stimulation was applied. The average oscillation frequency was 19 ± 5 Hz, and the
stimulation frequency was an average of 2.75 ± 1.75 Hz different from the peak beta
frequency.

Stimulation waveform and configuration. In one patient, monopolar,
monophasic stimulation (pulse width: 100 µsec amplitude: 0.25-1 mA, constant current,
stimulation time: as permitted) was trialled. In the rest of the patients bipolar, biphasic,
stimulation pulses (total pulse width: 200 µsec, 100 µsec initial phase negative, 100 µsec
positive phase, amplitude: 0.25 – 2 mA, 3 mA in one case as shown below, constant current,
stimulation time: 15-115 seconds, as permitted) was delivered. In all cases, stimulation did
not result in motor evoked potentials, and patients were not aware of stimulation applied.
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2.3.5. Analytical methods
Spike train processing. Spiking (single and multi-unit) activity was separated from
background activity using standard spike sorting procedures post-hoc (Spike2 8.12 x64,
Cambridge Electronic Design). A characteristic spike train of a single and a multi-unit
recording is shown on Fig. 2.6. Spike sorting followed conventional methods.
Microelectrode recordings with spiking content were chosen for sorting after the
amplification of the signal as described above. A template wavemark was chosen by defining
the peak-to-peak length and amplitude boundaries specific to the most prominent putative
single unit. After setting the trigger levels, the recorded spikes were template-matched across
the baseline and stimulated periods. Consecutively, the detected spike events were separated
using principal component analysis and supervised clustering. Distinct clusters were isolated
as single units whereas not clearly delineable, ‘fuzzy’ clusters were referred to as multiunits. Firing rates were during stimulation were compared to baseline rates by accounting
for a 2.5 ms window during which spikes cannot be detected due to the stimulus artefact. 3

3

Spike extraction and sorting of extracellularly recorded action potentials refer to a multi-step process during

which the activity of a single neuron recorded by a microelectrode is separated from the background noise,
electrical artefact (movement or stimulation) and the spiking of other neurons. Generally speaking, the
diameter, material and shape of the microelectrode will dictate the signal-to-noise ratio and influence how
many neurons are being captured at one recording depth/stage/point. The aim of this process is to reliably
isolate the activity of a single neuron so that it can be converted into an analogue binary signal (zeros and
ones): a series of time stamps assigned to each spike.
Spike sorting utilises certain physiological principles of neural communication (Lewicki, 1998). For
example, the refractory period of membrane excitability is at least 1 ms: if two spikes occur consecutively with
shorter interspike interval, they likely don’t belong to the same single neuron. Another important feature is that
the waveform of the action potential originating from the same neuron is relatively stable in amplitude and
shape. This characteristic waveform on the other hand is heavily influenced and can be distorted by both
intrinsic properties and extrinsic factors. To name a few, brain-state dependent firing mode of each neuron
might alter the amplitude of the waveform (cells displaying brain-state dependent ‘burst-mode show decreasing
amplitude and increasing interspike interval (Bunney, Walters, Roth, & Aghajanian, 1973), and the relative
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distance of the tip from the location of the neuron, as well as the placement of the tip on the neuron (cell-body,
axon, dendrite). Generally speaking, spike sorting is a highly heuristic and process that is prone to many types
of systemic classification errors. The most common ones include the discovery of false positives, false
negatives and false or double match (Izhar Bar-Gad, Ritov, Vaadia, & Bergman, 2001). Sorting is more
difficult if the signal-to-noise ratio is low (high level of hash compared to the amplitude of the action potentials)
or multiple spikes don’t occur with a long enough time-lap allowing for clear distinction (‘spike overlap
problem’/ ‘shadowing effect’, Bar-Gad et al., 2001). A specific case of the shadowing effect is when the spikes
are shadowed by an artefact (such as electrical stimulation). Automated spike sorting algorithms are
commercially available and widely used, but for the reasons mentioned above, spike sorting is often refined
by the supervision (visual inspection and manual verification) of the experimenter.
The basic workflow of establishing a likely correspondence of a series of action potentials to a single
neuron follows similar steps, out of which can be carried out with varying complexity (Lewicki et al., 1998,
(R. Q. Quiroga, Nadasdy, & Ben-Shaul, 2004),(Wood, Black, Vargas-Irwin, Fellows, & Donoghue, 2004).
Following acquisition, waveforms have to be delineated from the background signal (‘detection’). This is most
simply done by setting a threshold for the height of spike (amplitude tresholding). Amplitudes that’s 2 < SD
higher than the baseline signal is likely to reflect deflections caused by spiking. Voltage threshold triggered
spike detection is effective but often corrupted by artificial waxing-and-waning of the amplitude (for example
the electrode movement triggered by breathing or cardiovascular palpations). Similarly, an amplitude threshold
might be effective in separating the spikes from the background but won’t be informative about whether each
individual spike belongs to the same neuron in a spike train. For further isolation and classification, the shape
of the action potential is useful to be considered (‘feature analysis’). In order to subtract representative spike
template, certain parameters reflecting the shape of the action potentials (such as the width) can be helpful.
The more feature is taken into account the more refined the isolation will be, but the amplitude and peak-topeak width is often used. A more refined approach to extract spike parameters include the implementation of
principal component analysis before clustering. In this case, uncorrelated variables are extracted as components
that and can further be used for clustering. Ideally, each component represents a neuron, although supervision
is often required to decide how many clusters are actually representing distinct neurons. The output parameters
of any of those methods then can be used to implement clustering. The goal of clustering is to assign spikes
to putative neurons via grouping the subtracted features. Scatter plots of prominent parameters can be useful
to visually inspect how similar action potentials are, and cluster boundaries can be defined manually after
visual inspection (‘cluster cutting’). Heuristic cluster separation approach can be improved by using
algorithms such as K-means or Bayesian clustering – that can take in consideration the variation of parameters,
components or templates is advised to aid this process. Higher accuracy can be achieved by using model spikes
that serve as templates for the classification of action potentials (‘template matching’, (Millecchia, McIntyre,
& Research, 1978). Euclidian distance can then be calculated to assess how different spikes are from the model
spike template.
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Stimulus artefact removal. Data were analysed off-line using MATLAB (Mathworks,
Natick, MA). A linear interpolation was used to remove the sharp electrical artefact in the
analysed signal. To remove stimulus evoked artefacts seen in the LFP (Fig. 2.3 C) a Kalman
filter approach was used for reasons outlined in the introduction (Morbidi et al., 2007). The
Kalman filter is a recursive approach which predicts the current state of the system and uses
noisy measurements as feedback to update the prediction at each sample point. Briefly, we
assume the recorded LFP is a summation of the unstimulated signal and the stimulus artefact,
which can be modelled before application of the algorithm. An autoregressive model was fit
to a segment of unstimulated data and a transfer function model was fit to the average
stimulus evoked artefact. The Kalman filter was then implemented and results used to
estimate the artefact-free signal without phase distortion.

Spectral power analysis. Spectral power was used to evaluate overall effects of beta
frequency stimulation on STN activity. Spectra were normalized to the total power between
5 – 45 Hz and expressed as percentage of total power (%). Power between 0-5 Hz and above
45 Hz was eliminated to avoid contamination by movement and noise. The Wilcoxon’s
signed rank test was used to evaluate statistical effects of stimulation on beta power. Nonparametric tests were used to avoid distribution assumptions given small sample sizes.

Cortical evoked responses. For cortical evoked responses, EEG signals were bandpass
filtered between 0.001 kHz and 0.1 kHz, to remove the contribution of slow drifts and high
frequency activity, and notch filtered between 0.049 and 0.051 kHz, to remove line noise.
Evoked responses were then calculated by taking epochs off the midline EEG contacts
(stimulus pulse to the next one), align to stimulus onset and average. The underlying
assumption for these calculations is that the averaging will eliminate the noise and amplify
the recurrent pattern of evoked responses (Walker et al., 2011).
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2.4. Results
2.4.1. Experimental setup to ensure stimulation artefact is kept to a
minimum.
The experimental approach presented in the next chapter required a stimulation
protocol that could unequivocally modulate STN activity on the scale of several beta cycles,
but not cause gross changes over timescales of seconds. To provide these conditions, we
examined several stimulation parameters. To this end, we compared monopolar versus
bipolar configurations (Fig. 2.3). The amplitude of the stimulation was also taken into
consideration. A range of supra-threshold stimulation amplitudes were tested in order to
optimise the stimulation effect but keep the size of the artefact minimal. For the purpose of
this study we tried to find a stimulation amplitude that represents an optimal balance between
exerting modulatory, but not enforcing effect. We kept the stimulation amplitude below what
is used for typical DBS parameter settings in all cases (below 3 mA, Priori et al., 2006). In
order to be able to account for amplitude dependent effects, in cases we trialled 3 different
amplitudes ranging between 0.25 and 2 mA. The pulse width was kept the same between the
different experimental protocols used. For this study, 100 ms length was used for monopolar
stimulation. For the reasons discussed in the introduction, the monopolar stimulation was
tested against a bipolar protocol, where biphasic initial negative waveform was used (100
ms pulse width for both negative and positive phases).
Monopolar stimulation on the two extremities of the amplitude settings used (0.25
and 3 mA) was delivered in one patient. This setting, regardless of the stimulation intensity
used, resulted in a long and substantial DC offset on the two recording channels (data shown
for 0.25 mA Fig. 2.3 A). In another patient, bipolar biphasic initial negative stimulation at 3
mA was trialled (Fig. 2.3 B). Interestingly, amplitude still had to be lowered in order to
reduce the stimulation induced DC drift, as the LFP signal was significantly corrupted.
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However, when the amplitude reduced to 0.25 mA, all the main properties of the LFP signal
including the phase could be recovered (Fig. 2.3 C). All in all, utilising bipolar stimulation
and significantly reducing the stimulation intensity allowed for a clean signal and a distinct
artefact that was removed. For the rest of the experiments presented in this study, bipolar,
biphasic stimulation between 0.25 and 1.5 mA was used.

Figure 2.3. Demonstrating the magnitude of the artefact displayed on the STN LFP signals with different
arrangements and parameter settings implemented for the continuous 20 Hz stimulation of the area
dorsal to STN. A) Monopolar monophasic (pulse width: 100 µs

) stimulation (medial contact is used

for stimulating) leads to robust DC-offset on the two microelectrodes recording the STN LFP (anterior and
lateral contacts). Stimulation amplitude: 0.25 µV. B) Bipolar, biphasic (initial negative waveform, each phase
is 100 µs long, stimulation is delivered between the lateral and the medial contact) stimulation result in a robust
electrical artefact using 3 µV stimulation intensity. C) Artefact is markedly reduced on the microelectrode
used for LFP recording (medial) implementing 0.25 µV bipolar biphasic stimulation (delivered with the same
setting as B, stimulating between the anterior and lateral contact).
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2.4.2 Off –line approach to remove residual stimulation artefact:
Kalman filter.
With implementing an off-line artefact removal approach, we attempted to delineate the
signal from the artificial components for each stimulation trial. The artefact evoked by the
stimulus is phase locked to the delivery of the stimulation, and remains similar in shape and
amplitude throughout the trials, whereas the residual component is the information baring
oscillatory signal. Hypothetically, the simplest approach to artefact removal is to take the
voltage deflection over a window around each stimulation pulse, sum it across trials and
then divide it by the number of trials (Thut et al., 2005). This will result in a single waveform
that can be used to determine the time course and the polarity of a vector that can be used to
replace the artefact. However, this residual signal would still be contaminated with the
fluctuations introduced by the standard deviation of the average. This is especially
pronounced on the edges of the window taken around the artefacts. In order to deal with this,
we utilised a more refined approach to predict the ‘edge zones’. After replacing the sharp
peak introduced by the stimulation with a linear function, the Kalman filter approach was
used to adaptively deal with the edges of the artefacts (Fig. 2.4.). These indicate the times
when following the artificially introduced drift, the signal returns to baseline (Morbidi et al.,
2007). This filter utilises an optimal estimation algorithm that predicts the parameter of
interest (in this case, the signal returning to baseline after the stimulation-induced drift). This
is done by applying a recursive approach similar to feedback control systems, where the
discrepancy between the prediction and the measurement is used to upgrade the predictions
of the model. In order to do so, we had to have a model for ‘signal’ and a model for the
artificial components. The model for the artefact was made up by extracting the shape of the
average artefact and fitting a transfer function model. In order to model the signal, an
unstimulated portion of the data was taken and an autoregressive model was fitted which is
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known

to

work

efficiently

on

non-stationary

signals

such

as

EEG

and

LFP. The Kalman filter then compared the two models and output was used to obtain a
continuous signal from which the phase information can be subtracted.

Figure 2.4. A Kalman filter approach was used to remove stimulus evoked artefacts from local field
potential recordings. A) A transfer function model was fit to the average of all stimulus- evoked artefacts. B)
A Kalman filter was used to generate an artefact free signal (red) using the raw signal (black) and a model of
the average artefact (blue). C) Voltage trace showing the artefact free signal (arrows indicate stimulus pulses).

2.4.3. Beta frequency stimulation does not corrupt the oscillatory
profile or the baseline firing properties of the STN.
While several studies have investigated the behavioral effects of continuous beta-frequency
stimulation, to our knowledge there has been little exploration of how such stimulation
affects ongoing beta oscillations (Kühn et al., 2009). Therefore, we first evaluated whether
beta frequency stimulation led to any gross changes in the beta frequency power over the
entire local field potential recordings (> 15 s). Following stimulus artefact removal, the
spectral content of the recovered LFP for individual patients was similar to that observed
without stimulation (Fig. 2.5 A). This lack of difference in spectral features between
stimulated and unstimulated segments of the LFP was observed across all patients (Fig.
2.5B). In line with this observation, stimulation did not result in a significant difference in
either the peak beta power (± 3 Hz) (Fig. 2.5C) or wide band beta activity (8-35 Hz) (Fig.
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2.5D) relative to total power between 5 and 45 Hz in seven out of the eight patients included
in the analysis. Stimulation did elevate beta power in one patient, however, as this was
exception rather than the rule, it is unlikely that it significantly altered the group results. All
in all, this analysis demonstrates that following stimulus artefact removal, residual artefacts
did not significantly corrupt the frequency content of the signal, as this would have resulted
in large spectral peaks at the stimulation frequency. Moreover, the lack of modulation of
overall beta power demonstrates that beta frequency stimulation did not lead to consistent
suppression or elevation of the amplitude of ongoing pathological beta oscillations over the
entire recording period.

Figure 2.5. Beta frequency stimulation does not modulate overall beta activity across patients. A) In an
example subject, the spectral activity did not change significantly with beta frequency stimulation (red)
compared to stimulation off (black). B) Average ± S.E.M power spectra aligned to the peak beta frequency
across eight patients. A prominent beta peak was seen in spontaneous local field potential recordings (black)
as well as during beta frequency stimulation (red). C) There was no significant difference in peak beta power
(peak beta frequency ± 3 Hz) relative to 5-45 Hz with stimulation (red) (p = 0.6665, Wilcoxon ranked sum
test). D) There was no significant difference in total wide band beta frequency power (8-35 Hz) relative to 545 Hz with stimulation (p = 0.4894, Wilcoxon ranked sum test).
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2.4.4. Recovery of action potentials and firing rate changes of the
STN neurons
The dataset presented here was exceptional in a sense that often single units could
be delineated from the electrical signal recorded by the ‘micro’ tip, regardless of the
proximity of the corruptive stimulating site. Fig 2.6 shows two raw traces to demonstrate
the difference between single and multiunits. The spike sorting was done in a semisupervised way (details in the methods/ footnote). The main distinction between a single and
a multi unit was that the former displayed a waveform that was stable in shape and amplitude
over time, and sometimes the modulation could be seen on a trial-by-trial basis (Fig 2.6 A).
On the other hand, the shape form versatility in recordings that were labelled as ‘multi units’
were probably the result of recording the activity of many neurons simultaneously (Fig 2.6
B). This was often the case, as the STN is a densely packed structure (Oorschot, 2010).
Sometimes, a unit appeared to be ‘single’, but due to the cardiovascular/ respiratory or other
movement related artefacts, it was not possible to employ reliable sorting. In those cases,
the unit was labelled as ‘multi unit’.
Additionally, beta frequency stimulation did not consistently alter the firing rate of
the STN single or multi units (Fig. 2.7 E and F, p = 0.9534, Wilcoxon ranked sum test) with
respect to the unstimulated baseline. This finding was consistent with all stimulation
intensities used in this study ranging from 0.25 mA to 1.5 mA (Fig. 2.7 A to B). The lack of
modulation demonstrates that beta frequency stimulation did not lead to consistent changes
to firing rates of STN neurons over the entire recording period.
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Figure 2.6. Short latency spikes trains of single- and multi-units could be isolated during continuous 20
Hz stimulation. Representative examples of raw unit data during consecutive electrical stimuli a raw STN
spiking traces to illustrate the difference between single unit (A) and multi-unit (B) recording (scale bars: 0.005
mA (A) and 0.002 mA (B) and 0.01 s respectively, black: raw trace; red arrow: stimulation; green and blue
waveforms: template-matched spikes, green line: detected spike).
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Figure 2.7. Firing rate of putative STN single- and multi-units was not altered by the 20 Hz stimulation
regardless of the stimulation intensities used. (A) - (D) There was no significant difference in the firing rate
of single and multi-units (circles indicate cells classified as single units, squares multi-units.) across patients
(same colour line indicate recordings from the same patient) on different stimulation intensities compared to
the pre-stimulus baseline. (E) – (F) There was no significant difference in firing rates of putative subthalamic
units (p = 0.9534, Wilcoxon ranked sum test). Circles indicate cells classified as single units, squares multiunits.
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2.4.5. Beta frequency stimulation is effective in modulating the
spiking pattern of the STN activity.
In order to demonstrate how the phase of the stimulation affects the amplitude of the
STN LFP beta oscillations by using a more refined analytical approach in the next chapter,
it is essential to establish that using sub-therapeutic stimulation intensities have a
physiological effect on signals related to the STN LFP. While STN neurons where not
modulated on the timescale of seconds, demonstrating stimulation evoked effects on the
spiking pattern regardless of the unchanged rate would imply that the modulatory effect is
not due to an artefact introduced by the stimulation.
In line with previous work, we found that stimulation could lead to short-latency
excitation (Fig. 2.8 F) or inhibition of spiking (Fig. 2.8 A, E, I), often followed by further
multiphasic responses (Fig. 2.8 C, G). Furthermore, with some of the patients we were able
to run the 20 Hz protocol and to record the same unit long enough to test the effect of
different stimulation intensities. Fig. 2.9 shows that in case of two STN units, the magnitude
and shape of the multiphasic responses could be amplitude dependent. In the case of Fig.
2.9 A, the pattern of the evoked response remained similar, while the firing rate increased
with higher stimulation intensity. In case of cell B on the same figure, however, the pattern
of the evoked response only became apparent when the amplitude of the stimulation was
high enough (1-1.5 mA). The diversity in the amplitude-dependent responses was likely due
to the variability in the position of the recording electrode and the stimulation site.
As Fig. 2.10 shows, however, there was no clear consistency based on
stimulation/recording location. This figure illustrates that when keeping the same amplitude
within a single patient (row A and B represents two subjects), different response patterns
can be recorded as the electrode is being lowered (histograms are showing a more ventral
stimulating location left to right). Lower stimulating and recording position results in a more
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specific multiphasic response in Patient 4 (Fig. 2.10. row A), whereas in Patient 6 (Fig 2.10
row B), the short latency spiking response that is evoked by 1.5 mA can only be observed at
the first, most rostral stimulation depth. These results demonstrate that the stimulation
protocol employed could alter the spike timing of individual STN neurons within individual
stimulation cycles, without significantly changing in firing rate with respect to baseline.
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Figure 2.8. Beta frequency stimulation delivered dorsal to the subthalamic nucleus (STN) modulates
STN unit activity. Peristimulus time histograms (PSTH), using 1 ms width bins, from nine example STN units
(single or multi-units) across seven patients. Beta frequency stimulation was applied at 0.25 mA (A-C), 1 mA
(D-F), and 1.5 mA (G-I). Spikes were detected from microelectrode recordings in the STN; representative
examples of raw unit data during 3 consecutive electrical stimuli are shown above each PSTH (black: raw
trace; red arrow: stimulation; green line: detected spike). (A-C) 0.25 mA stimulation was delivered 0.23 mm
(A), 3.00 mm (B), and 1.08 mm (C) dorsal to the STN. (D-F) 1 mA stimulation was delivered 2.17 mm (D),
1.99 mm (E), and 0.84 mm (F) dorsal to the STN. (G-I) 1.5 mA stimulation was delivered 3.00 mm (G), 0.07
mm (H), and 1.99 mm (I) dorsal to the STN. The recording electrode was fixed 3 mm below stimulation
contacts.
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Figure 2.9. Modulation of subthalamic units by low amplitude beta frequency stimulation delivered
dorsal to the STN can be amplitude dependent. Peristimulus time histograms (PSTH) (1 ms wide bins) from
two example units in response to three different stimulus amplitudes. Bipolar, biphasic stimulation was
delivered dorsal to the STN. Spikes were detected from microelectrode recordings shown above each PSTH
(black: raw trace; red arrow: stimulation; green line: detected spike). A) 0.5, 1, and 1.5 mA stimulation was
delivered 1.99 mm dorsal to the STN border in subject 7. B) 0.5, 1, and 2 mA stimulation was delivered 1.36
mm dorsal to the STN border in subject 1.
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Figure 2.10. Modulation of subthalamic unit activity is seen at different stimulation/recording locations
within the same subject. In two patients, peristimulus time histograms (PSTH) (1 ms bins) are shown from
three stimulation/recording locations (stimulation fixed at 3 mm above recording location). 20 Hz bipolar
stimulation was delivered dorsal to the STN. Spikes were detected from microelectrode recordings shown
above each PSTH (black: raw trace; red arrow: stimulation; green line: detected spike). A) PSTHs for three
STN units recorded from subject 4 during 0.25 mA stimulation. Relative to the dorsal STN border,
stimulation/recording locations were: left) recording 2.77 mm ventral, stimulation 0.23 dorsal; middle)
recording 2.27 mm ventral, stimulation 0.73 mm dorsal; right) recording 1.78 mm ventral, stimulation 1.22
mm dorsal. B) PSTHs for three STN units recorded from subject 6 during 1.5 mA stimulation. Relative to the
dorsal STN border, stimulation/recording locations were: left) recording 1.39 mm ventral, stimulation 1.61
dorsal; middle) recording 1.15 mm, stimulation 1.85 mm dorsal; right) recording 0.33 mm ventral, stimulation
2.67 mm dorsal.
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2.4.6. Beta frequency stimulation is effective in modulating the
activity of the cortex
To evaluate the success of low-intensity stimulation on modulating the activity of
the the extended network, we investigated consistent changes in the cortical activity. Using
coincidental EEG recordings, we examined whether sub-threshold stimulation intensities
can facilitate cortical motor evoked potentials (cMEP). In line with previous work (Ashby
et al., 2001a; Eusebio et al., 2008), stimulation pulses led to evoked potentials in all midline
EEG channels. Similar to Walker (2011), identifying the first, non-variable peak in our
evoked signals was deployed to prove that low amplitude stimulation is similarly efficient
in modulating structures other than STN (Fig. 2.11). The evoked potential waveforms on all
central channels (Fz, Cz, Pz) appears to follow a similar waveform to what has previously
been reported. The first peak (~10 ms, presumably ‘antidromic’ component) is especially
pronounced on the Fz channel (Fig. 2.11). The multiphasic evoked response structure can
be observed on the other two channels, but it reduces in magnitude from ventral to dorsal.
Our complimentary findings to previous reports demonstrated that the low intensity
stimulation parameters used here could modulate cortical activity.
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Figure 2.11. Cortical Motor Evoked Potentials recorded over the Midline EEG
Channels Show the Effectiveness of Low Amplitude Stimulation in PD Patients. (A-C)
Average (± standard deviation) cortical evoked responses from frontal/midline EEG (Fz, Cz,
and Pz) locations) across eight patients for Fz and seven patients for Cz and Pz. EEG signals
were bandpass filtered 1 – 100 Hz to remove any slow drift, and notch filtered 49 – 51 Hz
to remove line noise.
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2.5. Discussion
2.5.1.Stimulation does not impose adverse effect or induce gross
changes in the network state or the local activity of the STN
This chapter demonstrates that an intraoperative setup can be utilised to investigate the
relationship between the stimulation phase and the amplitude of the ongoing beta oscillation
in awake Parkinson’s disease patients undergoing DBS surgery. We aimed to study this
relationship by delivering electrical current dorsal to the border of the STN. This
arrangement allowed us to subtly modulate STN activity and its cortical outputs and to
record with less pronounced artefacts (Godinho et al., 2006; Hamel et al., 2003; Benazzouz
et al., 2004). Regardless of not applying current to the STN directly, the setup was initially
not suitable for such experiments because the electrical artefact of the monopolar
monophasic, relatively fast stimulation was overshadowing the signals. Similar to the study
by O’suilleabhain et al. (2003), we found that implementing bipolar, biphasic stimulation
and using stimulation intensities approximately ~25% of the therapeutic average enabled us
to recover LFP signals and spiking activity. To perform refined phase analysis, we had to
ensure that the remaining artefact is removed with a method that is flexible, but preserves
the spectral and time-domain features of the original non-stationary signal. The Kalman
filter approach provided a suitable solution to remove the stimulation artefact without
biasing the properties of the local field potential. This was further confirmed by showing
that the stimulation did not alter the average –wide and narrow band– peak of the ongoing
beta oscillation. This provided evidence that following signal processing, the potential
artefacts caused by large spectral peaks introduced by the electrical stimulation in the
matched spectral range to the ongoing oscillation were not corrupting the signal
significantly. In addition, this finding suggests that beta frequency stimulation, at least using
these parameters, does not cause gross amplitude change in the scale of the entire recording,
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Thus, if there is a modulatory effect, it might only be captured on a different timescale. The
fact that beta stimulation did not evoke a gross change in the spectral domain also had to be
addressed in light of studies showing its potential adverse effect on motor performance,
especially regarding slowness of movement (Timmermann et al., 2004;Fogelson et al.,
2005,Chen et al., 2007; Eusebio et al., 2008). Patients in our study did not report that beta
frequency had any adverse effect, although detailed monitoring of motor performance would
have been needed to verify this.

2.5.2.Stimulation is effective in modulating the local activity of the
STN and its outputs
Any external stimulation of the brain, including high-frequency DBS, is expected to
affect multiple neuronal elements in the vicinity of the stimulating electrode (McIntyre et
al., 2004). While the novel stimulation set-up used in this study better allowed us to recover
and analyse the underlying beta oscillation, the electrical current spread was likely different
from conventional DBS. Due to the dorsal stimulating position together with the horizontal
orientation of the electric field (as opposed to the vertical orientation with conventional DBS
electrodes), current was potentially delivered to multiple neuronal populations and fiber
tracts (internal capsule, zona incerta, and fields of Forel) containing excitatory corticosubthalamic and inhibitory pallido-subthalamic axons (Hamani et al., 2004). The choice for
this placement is in line with studies that found that stimulating the fiber tracts around the
STN is does not only result in similar clinical effects, but also require lower stimulus
intensities displaying potentially better benefit/energy ratio (Voges et al., 2002). This is
especially true for alleviating symptoms that correlate with the amplitude of beta oscillation,
such as rigidity (Hamel et al., 2003). Stimulation of these elements could lead to both
orthodromic effects in the STN (and other targets) and antidromic effects at the source of
the afferent fibers. Current may also have spread to the STN itself, but given the bipolar
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configuration it was likely more concentrated in these dorsal areas. Thus, as with therapeutic
DBS, modulation of STN activity in our configuration likely occurred through a variety of
direct and indirect mechanisms that cannot be fully delineated.
On the other hand, using low stimulus intensities meant further evidence was necessary
that the stimulation elicits a physiologically tangible effect. For this purpose, single neurons
recorded with the same tips as the LFPs provided an excellent signal for testing that such an
effect occurred. Even if the setup is not ideal for collecting a vast amount of single unit data,
the high quality of the raw recordings allowed for reliable spike sorting and the possibility
for the calculation of single-cell PSTHs. Regardless of having no consistent change in firing
rate or pattern across the recorded subthalamic neurons, a modulation by sub-therapeutic
amplitude stimulation in all recorded STN units could be obtained. The combination of
different up- and downstream effects was the likely the cause of the variance in the
multiphasic responses that the stimulation evoked in STN spiking activity, including both
short latency (<10ms) excitation and inhibition. Such multiphasic responses are likely to
result from a combination of excitatory and inhibitory afferents, and the integration of these
inputs with the pacemaker currents that drive the spontaneous firing of STN neurons
(Nambu et al., 2000;Magill et al., 2004a). These different types of evoked responses were
mirrored by the variability in firing rate during the stimulation, in comparison to prestimulation period. Overall, while neuronal activity in the STN was markedly influenced by
the stimulation, it did not show a consistent modulation of the recorded sample.
Here I also report that 20 Hz stimulation of the dorsal STN borders modulates the cortex at
short and medium latencies. Cortical motor evoked potentials have similar shape to what
has been documented before using electrical and transcranial magnetic stimulation (Ashby
et al., 2001a; Hanajima et al., 2004; Kuriakose et al., 2010). Eusebio et al. (2009), for
instance found that 14-22 ms (medium) peak latency evoked potentials are especially
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enhanced following 20 Hz stimulation compared to higher or lower stimulation frequencies,
and hypothesised that this is due to replaying the resonance frequency of the diseased
cortico-subthalamic circuit. This comparison was utilised to test whether our stimulation
setup has not only local but long-range network level modulation using considerably lower
stimulation intensities. The short latency response is presumably due to the activation of the
large myelinated axons of the zona incerta, which is the putative stimulation location for
most of the analysed electrode locations (Ashby et al., 2001a). Even if the arrangement of
the stimulation used was bipolar, hence more focal than a monopolar, it cannot be excluded
that the STN was activated by the spread of the electrical current, causing antidromic
activation of the motor cortex (via the hyperdirect pathway, Ashby et al., 2001a; Li et al.,
2012), and ortodromic recruitment of the basal ganglia via the GP (subthalamic-pallidalthalamo-cortical pathway, MacKinnon et al., 2005;Tisch et al., 2008). Nevertheless, the
MEP data shows that the stimulation setup was sufficient to evoke network-level
modulation.
To summarise, this chapter demonstrated the plausibility of modulatory but not overtly drive
of the STN output and the cortex by beta frequency stimulation in awake human patients
undergoing DBS surgery.
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Chapter III Phase-dependent suppression of beta
oscillations in Parkinson’s disease patients
3.1. Introduction
The previous chapter has shown an effective method to retain information in the phase and
spectral domains in the beta range from electrophysiological recordings of the corticosubthalamic network of Parkinson’s disease patients during concurrent stimulation at the
same frequency. This chapter demonstrates the analysis of the dataset obtained with this
experimental paradigm, focusing on how the phase relationship between the local field
potential (LFP) beta oscillation and the continuous stimulation can be exploited to determine
whether -in principal - phase-dependent DBS could be harnessed to modulate the amplitude
of pathological activity in the STN and its outputs.

3.1.1. Role of pathological oscillation in Parkinson’s disease
Here I briefly recapitulate the main thoughts introduced in the first chapter regarding the
role of oscillations. Neural oscillations play a fundamental role in normal brain processing
by temporally coordinating activity within and across regions (Engel et al., 2001; Buzsaki
& Draguhn, 2004). Dysfunctional communication resulting from an inability to properly
modulate oscillatory activity, either through hypo- or hypersynchrony, has been implicated
in a number of neurological disorders (Schnitzler & Gross, 2005;Uhlhaas & Singer, 2006).
In Parkinson’s disease, exaggerated oscillations in the beta frequency range (12-35 Hz) are
thought to be mechanistically involved in symptoms by distorting communication between
brain areas needed for initiation of voluntary movement (Brown, 2007;Engel & Fries,
2010;Dorval & Grill, 2014). Beta oscillations detected in basal ganglia unit activity and LFP
correlate with severity of akinetic/rigid symptoms (Sharott et al., 2014b;Neumann et al.,
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2016), and importantly, magnitude reduction following pharmacological or stimulation
treatment positively correlates with motor improvement (Kühn et al., 2006; Kühn et al.,
2009; Ray et al., 2008).

3.1.2. Deep Brain Stimulation as an efficient but suboptimal
therapeutic option
High frequency (≥ 130 Hz) deep brain stimulation (DBS) is an established treatment for
Parkinson’s disease, but is limited by stimulation-induced side effects (Hariz et al.,
2008;Tripoliti et al., 2011;Castrioto et al., 2014) and partial efficacy (Little & Brown, 2012).
While therapeutic DBS decreases exaggerated beta oscillations, it does not achieve complete
suppression as is seen with dopaminergic medication (Giannicola et al., 2012). One
approach to more effectively control symptoms using less electrical current is to target
exaggerated beta oscillations by triggering high frequency stimulation only during periods
of high amplitude (Little et al., 2013). However, applying bursts of high frequency
stimulation could still disrupt physiological activity at timescales relevant for coding of
movement in the STN (Amirnovin et al., 2004;Rodriguez-Oroz et al., 2005;Schrock et al.,
2009; Lipski et al., 2017; Sharott et al., 2018c). To further advance DBS, it may be necessary
to account for the temporal dynamics of the underlying pathophysiology (Montgomery Jr et
al., 2000) to more precisely control the timing of stimulation.

3.1.3. Phase dependent approaches to stimulation
Closed-loop stimulation, where electrical impulses are delivered on-demand has been the
subject of great interest in translational neuroscience (Meidahl et al., 2017). The potential
for a tailored stimulation protocol, leading to a wider therapeutic window has driven
investigators to infer a suitable peripheral or central signal that can be used as a biomarker
for the dysfunction, and serve as a feedback signal to time stimulation. Triggering a closed
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loop system off a central biomarker has been exploited before for translational purposes as
well as to probe the function of oscillations. Berényi et al. (2012) showed the advantage of
tracking seizures and applying on-demand transcranial magnetic stimulation in a generalized
rodent model of epilepsy. In-phase auditory stimulation aligned to slow oscillations is shown
to enhance spindle activity and memory consolidation (Ngo et al., 2013). High frequency
adaptive DBS for Parkinson’s disease, when the stimulator is only switched on in case the
power of the ongoing beta oscillation surpasses a threshold, has been shown to be just as
effective as conventional continuous DBS (Little et al., 2013). Thus far, adjusting the precise
timing of stimulation has not been considered for closed loop algorithms targeting LFP beta
oscillations in Parkinson’s disease.
A phase-dependent approach, where stimulation is timed to a certain phase of the ongoing
oscillation, has the potential to more selectively dampen the beta activity. A proof-ofprinciple study on non-human primates has suggested that applying a burst of stimulation to
the GPi based on the activity of the motor cortex can alleviate symptoms (Rosin et al., 2011).
This study can be regarded as the first to provide evidence for phase-related effects: in case
of a stable beta oscillation (~12.5 Hz in primates), the constant 80 ms lag between the M1
activity and the GPi stimulation presumably ‘canceled’ the next double-frequency tremor
burst in the GPi. This is further supported by the fact that shorter intervals did not achieve
similar efficacy. The utility of patterning the stimulation can be seen in essential tremor
patients, where symptoms are suppressed with thalamic stimulation locked to a specific
phase of the tremor (Cagnan et al., 2017). Brittain et al. (2013) showed that phase
cancellation using the tremor measured using the accelerometer as the biomarker, in PD
tremor patients is a powerful method for adjusting stimulation parameters. Phase
cancellation was achieved by delivering anti-phase alternating current stimulation to cortex
in order to cancel the ongoing exaggerated peripheral activity. This method could attenuate
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tremor by ~50%, which supports the importance of taking time in consideration when
adjusting stimulation parameters. Cagnan et al. (2013a) and (2017) showed the utility of
such approach in a series of studies on essential tremor patients. Using the assumption that
DBS can be locked to the peripheral tremor with fixed time-lags, these studies provide
evidence for the existence of an optimal phase alignment between the peripheral oscillation
and stimulation that can achieve tremor suppression up to 87 % in some patients.
For akinesia and rigidity, where no peripheral oscillation provides a marker of symptom
severity, many groups have proposed stimulation phase locked to the beta oscillation in the
LFP (Rosin et al., 2011; Meidahl et al., 2017; Azodi-Avval & Gharabaghi, 2015; Holt et al.,
2016). Conversely, there is a lack of experimental evidence supporting this approach for
LFP beta oscillation is likely due to significant challenges that arise when using the centrally
recorded oscillation, including 1) the beta oscillation is more transient and faster than tremor
or slow oscillations (Tinkhauser et al., 2017a), and 2) simultaneously delivering stimulation
and recording in the same location make it difficult to recover the phase without significant
corruption by stimulus artifact (Carlson et al., 2010).

3.1.4. Electrophysiological Output Measures of Phase-Dependent
Modulation
In this chapter we interrogate the network-level mechanisms of the phase dependent
harnessing of beta oscillations. For this purpose, we aimed to investigate the modulatory
effect of the stimulation phase not only on the amplitude of the local field potential, but also
on local and network level oscillatory outputs of the STN.
As it has been stated in the Introduction, the background unit activity (BUA) represents the
activity of a population of neurons around the recording contact, distinct from single and
multiunit activity (Moran & Bar-Gad, 2010). The BUA is a useful metric to measure the
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direct oscillatory output of a given structure, presumably reflecting the synchronous activity
of a local neuronal ensemble surrounding the recording electrode (Moran et al., 2008b). The
background unit activity resembles the local field potential being a continuous and spikefree signal that is suitable for spectral analysis, while representing a functionally distinct
activity pattern to the LFP. The LFP is known to reflect the summation of sub-threshold
membrane potential fluctuations of a larger neuronal group or structure, and hence it is more
likely to be indicative of the ‘inputs’ to the recorded a structure (Mitzdorf, 1985;Buzsaki &
Draguhn, 2004; Logothetis, 2002; Moran et al., 2008a). As opposed to the LFP, the highpass filtered BUA signal presumably reflects the extracellular spiking activity of a small
neuronal group (approx.. 100-micron radius from the recording contact within the STN, ~10
neurons, Moran et al., 2008), hence representing the immediate ‘output’ measure close to
the recording contact. In PD patients and parkinsonian primates, BUA activity is coherent
and phase locked to (low) beta band oscillatory activity (8-20 Hz) of individual STN neurons
and multi units, and coherently locked to the LFP, with a phase shift representing an ~25 ms
time lag (Moran & Bar-Gad, 2010; Moran et al., 2008a). These studies underline that BUA
is an independent, but relevant measure of local oscillatory output activity of the STN.
In terms of global network connections, modulation of oscillatory connections with the
cortex by STN stimulation is well documented in the literature (Ashby et al., 2001a; Baker
et al., 2002; Walker et al., 2012;Hanajima et al., 2004;Kuriakose et al., 2010;). Several
studies have demonstrated that beta oscillations in STN are possibly driven by the
motor/premotor cortex (Fogelson et al., 2006; Shimamoto et al., 2013; Williams et al., 2002).
In parkinsonian animals and PD patients, the coherence measured between the motor cortex
and the STN is known to be exaggerated in beta band, and this synchronization is correlated
with the severity of akinetic/rigid symptoms (Sharott et al., 2018a). It has also been shown
that high frequency stimulation reduces the heightened beta-band synchrony between the
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STN and motor cortex (Kühn et al., 2008). As detailed in the previous chapter, STN
stimulation induced cortical evoked potentials (cEPs) are well studied in PD patients and
parkinsonian animals (Ashby et al., 2001a; Magill et al., 2004a). Additionally to simple
measures addressing the entraining effect of stimulation such as cEP, the time-domain
impact of stimulation between oscillatory nodes of the cortico-basal ganglia loop can be
captured by the phase synchrony index (PSI, Stam et al., 2007b). The PSI is a wellestablished measurement of functional connectivity in the spectral domain and known to
reflect the time-dependent phase difference between oscillators, which can be used to assess
the phase entrainment of a signal by another (Mehta et al., 2014). Cagnan et al. (2015)
showed that PSI is an useful measure to assess the beta amplification-favoring phase
relations between interconnected nodes of the basal ganglia (STN and GPi), and can be
utilized to interrogate the effect of such time-domain interactions on the amplitude of
ongoing oscillations.

3.2. Aims
Based on a novel stimulation strategy described in Chapter II, the overarching aim of this
chapter was to examine whether the phase at which electrical stimulation was delivered
relative to the underlying beta oscillation could produce short-latency effects on the
amplitude of pathophysiological activity in the STN.
Specific objectives included examining whether the beta oscillation amplitude was
modulated depending on coincident alignment of stimulation pulses to the oscillation.
Additionally, this chapter probes what parameters of the beta phase at which stimuli arrive
influence this modulation (phase specificity, stimulation intensity). Lastly, it is also explored
whether modulating of the STN LFP extends to STN spiking output as well as to the wider
network (i.e. cortex).
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3.3. Methods
3.3.1. Acquiring signals for analysis
As outlined in the previous chapter, STN LFP beta oscillation was recorded from the
microelectrode contact was not used for bipolar stimulation. Recordings were referenced to
the uninsulated distal most part of the guide tube for that microelectrode (contact size of this
macrotip ∼1 mm, impedance <1 kΩ), located 3 mm above the microtip. LFPs were band
pass filtered between 0.00070 and 0.4 kHz and sampled at 1.375 kHz. In order to retain the
spectral properties of the signal, an off-line artefact removal approach was used (see the
detailed description of Kalman filter in Chapter II).
Midline EEG signals were band pass filtered between 0.001 kHz and 0.1 kHz to
remove the contribution of slow drifts and high frequency activity, and notch filtered
between 0.049 and 0.051 kHz, to remove line noise (EEG-related methods are in the
previous Chapter, too).
Microelectrode channel recordings were used for the calculation of Background Unit
Activity (BUA). The raw signal based on which BUA was calculated was acquired by
bandpass filtering between 0.6 and 6 kHz, amplified (×20,000), and sampled at 44 kHz,
while LFPs were bandpass filtered between 0.00070 and 0.4 kHz and sampled at 1.375 kHz.
Recordings were referenced to the uninsulated distal most part of the guide tube for that
microelectrode (contact size of this macrotip ∼1 mm, impedance <1 kΩ), located 3 mm
above the microtip.

3.3.2. Stimulation protocol
The previous chapter has outlined that the stimulation parameters were fine-tuned to serve
the dual purpose of being modulatory and allowing for the recovery of the spectral properties
of the ongoing STN LFP beta oscillation. Bipolar, biphasic, stimulation pulses (total pulse
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width: 200 µsec, 100 µsec initial phase negative, 100 µsec positive phase, amplitude: 0.25
– 2 mA, constant current, stimulation time: 15-115 seconds, as permitted) were delivered
through the macroelectrode contacts of two electrodes immediately dorsal to the STN while
the microelectrode recording contact was recording LFP within the STN.
Stimulation was applied at or near the peak beta frequency (beta frequency
stimulation) to determine effects of stimulation timing on beta oscillation amplitude. When
well matched, stimulus pulses occurred at the same phase of the oscillation for at least two
consecutive cycles. However, due to the natural variability in frequency and burst-like nature
of the oscillation (Feingold et al., 2015a; Tinkhauser et al., 2017a), pulses drifted through
different phases of the oscillation over the entire recording (Brittain et al., 2013; Cagnan et
al., 2013b). Fig. 3.1 shows the filtered LFP traces from two different patients. In both
patients, the oscillation was waxing-and-waning (fluctuating around it’s mean frequency) as
the continuous beta frequency stimulation naturally hit various different stages of the cycle,
which caused a natural variability in phases the stimuli arrived at. When the oscillation
frequency was very closely matched to the stimulation frequency (patient A, 1 Hz
difference), the likelihood of the stimulation pulses consecutively arriving in the same phase
bin increased. When the frequency of the stimulation was not perfectly matched (patient B,
4 Hz difference), the consistency of this relationship decreased. For this reason, only patients
whose peak beta oscillation frequency was within 5 Hz of the stimulation frequency were
included in analysis to ensure consecutive cycles of stimulation occurring at the same phase
of the beta oscillation occurred.
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Figure 3.1. Well-Matched Stimulation Frequency Leads to Consecutive Pulses Arriving in the Same
Phase Bin of the Ongoing Beta Oscillation. The figure shows STN LFP traces (black line) filtered in beta
frequency range, and the corresponding Hilbert amplitude envelope (magenta line). The beta cycle was split
into fourth-of-a-cycle wide bins (on the figure: trough- green, ascending-black, peak-yellow, descending:
blue). The top row displays a case where the difference between the mean beta frequency (19 Hz) and the
stimulation frequency (20 Hz) is minimal (1 Hz). This case naturally facilitates that the stimulation pulses
arrive consecutively in the same phase bin with higher probability. The second row shows a patient with larger
mismatch (mean beta frequency = 23 Hz, stimulation = 20 Hz, difference = 4 Hz). This figure depicts that less
well-matched stimulation frequency causes greater variability in the timing of stimulation pulses, On the other
hand, if the stimulation frequency is more tightly matched to the mean frequency of the ongoing oscillation,
the probability of stimuli arriving consecutively in same phase bin is higher .
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3.3.3. Instantaneous phase and amplitude estimation.
To estimate the phase and amplitude of the beta oscillation, microelectrode LFP signals were
first band-pass filtered ±3 Hz around the peak beta frequency using a second order
Butterworth filter with zero-phase digital filtering to preserve the true phase of the signal.
The Hilbert transform was then used to estimate the instantaneous phase and envelope of
𝑣(𝑡)

the oscillation. Phase is defined as 𝜑(𝑡) = atan(𝐻(𝑣(𝑡))), where 𝑣(𝑡) is the filtered LFP
signal and H(v(t))is the Hilbert transform of 𝑣(𝑡). The amplitude envelope is defined as
2

𝐴(𝑡) =  √(𝑣(𝑡)2 + 𝐻(𝑣(𝑡)) .

3.3.5. Instantaneous effects of stimulus phase.
To assess how stimulus pulses occurring at a certain phase of the beta oscillation affect the
amplitude envelope, the phase of the stimulus was divided into eight overlapping phase bins
¼ of a cycle wide (as depicted on Fig 3.1). The percentage change in median envelope over
the cycle following the stimulus pulse was compared to the median envelope of the entire
signal. Surrogate results were generated by sampling an unstimulated portion of data at the
stimulation frequency. The Kruskal-Wallis test was use to assess phase dependent effects on
beta amplitude in both the surrogate and stimulation conditions. Stimulation effects were
compared to surrogates using the Wilcoxon rank-sum test for each phase bin.

3.3.3. Cumulative effects of stimulus phase.
As discussed in the previous chapter and above, stimulating at or near the peak beta
frequency results in stimuli occurring at the same phase over consecutive cycles
coincidentally. Similar to the analysis of instantaneous effects, eight overlapping phase bins
¼th of a cycle wide were used to evaluate effects of consecutive stimuli occurring at the same
phase over multiple cycles on beta amplitude. The percentage change in amplitude envelope
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from the median was plotted as a function of the number of consecutive stimuli for each
phase bin. As discussed above, phase is not being tracked in real-time, the chances of
observing further stimuli occurring within the same phase bin decreased as the number of
stimuli increased (i.e. five consecutive stimuli in the same phase bin occurred less often than
three). If there were fewer than five occurrences of one, two, three, four, or five consecutive
pulses delivered at a specific phase throughout the entire recording, this occurrence was
eliminated from analysis. For each patient, suppressing and amplifying bins were defined as
the phase bins leading to the maximum suppression (color coded with blue on all figures)
and amplification (color coded yellow) of the oscillation envelope respectively. Results for
suppressing and amplifying bins were grouped across all eight patients. The Kruskal-Wallis
test was used to establish whether there was a significant effect of the number of consecutive
pulses on amplitude and the multiple comparison test adjusted by the False Discovery Rate
was used to assess the significance of consecutive pulses at the amplifying and suppressing
phase bin for each patient as well as across the group. To determine how precision of the
defined stimulus phase affected beta amplitude modulation, the width of the amplifying and
suppressing phase bins were varied comparing 8th , 4th and half cycle length bins .

3.3.6. Surrogate data.
Cumulative effects were compared to surrogates to ensure significant phase dependent
modulation of the beta amplitude is not seen in unstimulated data. Surrogate data was
generated by replacing the amplitude envelope during stimulation with a segment from an
unstimulated portion of data. Modulation of the unstimulated amplitude was evaluated for
the defined suppressing and amplifying phases in each patient to verify that the number of
consecutive stimuli seen in each bin does not simply lead to a decrease or increase in beta
amplitude. To ensure effects of stimulation were larger than any natural phase dependent
variability in the oscillation amplitude, new amplifying and suppressing phase bins were
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calculated using the unstimulated envelope (Fig. 3.2). Stimulation effects were compared to
surrogate effects using the Wilcoxon ranked sum test. Statistics reported in the results
section of this chapter are in comparison to the first surrogate, where the defined amplifying
and suppressing phase bins were preserved from the stimulated data when substituting an
unstimulated portion of the data.

Figure 3.2. Significant Beta Amplitude Modulation is Not Seen Using Alternative Surrogates. The percent
change in amplitude from the median is plotted as a function of number of consecutive stimulus pulses. The
amplitude envelope from an unstimulated portion of the recording was used to replace the envelope during
stimulation. Instead of preserving the amplification and suppression phases (as in Fig. 3.4.), new suppression
and amplification phases were chosen using the same methods described to select the phases during
stimulation. While Fig. 3.4. allowed us to determine whether the same number of cumulative pulses lead to
suppression or amplification because of the consecutive structure, this control allows us to assess the maximum
phase dependent modulation of the beta amplitude seen without stimulation. Neither suppression (p = 0.3753)
nor amplification (p = 0.6114) was dependent on the number of consecutive cycles of stimulation (KruskalWallis test, p> 0.05). At the suppressing phase, six consecutive pulses were not seen in five patients, while at
the amplifying phase neither five nor six consecutive pulses were seen in five patients (indicated by the lighter
grey).
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3.3.7. Calculation of the Background Unit Activity
To generate the BUA signal, large amplitude spikes (3 standard deviations above the mean)
were removed from the unit microelectrode recording by replacing a window from 1 ms
before to 3 ms after each spike with a random 4 ms spike-free segment of the same recording.
The signal was then low-pass filtered at 300 Hz (third-order Butterworth, zero-phase digital
filtering), rectified, and downsampled to 1.375 kHz (Moran & Bar-Gad, 2010; Moran et al.,
2008a; Sharott et al., 2017). The BUA was bandpass filtered and analyzed for cumulative
phase dependent effects of stimulation on signal amplitude as described for the LFP.

3.3.8. Phase Synchrony Index
To evaluate the phase relationship between the STN (LFP) and cortex (EEG), instantaneous
phase of the EEG signal was determined as described for the LFP (2nd order Butterworth
bandpass filter, Hilbert transform). The phase synchrony index (PSI) between the two
signals was then calculated over periods of three consecutive stimuli occurring at the
suppressing or amplifying phase (Stam et al., 2007a). The PSI is defined as:
𝑁

1
𝑃𝑆𝐼 =  |∑ 𝑒 𝑖∆𝜑 |
𝑁
𝑛=1

where N is the length of the segment (3 cycles), and ∆𝜑 is the phase difference between the
cortical and LFP signal (calculated using the Circular Statistics toolbox Berens, 2009a). PSI
values range from 0 to 1, with 1 representing a constant phase difference between the two
signals.
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3.4. Results
3.4.1. Phase-dependent modulation of beta amplitude
In the previous chapter it was discussed that beta frequency stimulation did not lead to any
observable changes in beta power over the entire recording. On the other hand, single unit
activity in the STN and cortical activity was modulated by the low-amplitude stimulation.
These findings demonstrate that we were able to obtain non-corrupted oscillatory signals,
and on the other hand, imply that if we want to capture the amplitude-modulation that did
not occur on the gross scale of the recording, we would have to dissect between the ongoing
oscillation and the concurrent stimulation on shorter timescales. Therefore, we investigated
whether the specific phase relation between the stimulus pulse and ongoing oscillation could
lead to the transient modulation in beta amplitude. When all individual stimuli were used
for analysis without accounting for stimulus phase history, there was a significant trend in
phase dependent modulation of the beta amplitude (Fig. 3.3, p = 1.88e-4, Kruskal-Wallis
test). However, modulatory effects were not significantly different from effects seen in an
unstimulated portion of the recording sampled at the stimulation frequency (p > 0.05,
Wilcoxon ranked sum test). This suggests there were no significant phase-dependent effects
of single stimuli on the amplitude of the beta oscillation beyond what is seen in the natural
variability of the signal.
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Figure 3.3. Phase Dependent Effects of Single Stimuli on Beta Amplitude Do Not Exceed Variability of
the Unstimulated LFP. To evaluate the effects of stimulus phase on beta amplitude, stimulus pulses across
the entire recording were grouped into eight overlapping phase bins, 1/4th of a cycle wide. Across eight patients,
bins were grouped according to median effect on beta amplitude, with bins leading to maximum suppression
grouped together, etc. The percentage change in beta amplitude was dependent on stimulus phase (p = 1.88e4, Kruskal-Wallis test) during stimulation, but not when sampling an unstimulated time-matched portion of
the recording at the stimulation frequency (p = 0.3073, Kruskal-Wallis test). However, modulation from
stimulation was not significantly different from that seen using the surrogate for any phase bin (p > 0.05,
Wilcoxon ranked sum test). This indicates there were no significant phase dependent effects of stimulation on
beta amplitude when stimulus phase history is not considered. Data is shown using a boxplot where the central
dot is the median and box edges are the 25th and 75th percentiles. Outliers are plotted individually and defined
as outside 𝑞75 − 𝑤 ∗ (𝑞75 − 𝑞25 ) and 𝑞25 + 𝑤 ∗ (𝑞75 − 𝑞25 ), where 𝑞25 and 𝑞75 are the 25th and 75th
percentiles respectively and 𝑤 is the maximum whisker length.
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We hypothesized the history of past stimulus phases may influence modulatory
effects. To address this, epochs where the stimulation phase was consistent within π/4
radians for multiple cycles were used to evaluate the beta amplitude following each
consecutive pulse. In single subjects, 2-3 consecutive pulses at a given phase could either
suppress (suppressing phase) or amplify (amplifying phase) the beta amplitude of the
following cycle compared to the median (Fig. 3.4A). Importantly, similar numbers of
consecutive stimuli delivered at alternative phases did not result in a change in the
amplitude. The defined phase bins leading to suppression and amplification of the beta
oscillation were specific to each individual patient (Fig. 3.4C), but the difference between
the two were always between 90 and 180 degrees (Fig. 3.4D).
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Figure 3.4. Consecutive Phase-Consistent Stimulus Pulses Modulate Beta Oscillation Amplitude. (A)
Percentage change in beta oscillation amplitude from the median after consecutive cycles of stimuli occurring
at a consistent phase is shown for four phase bins in an example subject. For this example patient, we used
non-overlapping, four cycle-wide bins denoted by the four colors on the schematic sine wave. In this subject,
amplitude suppression was seen after three consecutive cycles of stimuli delivered on the descending portion
of the oscillation (blue), while amplification was seen after three consecutive cycles of stimuli delivered on
the ascending phase (yellow). Stimuli delivered at alternative phases (red, green) did not result in suppression
or amplification of the beta amplitude. (B) Suppressing and amplifying phase bins for each patient. (C) Phase
difference between the amplifying and suppressing phase bin for each patient. (D) Median suppressing (blue)
and amplifying (yellow) effects were grouped across eight patients. For the group calculations, four cyclewide overlapping bins were used (8 bins total per cycle, as depicted by the 2 schematic sine waves on the top
of panel D) The percentage change in beta amplitude was compared to surrogate effects generated by replacing
the amplitude envelope during stimulation with the amplitude from an unstimulated time-matched portion of
data (grey). Beta suppression was dependent on the number of consecutive stimuli delivered at the suppressing
phase of the oscillation (p = 0.0016, Kruskal-Wallis test), while beta amplification was not (p = 0.1902,
Kruskal-Wallis test). As six consecutive stimuli were only observed in four out of the eight patients at the
suppressing phase and two out of eight patients at the amplifying phase (indicated by lighter boxes), these was
not included in the Kruskal-Wallis test. Horizontal lines indicate differences between groups (corrected for
multiple comparisons using the false discovery rate, p ≤ 0.05). Red stars indicate stimulation effects
significantly different from surrogates (p ≤ 0.05, Wilcoxon ranked sum test).
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Across patients, phase dependent suppression of the beta oscillation was dependent
on consecutive cycles of stimulation at the suppressing phase (p = 0.0016, Kruskal-Wallis
test). The median percentage reduction in beta oscillation magnitude went from 21.8% after
two consecutive stimulus pulses to 46.8% after five consecutive pulses. As it becomes
increasingly unlikely that consecutive stimuli will arrive in the same phase bin, only four
patients had at least 5 occurrences of 6 consecutive stimuli at the suppressing phase.
However, in these four patients, 6 consecutive stimuli led to an average 47.5% reduction in
amplitude. Importantly, beta amplitude reduction seen after two through six consecutive
stimulus pulses at the suppressing phase was significantly beyond what was seen using the
amplitude envelope from an unstimulated portion of the recording (p ≤ 0.05, Wilcoxon ranksum test). This suggests suppression is not simply the result of measuring amplitude after a
certain number of consecutive cycles. Furthermore, a significant suppressive trend was seen
at an individual level in five out of eight patients (p < 0.05, Kruskal-Wallis test) during
stimulation at the suppressing phase, but in no patients when using the unstimulated
amplitude envelope, p > 0.05, Kruskal-Wallis test). The strength of suppression across
patients was correlated with the relative beta power detected from the power spectral density
of the entire recordings (r2 = 0.504, p = 0.049, linear regression analysis) (Fig. 3.5). This
suggests that while suppression was still seen in patients with high relative peak beta power,
the beta amplitude was more difficult to suppress than in patients with low relative peak beta
power (Fig. 3.5).
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Figure 3.5. Correlation Between the Strength of Beta Amplitude Modulation and the Peak Beta Power.
The percent change in beta amplitude after the third cycle of stimulation at the suppressing (left) and
amplifying (right) phase is plotted as a function of the relative peak beta power (peak ± 3 Hz). The third
stimulus pulse was chosen as this was the maximum suppression and amplification that could be seen in all
patients (i.e. not all patients had 4 consecutive cycles of stimulation at the suppressing or amplifying phase).
The peak beta power was calculated from the power spectrum of the entire recording (relative to 5 – 45 Hz),
as seen in Fig. 2.5. C. Linear regression fit is shown by the black line and the 95% confidence limits are shown
with the dashed lines for the suppressing phase (R2 = 0.504, p = 0.049) and amplifying phase (R2 = 0.540, p =
0.038). This suggests stronger suppression can be seen when beta power is lower, although suppression is still
seen in the patients with high beta power. Furthermore, it is easier to amplify the beta amplitude of patients
with less beta power, perhaps because it is difficult to further amplify the beta oscillation beyond a certain
point.
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In contrast to beta suppression, there was no significant effect of consecutive stimuli
delivered at the amplifying phase (p = 0.190, Kruskal-Wallis test) (Fig. 3.4B). Additionally,
amplification was only greater than surrogate effects after three cycles of stimulation at the
amplifying phase (p = 0.0093, Wilcoxon ranked-sum test). Following the third consecutive
cycle, amplification returned to surrogate levels. At the individual level, only two out of
eight patients showed amplification dependence on consecutive stimulus cycles (p < 0.05,
Kruskal-Wallis). The strength of amplification across all patients was inversely correlated
with the relative peak beta power of the entire recording (r2 = 0.540, p = 0.038, linear
regression analysis) (Fig. 3.5). Together this indicates it was more difficult to further amplify
the exaggerated beta signal, however more amplification is seen when there is lower relative
peak beta power. As already suggested by the spectral analysis, it was further verified that
stimulation was not amplifying the entire signal by determining stimulation did not result in
a significant change in the median oscillation envelope across patients (p = 0.7344,
Wilcoxon signed rank test).

3.4.2. Increased phase-specificity enhances cumulative phasedependent suppression of beta amplitude
In Fig. 3.4 stimulus phase was defined for a quarter of a beta cycle. Next, we investigated
how the phase precision of stimulus pulses delivered affects modulation of the beta
amplitude. To achieve this, we reanalyzed the suppression and amplification effects using
stimulus-phase bins of different widths. If greater effects were seen with narrower bins, this
would indicate that they are dependent on the precise phase at which the stimulation arrives.
In an example patient (Case 3) both enhanced suppression and amplification of the beta
oscillation were seen when stimulus pulses occurred in a narrower window around the
suppressing and amplifying phase (phase bins 1/8 th a cycle wide, amplifying bin: p = 0.0251,
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suppressing bin: p = 0.0272, Kruskal-Wallis test) (Fig. 3.6A). Alternatively, when stimulus
pulses occurred over a wider window around the suppressing and amplifying phase (phase
bins ½ a cycle wide), neither significant amplification (p = 0.9413, Kruskal-Wallis test) nor
suppression (p = 0.3882, Kruskal-Wallis test) was seen.
In order to observe cumulative effects of stimulation phase using phase bins 1/8 th of a cycle
wide, the stimulus frequency had to be within 1 Hz of a patient’s peak beta frequency. As
this was not always the case, it was not possible to provide group data using these narrower
phase bins. However, bins could be widened to half a cycle for all patients (instead of a
quarter of a cycle wide as in Fig. 4B). When stimulus pulses were allowed to occur over a
wider window around the mean suppressing and amplifying phase, neither significant
suppression nor amplification was seen across patients, even after consecutive pulses
(Suppressing phase: p = 0.2755, Amplifying phase: p = 0.2502, Kruskal-Wallis test) (Fig.
3.6B). Overall, these results suggest that at least a quarter cycle precision is needed to see
phase dependent effects of stimulation, and that narrowing the phase window for stimulation
further could lead to larger effects on amplitude.
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Figure 3.6. Phase Precision of the Stimulus Pulse Affects the Strength of Beta Amplitude Modulation.
(A) Example patient showing both enhanced suppression and amplification of beta amplitude when using
narrower phase bins. Stimulation frequency (20 Hz) was 1 Hz different from peak beta frequency (19 Hz),
allowing for detection of consecutive pulses despite narrower phase bins. Bins were widened or narrowed
around the mean suppressing and amplifying phase (black dots). Stimulus phase was defined as: left) half the
oscillation cycle; middle) 1/4th the oscillation cycle; right) 1/8th the oscillation cycle. Orange hues represent the
suppressing phase; blue hues represent the amplifying phase. Amplitude modulation was only dependent on
number of consecutive pulses when using 1/8th of the oscillation cycle (amplifying phase: 2 bins, p = 0.4594; 4
bins, p = 0.972; 8 bins, p = 0.0251; suppressing phase, 2 bins, p = 0.8508; 4 bins, p = 0.0517; 8 bins, p =
0.0272, Kruskal-Wallis test) (B) Median suppressing and amplifying effects on the beta amplitude using phase
bins half a cycle wide were grouped across eight patients. Neither beta suppression (p = 0.2755) nor
amplification (p = 0.2502) was dependent on the number of consecutive stimuli (Kruskal-Wallis test).
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3.4.3. Phase-dependent suppression of beta amplitude was
dependent on stimulation amplitude
To test whether phase-dependent suppression of beta oscillations is dependent on
stimulation amplitude, three stimulus amplitudes (0.5 mA, 1 mA, and 1.5 or 2 mA) were
applied at the same recording location in three patients. As we found that suppression levels
are affected by the strength of the beta power (Fig. 3.5), it is important to view the
differences across amplitudes within each patient instead of absolute values. Consistently
across patients, stronger suppression was seen after the first, second, and third pulses
occurred at the suppressing phase using 1 mA stimulation compared to 0.5 mA (Fig. 3.7).
In two of the patients (black and red), suppression seemed to plateau for each stimulation
amplitude used. While in some cases, further suppression could be seen using 2 mA
stimulation, results were not as consistent.
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Figure 3.7. Phase Dependent Suppression of Beta Oscillations is Dependent on Stimulation Amplitude.
Percentage change in beta oscillation amplitude after the 1 st (left), 2nd (middle), and 3rd (right) consecutive
stimulus pulse at the suppressing phase as a function of stimulus amplitude is plotted for three patients. After
each stimulus, the decrease in beta amplitude was stronger when using 1 mA versus 0.5 mA. Further
suppression could be seen when the stimulus amplitude was increased to 2 mA; however, effects were not as
consistent.
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3.4.4. Phase dependent suppression of oscillatory STN output
We next investigated whether a simultaneous change in unit activity could be seen
concurrent with amplification and suppression of the LFP beta oscillation. For recordings
included in the LFP analysis it was necessary to prioritize a recording location with strong
beta oscillations, but units sometimes were rarely stable for long enough. Therefore,
background unit activity (BUA) was used as a measure of neuronal activity, as this could be
used across all patients and represents output from a local population of neurons surrounding
the recording contact. When stimulus pulses occurred at the suppressing phase of the LFP
over consecutive cycles, the amplitude of beta oscillatory activity in the BUA decreased
across patients (Fig. 3.8, p = 0.0046, Kruskal-Wallis test). However, instead of seeing
suppressive effects by the second or third cycle, a decrease in BUA oscillatory activity was
not seen until the fourth consecutive cycle, where a median 18.7% amplitude reduction was
seen. Conversely, when stimulus pulses occurred at the amplifying phase of the LFP,
enhancement of oscillatory activity in the BUA signal was not seen over consecutive cycles
(Fig. 3.8, p = 0.7993, Kruskal-Wallis test). These results indicate that stimulating at the
suppressing phase of the LFP results in a concurrent decrease in synchronous beta frequency
output of STN neurons, and could therefore modulate oscillations in downstream structures
and the wider network.
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Figure 3.8. Consecutive Stimulus Pulses at the Suppressing Phase Leads to BUA Suppression of the Beta
Synchronous STN Unit Activity. Background unit activity (BUA) was filtered around the peak beta
frequency detected in the LFP. Median percent changes in the BUA oscillation amplitude following stimulation
at the suppressing (blue) and amplifying (yellow) phase were grouped across eight patients. Suppression of
beta frequency activity in the BUA was dependent on the number of consecutive stimuli delivered at the
suppressing phase of the LFP oscillation (p = 0.0046, Kruskal-Wallis test), while amplification was not (p =
0.7993, Kruskal-Wallis test). As six consecutive stimuli were only observed in four out of the eight patients at
the suppressing phase and two out of eight patients at the amplifying phase (indicated by lighter boxes), these
was not included in the Kruskal-Wallis test. Horizontal lines indicate differences between groups (corrected
for multiple comparisons using the false discovery rate, p ≤ 0.05).
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3.4.5. Phase dependent suppression led to decreased
synchronization
Using coincident EEG recordings, we examined whether changes in local oscillation
amplitude induced by phase-dependent stimulation extended to effects on corticosubthalamic synchronization. One patient only had Fz EEG recordings, so was not included
in Pz and Cz analysis. In line with previous work, stimulation pulses led to evoked potentials
in midline EEG channels (discussed in the previous chapter, Ashby et al., 2001b; Eusebio et
al., 2009; Kumaravelu et al., 2018; Walker et al., 2012). While this demonstrates cortical
activity could be modulated using our stimulation protocol, consecutive stimuli occurring at
the suppressing or amplifying phase of the LFP beta oscillation were not associated with
simultaneous changes in cortical beta amplitude (Fig 3.9., Fz: amplifying: p = 0.1269,
suppressing p = 0.9526; Pz: amplifying: p = 0.7746, suppressing p = 0.9049; Cz: amplifying:
p = 0.6275, suppressing: p = 0.9996; Kruskal-Wallis test). However, the phase alignment
between midline EEGs and the STN during stimulation at the suppressing phase was less
consistent during three cycles of stimulation at the suppressing phase than at the amplifying
phase (Fig. 3.9. A-C). This suggests phase dependent stimulation may have network-level
effects on cortico-subthalamic synchrony in addition to local effects on STN beta
oscillations.
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Figure 3.9. Phase dependent suppression of subthalamic beta oscillations is associated with lower
cortico-subthalamic beta synchronization than phase dependent amplification. (A-C) Average (±
standard deviation) cortical evoked responses from frontal/midline EEG (Fz, Cz, and Pz) locations) across
eight patients for Fz and seven patients for Cz and Pz. EEG signals were bandpass filtered 1 – 100 Hz to
remove any slow drift, and notch filtered 49 – 51 Hz to remove line noise. (D-F) Median phase synchrony
index between the STN LFP and frontal/midline EEG channels over three cycles of consecutive stimuli
occurring at the suppressing and amplifying phases across eight patients (Fz) or seven patients (Cz, Pz).
Stimulating at the suppressing phase resulted in significantly lower cortico-subthalamic phase synchrony for
Fz-LFP (p = 0.0207, Wilcoxon ranked sum test) and Pz-LFP (p = 0.0175, Wilcoxon ranked sum test, p < 0.05
indicated by black stars).
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3.5. Discussion
This chapter shows that, in patients with Parkinson’s disease, electrical stimulation delivered
to a specific phase of the subthalamic beta oscillation results in suppression of local and
network level pathophysiological activity. Although beta frequency stimulation did not alter
the power of beta oscillations over the entire recording, transient amplification and reduction
of the oscillation amplitude could be seen when the specific timing of stimulus pulses was
taken into account. Remarkably, delivering stimulus pulses locked to the suppressing phase
over multiple consecutive cycles reduced the beta amplitude by over 40% across patients.
This provides the first evidence that a phase-dependent approach to DBS could be more
efficient and effective than high-frequency stimulation at reducing pathological neural
oscillations in Parkinson’s disease. Moreover, our findings show that phase-dependent
stimulation has the wider potential to disrupt or amplify neuronal oscillations to manipulate
communication across brain areas.

3.5.1. Phase dependent amplitude suppression relies on consecutive
pulses
Here we identify the existence of a critical phase of the STN beta oscillation, specific to each
patient, that when stimuli occurred for multiple consecutive cycles leads to amplitude
suppression of beta oscillatory activity in the LFP and BUA and a decrease in beta phase
synchrony with the cortex. In parkinsonian patients and animal models of Parkinson’s
disease, single STN neurons lock to a specific phase of the ongoing beta oscillation in the
LFP (Kuhn et al., 2005;Weinberger et al., 2006a;Mallet et al., 2008a; Sharott et al., 2018c),
which leads to a correlation in the spiking across STN neurons at zero lag (Levy et al., 2002;
Mallet et al., 2008a; Mallet et al., 2008b). The LFP likely reflects synchronized membrane
currents of a population of neurons in the vicinity of the recording electrode. Several studies
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have demonstrated that oscillations in the motor cortices precede those in the STN LFP
(Fogelson et al., 2006;Lalo et al., 2008;Litvak et al., 2010a;Sharott et al., 2018c), suggesting
that cortical oscillations, measured here using EEG, may drive beta in the STN LFP through
monosynaptic and or polysynaptic pathways. In contrast, the BUA must predominantly
reflect spiking activity due to exclusion of low (>300Hz) frequencies (Moran et al., 2008b;
Siegle & Wilson, 2014). In the context of STN beta oscillations, the EEG and STN LFP
signals are therefore more indicative of synaptic input to the neurons, while the BUA signal
reflects the output. In line with this delineation, previous work shows the BUA output can
be vastly different in conditions with similar EEG/LFP power and synchrony, demonstrating
that these signals are independent (Sharott et al., 2017).

Taken together, our results show that stimulation at consecutive pulses of the
suppressive phase can reduce the oscillatory input to STN (STN LFP amplitude and corticosubthalamic synchronization) and the output (BUA amplitude). Stimulus pulses delivered to
neural oscillators can result in advances or delays in the oscillator depending on the stimulus
phase (Ermentrout & Chow, 2002; Farries & Wilson, 2012;Smeal et al., 2010). Within the
STN, a phase shift in the beta oscillatory input may alter or reflect the reliability of the
recruitment of STN neurons to the cortical oscillation, measured here using the BUA beta
amplitude. Studies of beta oscillations in experimental animals have demonstrated that the
synchronization observed in the STN extends across the entire cortico-basal ganglia network
(Goldberg et al., 2002;Mallet et al., 2008a; Mallet et al., 2008b;Deffains et al.,
2010b;Tachibana et al., 2011b;Brazhnik et al., 2012;Sharott et al., 2017). Advancing or
delaying the subthalamic beta output could thus disrupt the temporal relationship between
downstream brain regions, which could result in decoupling of the network as a whole.
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Importantly, we only saw these effects when two or more pulses were delivered on the
suppressive phase. The simplest explanation for this is that the stimulus amplitudes delivered
were generally low amplitude and, indeed, stronger beta amplitude suppression with fewer
pulses was seen using higher stimulation amplitudes. However, it is also possible that
disrupting the temporal relationships between oscillators within and between nodes of the
network may require several cycles to decouple the circuit. Regardless, one key aspect in
developing improved stimulation protocols for DBS is reducing the stimulation current to
prevent spread to regions outside the target. Our results suggest delivering low amplitude
pulses at the suppressing phase over several cycles is sufficient to disrupt pathological
network activity. Interestingly, unlike suppressing effects, phase dependent amplification
did not depend on the number of consecutive cycles of stimulation and was generally weaker
than suppression. This may be because oscillatory activity is already in a heightened state in
Parkinson’s disease, making it more difficult to enhance than suppress. The linear
relationship seen between beta power and amplification resulting from stimulation supports
this hypothesis. This property is potentially therapeutically useful, as enhancing ongoing
beta would potentially worsen symptoms.

3.5.3. Implications for therapy
Advancements to DBS algorithms have been aimed at improving efficacy and reducing the
amount of current delivered, which could limit stimulation-induced side effects and
conserve battery power (Little et al., 2013;Adamchic et al., 2014;Wilson & Moehlis,
2014;Brocker et al., 2017; Cagnan et al., 2017). Closed-loop approaches to neurostimulation
have already proven to be achieve some of these aims (Rosin et al., 2011;Little et al., 2013).
For a closed-loop approach to be effective, an accurate biomarker of symptom severity must
be used to drive stimulation. While a number of synchrony measures have been implicated
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in motor symptoms of Parkinson’s (Tass, 2003; Weinberger et al., 2006a; Kühn et al., 2009;
de Hemptinne et al., 2013a), beta oscillations offer an appealing biomarker for the control
of akinesia and rigidity for a number of reasons. First, beta oscillations can be recorded in
the LFP and have proven to be an effective chronically recorded feedback signal in patients
even during unimpeded movement (Little et al., 2013;Rosa et al., 2015). Second, recordings
can be made from the implanted stimulation electrode, limiting the operation to a single
surgical site. Finally, alternative measures implicated in motor symptoms, specifically
coupling between the amplitude of high frequency activity to the phase of the beta oscillation
(phase amplitude coupling) (de Hemptinne et al., 2013), would likely be disrupted with the
suppression of the carrier frequency.
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3.6. Conclusions
Our findings suggest that tracking the phase of ongoing beta oscillations and delivering
stimulus pulses only on the suppressing phase could be an effective closed-loop strategy in
Parkinson’s disease. Implementing such phase tracking would allow a full evaluation of the
efficacy of phase-dependent stimulation for selectively reducing beta and sparring
functional activity. The increased number of consecutive stimulation cycles possible with
active phase tracking could further enhance suppressive effects. Furthermore, unlike tremor,
where there is an ongoing measure of motor impairment, akinetic/rigid symptoms require
task-related evaluation. Phase-tracking would allow longer periods of phase-locked
stimulation (compared to the 100 – 400 milliseconds seen in this study) that would enable
this type of behavioral assessment. While active phase locked stimulation has been applied
to low frequency neural oscillations in the hippocampus (Siegle and Wilson, 2014) and low
frequency peripheral oscillations (Brittain et al., 2013; Cagnan et al., 2017), to our
knowledge, this approach has not yet been successfully implemented at frequencies above
10 Hz in experimental animals or humans. Implementing active phase tracking of
parkinsonian beta oscillations presents challenges not only due to the higher frequency
signal, but also because oscillations tend to occur in short bursts (Tinkhauser et al., 2017)
and signals are on the order of 1 µV. Such issues could be addressed by combining phase
tracking with proven amplitude-based approaches to further optimize the selectivity of
stimulation (Little et al., 2013). Overall, the results presented here provide strong evidence
in support of exploring such an approach in the future, both for PD and other diseases where
abnormal oscillations are a pathophysiological feature
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Chapter IV Phase alignment dependent modulation of
the amplitude of beta oscillation in Parkinson’s Disease
4. 1. Introduction
4.1.1. Communication Through Coherence
Synchronised oscillations between neuronal populations are found across virtually all
forebrain networks (Engel et al., 2001; Buzsaki & Draguhn, 2004). While the role of such
activities remains an area of debate, the influential “communication by coherence” (CTC)
hypothesis, is that they mediate communication between coupled populations (Fries, 2005,
2015). The frequency of synchronisation has been postulated to be an important parameter
in determining the nature of communication (Fries et al., 2005, 2015; Michalareas et al.,
2016). Much of the work in this field has focused on gamma frequency rhythms (40-80 Hz),
which are thought to modulate input gain across cortical areas by providing temporally
precise windows of excitability (Fries, 2005). Importantly, the increase in communication
strength, measured by correlation of oscillatory amplitude, at these higher frequencies is
strongest when synchronisation occurs at the most frequently occurring phase relationship
between two areas (Womelsdorf et al., 2007). This phase-dependent communication within
the visual cortex and corticospinal tract predicts behavioural performance (van Elswijk et
al., 2010; Ni et al., 2016), supporting a function role in neuronal communication.

4.1.2. Pathological coherence in PD
Changes in the nature of these synchronised oscillations are thought to underlie the
symptoms of several brain disorders. As discussed in the introduction, the most striking
example of such an “oscillopathy” is Parkinson’s disease (PD), where abnormally high
amplitude, temporally sustained oscillations are found throughout the motor cortices, basal
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ganglia and motor thalamus. Recently it was demonstrated that beta frequency oscillations
recorded in the local field potentials (LFPs) of two basal ganglia nuclei, the subthalamic
nucleus (STN) and globus pallidus (GP), from Parkinsonian patients display properties of
synchronisation consistent with the CTC framework (Cagnan et al., 2015). The amplitude
of beta oscillations in both structures was amplified during periods where the phaserelationship between the two signals was that occurring most often. As only LFPs could be
recorded in these experiments, it is unclear as to whether periods of amplification were
reflected in the activity of neurons in these areas. This is a crucial question, as without
affecting timing of spiking activity, changes in oscillation power can have little effect on
downstream motor processing and behaviour.
While these CTC relationships have been described between basal ganglia nuclei, several
studies have provided evidence that the driver of these oscillations is the motor cortex (Lalo
et al., 2008;Litvak et al., 2010b). Thus, if CTC is important in the propagation of
pathological beta oscillations, the key properties would be expected to occur between
cortical and basal ganglia signals. Of particular importance is the cortico-subthalamic
pathway, which provides a short-latency route for cortical neurons to influence the basal
ganglia network (Nambu et al., 2000). Population signals (ECoG, EEG) recorded from
frontal cortical areas in PD patients and experimental animals are highly synchronised with
LFPs and single units in the subthalamic nucleus (Williams et al., 2002; Fogelson et al.,
2006; Mallet et al., 2008a; Sharott et al., 2018a). Several authors have suggested that this
pathway provides the initial entrainment of basal ganglia neurons, which then spreads to
other nodes in the network (Bogacz & Gurney, 2007; Mallet et al., 2008b; Deffains et al.,
2016). Understanding how the phase alignment between those structures correlates with the
clinically relevant increase of beta power could further our understanding about this disease
phenomenon, as well as inspire applications for closed-loop deep brain stimulation.
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4.2. Aims
Here we investigated whether coherent oscillations in the frontal cortex and STN
displayed phase-dependent amplification in dopamine-depleted rats, and carried out
complementary analyses using intraoperative recordings from PD patients. Our overarching
hypothesis was that the power of pathological beta oscillations become elevated because the
oscillating populations of neurons are at their preferred phase alignment.
More precisely, we aimed to test whether:
I.

There is a temporal relationship between beta oscillations the STN LFP and the
cortical activity in Parkinsonian rats that occurs with greater likelihood

II.

There is a specific phase alignment between the two structures that correlates
robustly with the elevated and sustained beta amplitude in the cortex and the STN

III.

This phase alignment affects the firing properties of the STN neurons.

IV.

This phase alignment can be selectively modulated by stimulation at the same
frequency as the pathological oscillation

V.

That findings in rodents are consistent with data from Parkinson’s disease
patients

4.3. Methods
4.3.1. Rat dataset
Experimental procedures were carried out on male CD rats (Charles River), and were
conducted in accordance with the Animals (Scientific Procedures) Act, 1986 (United
Kingdom), and with Society for Neuroscience Policies on the Use of Animals in
Neuroscience Research.
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4.3.2. Unilateral 6-hydroxydopamine hemi-lesion.
Unilateral lesions were carried out on 30 190 - 200g rats, as previously described (Magill et
al., 2001, Supplemental Table 4.1). Approximately 25 mins prior the injection of 6-OHDA,
all rats were given a desipramine injection (25 mg/kg, i.p.; Sigma) in order to facilitate the
survival of noradrenergic neurons (Schwarting & Huston, 1996a). After the animals were
placed on a stereotactic frame, anaesthesia was induced and maintained by the continuous
supply of isoflurane (4% v/v isoflurane in O2). A small hole was drilled directly over the
injection site and the dura was carefully removed. Using a glass pipette (diameter: ~18 µm),
animals were injected with 1 µl 6-OHDA toxin solution (final concentration of 6 mg ⁄ ml in
0.9% w ⁄ v NaCl solution containing 0.01% w ⁄ v) into the medial forebrain bundle ( 4.1 mm
posterior, 1.4 mm lateral of bregma in 7.9 mm deep from the dura, Fig. 4.1. Ai) or substantia
nigra pars compacta ( 4.1 mm posterior, 1.4 mm lateral of bregma in 7.9 mm deep from the
dura, Fig. 4.1 Bi, Paxinos & Watson, 1986). Injections took 10 mins (~0.1 µl / min) and the
pipette was left in place for an additional 5 mins. After the pipette was retracted and the
wound was disinfected and closed, the wellbeing of the animal was carefully monitored until
they were fully awake (Sharott et al., 2017). 0.1 ml of vetergesic solution (Ceva, 1:4 mixture
of vetergesic: water for injection) was administered subcutaneously on the day of the surgery
and on the following 2 days. Electrophysiological recordings took place 2 weeks or more
after surgery, in line with previous studies (Mallet et al., 2008a; Sharott et al., 2017). To
evaluate the success of the lesion, post mortem tyrosine hydroxylase (as described below)
immunoreactions were performed on striatal sections (Fig. 4.1 Aii, Bii). Only those animals
where a clear difference could be established in the TH fluorescence between the lesioned
and the intact hemisphere were taken into analysis (Fig. 4.1 C).
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Figure 4.1. Establishing Parkinsonian phenotype in CD rats. A, B) 6-OHDA was injected to the right
medial forebrain bundle (MFB, Ai) or to the right substantia nigra pars compacta (SNc, Bi) of healthy CD rats.
Bi, Bii). The success of the lesion was assessed using post mortem tyrosine hydroxylase immunoreactivity
(Alexa Fluofor 488). Regardless of the lesion site, a significant loss of dopaminergic terminals could be
observed both for MFB (Bi) and SNc (Bii) on the ipsilateral side to the lesion in the striatum. Scale bars: 100
µm. C) Recordings from animals that had more than 50% difference in average brightness between the left
and right striatum were included in this study. Coloured lines represent an average striatal brightness value
(normalised by the corresponding cortical brightness) for the lesioned (left) and the intact (right) side for each
animal (colour codes for animals stays the same through the chapter).
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4.3.3. In vivo electrophysiological recording and juxtacellular
labelling.
Altogether, experiments were performed in 10, successfully lesioned, anesthetized rats
(Supplementary Table 4.1. provides a summary for all experiments, schematic illustration:
Fig. 4.2.). For the anaesthesia, isoflurane was used for induction (4% v/v isoflurane in O2)
and the anaesthetised state was maintained with maintained with urethane (1.3 g/kg, i.p.;
ethyl carbamate, Sigma) and supplemental doses of ketamine (30 mg/ kg, i.p.; Willows
Francis) and xylazine (3 mg/kg, i.p.; Bayer) interperitoneal injections (Magill et al., 2006).
After ~1 h of the induction, animals were placed in earbars on a stereotaxic frame (Kopf).
Body temperature was carefully monitored and homeostatically maintained with a heating
apparatus (Harvard Apparatus). The depth of the anaesthesia and the animal’s wellbeing was
carefully monitored during the recording by testing peripheral reflexes (with a hindpaw
pinch).
The ECoG was recorded epidurally with a ~1 mm steel screw attached to the skull
without breaking the dura mater above the frontal cortex (somatic sensory-motor area, 4.2
mm anterior, 2.0 mm lateral of bregma, Paxinos & Watson, 1986, Fig. 4.2A). The raw ECoG
signal was bandpass filtered (0.3-1500 Hz, -3 dB limits) and amplified (2000´; DPA-2FS
filter/amplifier; npi electronic) on-line before further analysis. Beta oscillations are known
to occur during general activation (GA) state, hence only recordings in this state were
utilised here (Magill et al., 2004a).
Extracellular deep recordings of the local field potential and the single neuron spike trains
(or unit activity) of STN was recorded using glass electrodes (tip diameter ~1.5-2.5 µm,
impedance measured in situ 10-30 MΩ) filled with 0.5 M NaCl solution diluted with 1.5%
neurobiotin (Vector Laboratories, Magill et al., 2004a, Fig. 4.2A). The electrode was
lowered using a motor (IVM-1000; Scientiﬁca), which allowed the depth of the electrode to
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be manipulated with micrometre precision. Electrode signals were amplified twice, first 10x
with (10´) Axoprobe-1A amplifier (Molecular Devices) and then another 100´, and bandpass
filtered at 300-5000 Hz (DPA-2FS filter/amplifier). The ECoG and STN LFP and unit
activity were each sampled at 16.6 kHz using a Power1401 Analog-Digital converter and a
PC running Spike2 acquisition and analysis software (Version 7.2, Cambridge Electronic
Design).
For the purpose of precise localisation, a subset of putative STN neurons were
juxtacellularly labeled (Pinault, 1996; Magill et al., 2000). Subsequent to recording the
electrode was moved as close to the cell as possible and labeling with neurobiotin was
attempted. Positive current pulses were applied until the cell’s spike train showed
entrainment by the current. Positive current pulses (2-10 nA, 200 ms, 50% duty cycle) were
applied until the single-unit activity became robustly entrained by the current
injections. The location of the labeled neurons were post hoc confirmed by revealing the
neurobiotin filled cell

bodies and the borders of the STN

with

standard

immunohistochemical methods (Fig. 4.3., ‘identified’, see below). The unlabelled, but
recorded neurons on the same path in the same animal were also included if the location,
extrapolated from the position of other labelled neurons and stereotaxic measurements,
indicated that the recording was also in the STN (Fig. 4.4, Nakamura et al., 2012) .
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Figure 4.2. Recording and stimulating setup in rats. A) Cortical activity was measured by using a metal
screw touching the dura (ECoG). Cortical stimulation of the layer V of the M1 was achieved by using bipolar
stimulating electrodes. Recording and juxtacellular labelling in the STN was attained by a glass electrode filled
with neurobiotin solution. B) Characteristic multiphasic evoked potential was utilised for the ad hoc
assessment of the recording electrode location. 1 Hz cortical stimulation was used (Magill (2004). C) 1 Hz
stimulation of the M1. Top row: Wideband signal recording from the glass electrode used to extract the STN
LFP (1 mV), middle row: unit activity (1 mV), Bottom row: ECoG (0.5 mV). Red triangles denote stimulation
pulses (950 mA). Time: 0.5 s. D) 20 Hz stimulation of the M1 (50 mA) allowed for the subtraction of STN
LFP (top row, 1.5 mV), spiking activity (middle row, 1.5 mV) and the cortical activity (bottom row, 0.5 mV).
Time: 100 ms
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Figure 4.3. In vivo electrophysiological properties of identified Foxp2+ STN neurons
in 6-OHDA rats. A-D) Juxtacellularly labeled STN neurons and their co-localization with
fluorescent neurobiotin labelling (streptavidin: red channel) and FoxP2 (Al 488: green
channel). Scale bars are 100 and 20 µM. (Ai–Di). The traces show the spike trains of single
neurons recorded by the glass pipette that was used for labelling. Coincidental cortical
activity is displayed below (motor cortex ECoG). The anterior-posterior plane is displayed
at the right hand corner of Ai-Di. STN neurons were recorded in rostral (A) and caudal (B)
plane. In some cases, the activity of two single neurons could be isolated at a single
recording position (Cii). Recordings from parallel tracks could be recovered (Dii).
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Figure 4.4. Recordings were homogenously distributed across the STN. Atlas images (Paxinos & Watson,
2013) cropped around the STN (coronal sections, clockwise from right hand corner rostral to caudal) show the
locations of labeled and identified (full circle) and extrapolated (outline only) cells. Colours used for each
animal stays identical throughout the legends.

4.3.4. Electrical stimulation of the motor cortex.
For the focal stimulation of the cortex, parallel, bipolar stimulating electrodes (constructed
from nylon-coated stainless steel wires; California Fine Wire, Fig. 4.2A), with tip diameters
of ~100 µm, a tip separation of ~150 µm, and an impedance of ~10 kΩ, were implanted into
the ipsilateral motor cortex (Magill et al., 2004a, Fig. 4.5A). The coordinates of the cortical
stimulation sites (4.2 mm anterior and 3.5 mm lateral of Bregma, at a depth 2.2 mm below
the dura) correspond to layers 5/6 of the primary motor cortex (M1, Paxinos and Watson,
1986). Electrical stimuli, which consisted of square-wave current pulses of 0.3 ms duration
and variable amplitude (50-900 µA, adjusted in situ, depending on the strength of the
modulation), were delivered using a constant-current isolator (A360D; World Precision
Instruments) that was gated by digital outputs from the Power1401 converter.
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For the purpose of this study, two different frequency protocols were used (Fig. 4.2C
and D). Previously it has been shown that the 1 Hz continuous stimulation of sensorimotor
cortex in the anaesthetised rat experiments lead to a characteristic evoked potential in, and
only in the STN (described by Magill et al., 2004a, a raw 1 Hz stimulation trace is shown
on Fig. 4.2C, representative evoked potentials are displayed on Fig. 4.2B and Fig. 4.5C).
This feature of the setup was therefore used to ad hoc confirm the location of the recording
electrode before the main stimulating protocol was carried out. In order to see whether we
could interfere the with the phase alignment between cortex and STN, we used a continuous
electrical stimulation protocol at the beta frequency (20 or 25Hz) close to that of the
pathological oscillation (Fig. 4.2D). The rationale behind using beta frequency stimulation
was to test how an external drive at the same frequency to the ongoing oscillation would
affect the phase alignment (McConnell et al., 2012). Both 1 and 20 Hz stimulation
protocols were recorded with a minimum of 30 s before and after baseline and were applied
for at least ~1 min.

4.3.5. Histology and imaging.
Standard indirect immunofluorescence protocols were used to confirm the location of
neurobiotin labeled somata in the STN and the success of DA terminal depletion in the
striatum (Mallet et al., 2012, Sharott et al., 2017). Animals were given a lethal dose of
ketamine (150 mg/kg) and were perfused transcardially with 300 ml of 0.1% w/v
glutaraldehyde and 4% w/v paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M phosphate buffer. Brains were left
in the fixative solution overnight at 4°C. Perfused brains were mounted on a vibrating
microtome and 50 micron-thick coronal sections were cut and collected. Free floating
sections were then washed 3 x 10 min in Triton PBS (PBS containing 0.3% v/v Triton X100 [Sigma]).
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To reveal the location of the neurobiotin-labelled cells, sections from the STN region
were incubated overnight with Cy3-conjugated streptavidin (1:1000 dilution; Life
Technologies). The borders of the STN are known to be outlined with the expression pattern
of Forkhead box protein P2 (FoxP2, Campbell et al., 2009; Hontanilla et al., 1997). To reveal
FoxP2 immuno-reactivity, sections containing putative STN somata were isolated for
molecular testing and were incubated in Triton PBS containing 10% v/v normal donkey
serum (NDS; Jackson ImmunoResearch Laboratories) for an hour. The sections then were
exposed to the solution containing the primary antibody (Triton PBS containing 1% v/v NDS
with goat anti-FoxP2 antibody 1:500, Santa Cruz) and were incubated overnight at 4°C.
Sections were then washed in Triton PBS and were incubated with Alexa 488 fluorophoreconjugated secondary antibody (raised in donkey, 1:1000 secondary, Life Technologies).
The washed, mounted and cover-slipped (Vectashield, Vector Laboratories) sections were
inspected with an epifluorescence microscope (Zeiss Axio Imager M.2) and the location of
the labelled cell bodies were confirmed.
High resolution images of the confirmed STN neurons were taken using a confocal
microscope (Zeiss LSM 880) equipped with 20x 0.8NA Plan-Apochromat and 40x 1.4NA
Plan-Apochromat oil immersion objectives and Stereoinvestigator v11.0 software (MBF
Biosciences). To capture the streptavidin labelling and the FoxP2 immuno-reactivity the
following lasers and filter-sets were used: Argon 488nm laser for Alexafluor 488 (emission
detection: 493-554 nm) and HeNe 543nm for Cy3 (emission detection: 554-681 nm).
Imaging was performed with 10x and 40x objectives. At 40x, a series of multiple-plane zstacked images (optical section thickness 0.8 µm) were captured in order to show the exact
location of the somatodendritic structure of the well-filled STN neurons. Images were
opened with Fiji software (Schindelin et al., 2012). Both channels of the low magnification
(10x) image were processed using ‘Enhance contrast’ (a linear contrast adjustment that
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automatically sets white and black points) set to 0.1% of pixels being saturated. The high
magnification Z-stack images were flattened using standard deviation projection. This refers
to the image processing method of making a composite image out of several frames taken
with different focal distances (Ray, 2002). The procedure allows to display greater thickness
in a 2D image compared to the single frames alone. Contrast were then enhanced with 0.8%
saturation levels for the streptavidin channel. A representative streptavidin-identified STN
neuron (red fluorescence) is shown on Fig. 4.5A, where the FoXP2 expression (green
fluorescence) denotes the borders of the STN.
The extent of dopamine lesions was tested on the serially collected striatal sections using
tyrosine hydroxylase immuno-reactivity (Schwarting & Huston, 1996a). Sections were
chosen to be +/-0.5 mm around bregma so that the stereology was well matched between the
animals. In terms of the indirect immunofluorescence, the same protocol was used as
described above. Briefly, tyrosine hydroxylase (primary: Chicken anti-TH, Abcam,
secondary: Alexa Fluor 488, Life Technologies) immunoreactions were performed on 3 or
more striatal and at least one nigral sections. Only those brains where a clear difference in
the brightness between the lesioned and intact striatum could be seen by eye were analysed
further (Fig. 4.1C). This was done using Zeiss Axio Imager M.2, equipped with Hamamatsu
Flash 4.0 LT camera and Colibri 7 LED illumination. For assessing the extent of dopamine
lesion, the whole coronal section was captured (±0.5 mm bregma) using Stereoinvestigator
v11.0 software (MBF Biosciences) ‘Virtual Tissue’ scanning mode. Images were taken on
a low magnification using a Plan-Apo 5x objective (numerical aperture 0.16). To image the
TH signal, the AlexaFluor-488 channel was used (LED excitation at 475 nm, filter-set: 38).
Once the whole section scans were performed, images were exported to Image J software
without any further image processing. Then, a grid of 1000 mm2 squares was randomly
overlaid on the image of the whole section and the most dorsolateral square (top corner of
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both side’s striatum) was chosen for measuring the brightness of the lesioned and nonlesioned hemispheres. In the same way, matching control areas were chosen from the cortex
above each side. Mean brightness levels were measured for all four squares. Each striatal
brightness measure was then subtracted by the corresponding cortical brightness measure
and were compared within each animal. Animals were considered lesioned if there was more
than 50% difference between the normalised brightness levels of the lesioned and nonlesioned striatum (Fig. 4.1.C).

4.3.6. Selection of activated state for analysis.
Neural activity was recorded during two distinct brain states in rats, slow-wave activity
(SWA) and global-activation (GA). Beta oscillations in the cortical signals are enhanced
following chronic dopamine lesions in rats during the activated state, but not during SWA
(Magill et al., 2006; Mallet et al., 2008a). As we were interested in beta oscillations, the
ECoG signal was used to differentiate the two states and remove periods of SWA. Data was
divided into overlapping (50%) 10 second segments. If the ratio of power (determined using
multitaper power spectral density) at alpha frequencies (0.5 - 2 Hz) to beta frequencies (15
- 30 Hz) was less than 75, the segment was removed. Only signals in which the activated
state was longer than 45 seconds were included in analysis. A representative example of a
slow-wave state switching to activated is shown on Fig. 4.5B bottom row.
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Figure 4.5. Representative examples and spectral properties of STN units and LFPs in the Parkinsonian
rodent. A) Immunofluorescent marker FoXP2 in green is a selective marker for STN borders (left panel, scale
bar: 100 µm). On the right hand side, single plane confocal fluorescence micrographs (right panel, scale bar:
10 µm) of a subthalamic projection neuron, identified after labeling with neurobiotin (NB) expressed
immunoreactivity for FoxP2 in the green channel (framed panel, scale bar: 10 µm). B) Spontaneously firing
identified STN neuron (spike sorted binary channel: top row; row trace: middle row) and the coincidental STN
local field potentials (second row) during slow wave sleep and cortical activation, as verified in ECoG
recordings (bottom row). Red arrow denoted a switch in brain state from slow wave sleep to global activation.
Scale bars: 1 mV and 1 s. Electrophysiological traces were recorded from the same neuron shown on (A). Note
that STN neurons tend to modulate their firing rate and pattern with the cortical state. For the sake of this study,
only recordings during global activation were included in the analysis. C) STN localisation was guided ad hoc
the characteristic multiphasic evoked response to 1 Hz cortical stimulation. D 6-OHDA hemi-lesioned rodents
displayed a robust peak in the 15-25 Hz range of the STN-ECoG coherence. E ECoG and STN LFP recordings
(n= 10 animals) displayed a robust coherence in the 15-25 Hz range. To account for the variability in peak beta
frequency across animals, the magnitude of power is shown as the function of the frequency distance from
peak coherence, which was aligned to 0 degrees (peak).
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4.3.7. Human dataset
In addition to the dataset presented in Chapter II, another set of intraoperative recordings
were combine with those patients for the preferred phase analysis (16 patients from the
surgical setting described in Chapter II, 7 patients from the setup described here). These
recordings were made using similar experimental procedures to that described in Chapter II
were carried out (Sharott et al., 2018a; includes a different analytical approach applied on
the same dataset). For the sake of this chapter, I include the experimental procedure for the
second dataset, as details of the first dataset are identical to Chapter II.
PD patients (characteristics described for all patients – Chapter II and Chapter IV,
included in the present analysis Supplementary Table 4.2) undergoing DBS surgery agreed
to participate recording and stimulation of STN region under local anaesthesia before the
chronic DBS leads got implanted. CT-scans fused with in situ MRI images were used to
bilaterally target the STN (11–13 mm lateral to the midline, 1–3 mm inferior and 1–3 mm
posterior to the mid-commissural point on both sides). The recording setup in these patients
consisted of 5 electrodes with a proximal ‘micro’ and a distal ‘macro’ tip, and the electrode
bundle was lowered as a concentric array (impedance = 0.7 ± 0.2 (range, 0.2–1.25)
megaOhm at 1000 Hz; FHC Inc., Bowdoinham, ME, USA) using MicroGuide targeting
system by Alpha-Omega, Nazareth, Israel (Zaghloul et al., 2012).
LFP signals were recorded from both the macro- and microtip contacts that were
judged to be in the STN based on physiological parameters and recording depth (Sharott et
al., 2018a). The location of the recording tip was confirmed by the online assessment of a
neuro-physician based on standard procedures (described in Chapter II, Moran et al., 2006).
Single and multi units were also acquired from the ‘microtip’ contacts (see Chapter II for
spike isolation and spike sorting methods).
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Cortical signals were collected as part of a 32 channel system (AlphaLab, Alpha
Omega

Inc.,

Nazareth,

Israel)

which

was

used

to

amplify

and

record

electroencephalographic (EEG) and electrocorticogram signals (ECoG, amplification ×
4.000; band pass, 0–400 Hz for both) at a sampling rate of 3005 Hz during the
microrecording and stimulation periods (Moll et al., 2015). ECoG was collected from a ball
electrode, from the dura above the craniotomy, approximately over the dorsolateral
prefrontal cortex and referenced to the Cz channel. Out of the 4 scalp electrodes (Ag/AgCl
cup electrodes filled with conductive gel; Nicolet Biomedical, Madison, WI, USA), Fz was
used for the purpose of this study. And was re-referenced to Cz. If a patient had both ECoG
and Fz EEG recordings, the ECoG channel was included because of higher magnitude
coherence with the STN LFP.
The data was collected as part of the localisation mapping routine, which aimed to
target STN for the chronic implantation of the DBS leads. Patients were only included in
this study if > 45 s, were recorded from one or both hemispheres (Sharott et al., 2014b).
Only fully awake and co-operative patients were included in this study. In some recordings,
patients were also performing various brief movements (flexion/extension of wrist or ankle)
which served the assessment of the localisation accuracy, as part of the implementation
procedure.
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4.3.1. Data Analysis
Data from patient and rat recordings were analysed using similar methods. Cortical signals,
either ECoG (rats) or frontocentral EEG (EEG Fz) or epidural ECoG (PD patients), and STN
LFPs were used to assess how phase alignment between the two brain regions affects the
amplitude of beta activity in each. Data were analysed off-line using MATLAB (Mathworks,
Natick, MA). Areas of EEG or ECoG saturation were removed from the signals.

Spike removal from STN signal.
In order to analyse the influence of phase alignment on both LFP and single unit activity,
these signals were extracted from the wideband signal recorded from the glass electrode. To
remove spikes, a linear interpolation from 1.5 ms before to 2.5 ms following the detected
spike was used. Spikes were detected as peaks at least 3.5 standard deviations above the
mean of the signal (for a representative example of spike sorting, see Fig. 4.5. B top row).

Coherence analysis and filtering
To investigate how coherence between the STN and cortex affects beta amplitude, the peak
beta coherence was defined for each recording and used to filter each signal. Coherence
between the cortical (EEG or ECoG) and STN LFP was used to evaluate consistent phase
differences at a range of frequencies (representative example of coherence is shown on Fig.
4.5 D, where peak is ~19 Hz). All signals were resampled to 500 Hz for analysis. The
magnitude squared coherence between the two signals, MSCxy, was calculated by
normalizing the cross-spectral density, Sxy, by the power spectra of each: MSCxy(f) =
Sxy(f)2sxx(f)Syy(f). Values range from 0 to 1, with 1 representing signals that have a
constant phase difference at the same frequency. The maximum coherence value between
12 and 30 Hz was defined as the peak beta coherence. Recordings with no coherence were
excluded from analysis (calculation of the coherence was obtained like in Sharott et al.,
2005). Signals were band-pass filtered forwards and backwards ± 5 Hz around the peak
coherence frequency using a 3rd order Butterworth filter (zero-phase lag).
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Analysis of the phase alignment-amplitude relationship and the cumulative
effects of the phase alignment.
To investigate how beta amplitude is affected by the phase alignment between the STN and
cortex, the instantaneous phase and envelope for each signal was derived using the Hilbert
Transform of the filtered signals. The CircStats toolbox (Berens, 2009b) was used to
calculate the instantaneous phase distance between the signals and 20 bins were used for the
histograms denoting the probability of the average phase distance (Fig. 4.6. Bi). Next, we
looked at how staying in a given phase alignment over 1-8 consecutive cycles affected the
instantaneous beta amplitude. To do this, two alignments were defined, 1) the preferred
phase alignment, defined as ± 90◦ from the average circular distance between the cortical
and STN signal, and 2) the non-preferred phase alignment, defined as any phase distance
greater than 90◦ from the average circular distance. For comparison, amplitude was also
investigated for one cycle before entering a given phase alignment for epochs with consistent
phase alignment for at least one cycle.

Unit analysis.
Measures of unit activity were compared during epochs when the STN LFP and cortical
signals were in the preferred or non-preferred phase alignment for at least 5 cycles. Firing
rate, percentage of interspike-intervals (ISI) less than 10 ms, and phase locking of units to
the cortical and STN signal were analysed. Phase locking was reported as a z-score, where
vector lengths were compared to 100 ISI shuffled surrogates. Wilcoxon’s signed rank test
was used to compare values in the non-preferred and preferred state. Post stimulus time
histograms (PSTH) were calculated by averaging all trials over 20 bins (0.12 ms wide for
20 Hz and 0.15 ms wide for 25 Hz stimulation) for each representative neuron.
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4. 4. Results
4.4.1. Characterizing preferred phase alignment between cortex and
STN in rats.
The overall objective of this chapter was to define how the communication through
coherence (CTC) theory can be applied to understand the pathological amplitude increase
during coherent beta oscillations in the cortex and the STN. Our aim was to establish the
likely phase alignment, and provide evidence that it can be related to the pattern of sustained
power increase often correlated with symptoms in PD. To address this, we investigated the
probability of certain phase alignments and described the progression of the amplitude in
prevalent versus non-prevalent phase relations. To this end, we applied the same analytical
framework to 6-OHDA hemi-lesioned rats as well as PD patients. To attain better insight
into the local effects of certain phase alignments, we also examined the firing properties and
the phase –locking (to the STN LFP and ECoG) of identified STN neurons. To provide
further evidence for the relevance of the specific timing between the two oscillators, we
probed these effects by delivering a low-frequency stimulation in rodents. This allowed us
to interrogate the effect of an external modulatory input on the phase-specific coupling.

Periods of corticosubthalamic coherence in 6-OHDA-lesioned rats can be
divided into preferred phase and non-preferred phase alignment
To test the applicability of the CTC theory on the electrophysiological features of PD, we
first used 6-OHDA hemi-lesioned rats. Each animal had a prevalent phase alignment
between the beta oscillation detected in the STN and cortex. In nine out of the ten rats, the
most prevalent phase alignment was around 0 degrees, where the beta oscillations were in
phase, while in one rat, the signals showed anti-phase relationship (180 degrees offset, Fig.
4.6. Ai). To account for the recordings that were dispersed from the otherwise homogeneous
distribution, all calculations were aligned to the most frequently observed circular distance
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for that ECoG/LFP pair (0 degrees, Fig. 4.6. Aii). In line with the CTC framework, we
hypothesised that the most prevalent phase difference would result in elevated power of the
oscillations. In line with this hypothesis, the median power of cortical and STN LFP beta
oscillation was highest when the circular distance was the closest to the most likely phase
alignment. This is shown by the histograms of the normalised power envelope for the
distribution of possible circular distances. Both the STN LFP (Fig. 4.6. Bi) and the cortical
(Fig. 4.6. Bii) amplitude were highest when the signals were aligned at their most prevalent
phase lag (0 circular distance).
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Figure 4.6. There is a prevalent phase alignment between the STN and the cortex of the 6-OHDA hemilesioned rodent. Ai) Schematic sine waves showing different alignment possibilities between the cortical
(dotted lines) and the subthalamic LFP (solid lines) signal. Coloured dots denote the most prevalent phase
alignment for each rat of the recorded sample (each recorded animal is assigned a different colour). For most
of the recordings, the phase difference that occurred most frequently was around 0 degrees (aligned at the
peak). Aii) The probability of occurrence of different phase alignments, with respect to the most common
alignment (0 distance , n=10). B) The normalised amplitude envelope of the STN LFP (Bi) and the ECoG (Bii)
for the distribution over the circular distances shown in Aii. Both of the signals show the highest at the most
common phase alignment (n = 10, number of animals).
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Ultimately, sustained periods of likely phase alignment are characterised by high beta power
for both structures in the 6-OHDA hemi-lesioned rats. When the cortical and subthalamic
signals were aligned at their most likely phase difference for a sustained period of time, we
assigned the term ‘preferred phase alignment’ (± 90 degrees from most likely alignment,
denoted by pink shading throughout the chapter). Conversely, the phase differences
occurring on the other 180 degrees of the circle were classified as ‘non-preferred phase
alignment’ (denoted by grey shading). In a characteristic example depicted on Fig. 4.7 Ai,
the most prevalent phase alignment is at the peak (0 degrees). The filtered LFP and ECoG
trace show how recordings could be split into preferred (pink) and non-preferred alignment
(Fig. 4.7 Aii).

Figure 4.7. Dividing corticosubthalamic recordings according to preferred and non-preferred phase
alignment Ai) Phase difference was obtained by calculating the circular distance between the two signals. The
probability of the occurrence of a certain alignment is shown on a probability histogram over 20 bins. In case
of this example, the most likely phase alignment occurred at the peak (in-phase, 0 phase lag) Aii) Example
traces of ECoG (dashed line) and STN LFP (solid line), filtered around the peak beta coherence of the two
signals. Different coloured epochs are showing frequently occurring (denoted by pink highlight) and less
frequently occurring (grey highlight) phase alignment epochs. Scale bars: 10 mV and 100 ms

To test the assumption that the cortico-subthalamic pathway is modulated by the
parameters of synchronisation we first defined the amplitude progression of epochs of
sustained preferred and non-preferred phase alignment.
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The amplitude of beta oscillations increases and stays elevated during
sustained epochs of preferred phase alignment
In the rat dataset, cortico-subthalamic coupling at preferred phase lasted for longer and was
sustained over larger number of beta cycles (Fig. 4.8. Ai and Aii). The cortical and
subthalamic signals spent significantly more time at the preferred phase alignment (68.01%
± 4.72% of the entire recording, Wilcoxon signed rank test p>0.001). Furthermore, the
preferred phase alignment epochs tend to last for more cycles (preferred cycle length: 3.68
± 1.01; non-preferred cycle length 1.73 ± 0.42, Wilcoxon signed rank test p > 0.001). This
provides further evidence that there are sustained periods of non-likely as well as likely
phase alignment in lesioned rats. To investigate whether the beta amplitude changed
throughout sustained preferred and non-preferred phase alignment periods, we compared the
normalised amplitude of the cortical and STN LFP during consecutive cycles of both (Fig.
4.8 B panels). Group results of the progression of the amplitude changes are shown on Fig.
4.8 Bi for STN and Fig. 4. 8 Bi,ii for ECoG beta amplitude. Regardless of starting from a
lower baseline, both cortical and STN LFP median beta amplitude increased robustly when
the two signals were at their preferred beta phase (Fig. 4.8., pink line, Kruskal-Wallis test,
H(5) = 46.57 p < 0.001 for Bii (LFP) and H(5) = 44.31 p < 0.001 for Bii (ECoG)). Compared
to baseline (–1 cycle), the amplitude of the cortical beta increased by 34.52% (Wilcoxon
matched pair test, p< 0.001), whereas the amplitude of the STN LFP increased by 32.93 %
(Wilcoxon matched pair test, p< 0.001) by the 2nd , already locked cycle of the given phase
alignment. The timecourse during the preferred phase alignment was identical for ECoG and
LFP power: the biggest increase was seen from 1st to 2nd cycle, but the effect plateaued after
the 3rd consecutive cycle the signals spent at the preferred alignment. Additionally, this
finding supports the rationale for choosing a minimum of 3 cycles as an inclusion criterion.
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Figure 4.8. Preferred phase alignment correlates with longer, elevated and sustained beta power in 6OHDA hemilesioned rats. A) Over the whole recordings, STN LFP/ECoG synchronisation at the preferred
phase occurs for more than twice as long as non-preferred phase (Ai) and preferred phase last significantly
more cycles than non-preferred phase synchronisation. Stars denote p< 0.01 on Wilcoxon rank sum test for n=
14 (number of recording positions) B) Progression of beta amplitude envelope during preferred and nonpreferred phase alignment from one cycle before entering a given phase alignment for the first five cycles of
the give alignment for 6-OHDA hemi-lesioned rodents (n=10, number of rats). Following two cycles of
preferred phase alignment, the amplitude of the beta oscillation ramps up (from -1 cycle to 2nd cycle) and stays
elevated (2nd to 5th cycle) for both the ECoG power (Bi) and the LFP power (Bii). Statistics for multiple
comparison within the phase alignment was tested by Kruskal Wallis test (H(5) = 44.31 p < 0.001 for Bi
(ECoG) and H(5) = 46.57 p < 0.001 for Bii (LFP). Non-preferred phase alignment does not correlate with such
change in the beta amplitude (Kruskal Wallis test H(5) = 9.29 p = 0.0982 for Bi (ECoG) and H (5) = 8.47 p =
0.1321 for Bii (LFP). Horizontal lines in the colour of the corresponding phase alignment indicate differences
between the cycles (corrected for multiple comparisons using the false discovery rate, p ≤ 0.05). Black stars
denote p< 0.01 between the phase alignment cases for each cycle (False Discovery Rate (FDR) -adjusted
Wilcoxon signed rank test). Statistical comparisons are summarised in Supplementary Table 4.3.
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On the other hand, no such pattern was observed during the non-preferred phase
alignment, in which the power of the 2nd cycle only increased by less than 5% compared to
baseline for both recorded signals (Kruskal Wallis test, p > 0.05). The power during the nonpreferred phase alignment decreased slightly after the signals locked at their non-preferred
phase alignment (-1 cycle compared to the 1st cycle spent in the non-preferred alignment: 9.8 % in the ECoG power, Wilcoxon rank sum test p = 0.0173; -8.8 % in the LFP power,
Wilcoxon rank sum test p = 0.0257), and stayed low for the rest of the cycles. In summary,
non-preferred phase alignment was associated with an initial decrease in beta amplitude,
which then returned to baseline and remained constant for subsequent cycles.
There was a clear difference in the progression of the amplitude envelope between
the two signals during preferred and non-preferred alignment. Statistical comparisons
between the two phase alignments confirmed that the beta amplitude was robustly higher in
the preferred phase alignment (Wilcoxon signed rank test, FDR adjusted, Supplementary
Table 4.3). Normalised amplitude of the non-preferred alignment’s was significantly higher
than the baseline amplitude (-1th cycle) for the preferred-phase (Wilcoxon signed rank test,
FDR adjusted , p = 0.0004 for ECoG and p = 0.0004for LFP). Regardless of starting on a
lower baseline, amplitudes measured over the 2nd through to the 5th cycle were significantly
lower for the non-preferred phase alignment than for the preferred alignment for both the
STN LFP (Fig. 4.8 Bii) and the ECoG power (Fig. 4.8Bi, summary of statistics in
Supplementary Table 3.). In particular, the highest value of beta amplitude was more than
threefold higher in the preferred phase alignment than the highest power measured at the
non-preferred alignment.
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Preferred phase alignment affects the phase locking but not the firing rate
of identified STN neurons
To investigate the effect of phase alignment on the firing properties of the identified STN
neurons, we first looked at the firing rate (FR). There was no significant change between
preferred and non-preferred alignment for n=14 neurons (FR during preferred phase 17.93
± 16.47; FR during non-preferred phase = 17.72 ± 5.49, Fig. 4.9. A Wilcoxon signed rank
test, p = 0.98167). Next, we looked into whether there was a change in how the timing of
action potentials was locked to a specific phase of the ongoing oscillations. During sustained
(>= 4 cycles) of preferred alignment, the locking of STN units to the STN LFP was
significantly stronger compared to the non-preferred alignment (Fig. 4.9 C, Wilcoxon
signed rank test p = 0.0017). The relationship was weaker in relation to the cortical signal.
(Fig. 4.9 B, Wilcoxon signed rank test p = 0.03).

Phase-dependent effect of 20 Hz cortical stimulation on oscillatory power
and identified single unit activity in STN
Next we used 20/25 Hz stimulation was to test whether the amplitude during a specific phase
alignment can be selectively perturbed or modulated by an external oscillatory input. Beta
frequency stimulation of the cortex provided a uniform source of input to the STN, allowing
us to test how amplitude is affected when one oscillation is selectively driven away from the
naturally occurring phase alignments. To address this, we first had to establish whether the
20 Hz cortical stimulation is sufficient for eliciting a modulatory effect on the local
population in the STN without prominent silencing.
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Figure 4.9. Changes in firing properties of identified single STN neurons during preferred and nonpreferred alignment. A) There was no significant change in the firing rate of identified single neurons
between preferred (pink box) and non-preferred (grey box) alignment (Wilcoxon signed rank test p = 0.98167).
However, during periods of preferred alignment (pink box), phase locking of STN units to the STN LFP was
significantly stronger than during non-preferred alignment (Wilcoxon signed rank test p = 0.0017) (C) but not
to the cortex (Wilcoxon signed rank test, p = 0.030818) (B). Phase locking is shown as a Z-score calculated
by comparing the locking to 100 times shuffled inter stimulus interval surrogates at the given alignment. Stars
denote significant p-values on the Wilcoxon signed rank test.
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Figure 4.10. Post Stimulus Time Histograms (PSTH) of identified STN neurons responding to matched
beta frequency beta-frequency stimulation of the motor cortex in rodents. Each subplot shows the
averaged and binned (1 ms wide bins) firing rate (Hz) of identified single neuron. Above the PSTHs, a
representative raw trace from the same neuron is shown. The green lines denote the spike times and the red
arrows represent the squared stimulation pulse. 20 Hz stimulation was delivered for Aiii and Ci, the rest of the
traces is of 25 Hz stimulation. The frequency was chosen to try and match that of the ongoing beta oscillation.
The first row displays the three most commonly observed pattern of response to 20/25 Hz stimulation: initial
excitation (Ai), inhibition (Aii) and multiphasic response (Aiii). Scalebars: 1 ms and 0.5 mV. The second row
shows amplitude dependent responses of the same neuron responding to 50 (Bi), 100 (Bii) and 250 (Biii) µA
stimulation (scale bars: 1 ms and 0.5 mV). Finally, the third row shows responses from different recording
position: Ci is the most rostral (scale bar: 1 ms and 0.5 mV), Cii is centre and Ciii is from the most caudal
recording position (scale bars for both 1 ms and 1 mV)
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4.4.2.Effect of beta frequency stimulation in 6-OHDA hemilesioned
rodents
Firing properties during 20 Hz cortical stimulation without the phase
alignment
To establish the downstream effects of the cortical beta frequency stimulation, we
calculated the post stimulus time histograms (PSTH) for all recorded and juxtacellularly
labelled STN neurons. Fig. 14.10 is showing the representative examples. Firstly, we found
that 20 Hz continuous cortical stimulation did not silence the neurons, neither did it cause a
significant change in the mean firing rate over (full length of stimulation versus spontaneous
periods, Wilcoxon signed rank test, p= 0.8968). Instead, most of the units were modulated
by the cortical stimulation by showing a pattern of initial, short latency excitation (Fig. 4.10
Ai), initial inhibition (Fig. 4.10 Aii) or multiphasic responses (Fig. 4.10 Aiii). These
categories closely resemble our observations in human patients (discussed in Chapter II).
Secondly, for most recordings, neurons modulated their responses in an amplitude
dependent manner (Fig. 4.10 Bi-Biii). Generally speaking, stimulation-evoked responses
could be observed at the minimum of 50 µA stimulation (Fig. 4.10 Bi), elicited high
entrainment around ~100 µA (Fig. 4.10 Bii) and reduced the firing rate for 250 µA and
above (Fig. 4.10 Biii). Therefore, 50-250 µA stimulation range was implemented in this
study. A major advantage of the juxtacellular recoding method that it allowed for the precise
localisation of the recording electrode, hence we could exclude the possibility of sampling
from only one region of the STN. Mapping of all recording positions clearly demonstrated
that units and LFPs were sampled over a wide range of positions throughout the rostrocaudal axis of the STN (Fig. 4.4.). Accordingly, modulation each type of response could be
observed in the rostral (Fig. 4.10 Ci), central (Fig. 4.10 Cii) and caudal recording positions
(Fig. 4.10 Ciii).
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In summary, PSTH results revealed that 20 Hz cortical stimulation is adequate to
elicit modulatory responses that are amplitude and location dependent in the STN. The setup
established is hence suitable to investigating the effect of an external modulation on the
specific phase-alignment.

There is preferred and non-preferred phase alignment during low
frequency stimulation of the cortex.
Next, we defined the characteristics of corticosubthalamic phase alignment in the
presence of cortical beta frequency stimulation. Due to the smaller sample size of the
stimulated recordings, we had to ensure that the stimulation sample was sufficiently matched
to the control data. Hence, we recalculated the analysis of spontaneous data, only including
recordings that were collected from the same site as recordings with stimulation. We plotted
the coherence and the probability distribution of the phase differences between the two
signals during the continuous beta frequency stimulation of cortex (Fig. 4.11 A). The
magnitude of coherence during 20 Hz stimulation was significantly higher than in the
spontaneous cases (Wilcoxon rank sum test p = 0.0286; Fig. 4.11 A). Additionally, the
probability distribution was similar to that observed in spontaneous recordings: some
circular differences were more prevalent than others during 20 Hz stimulation (Fig. 4.11 B).
However, in comparison to the spontaneous cases, both the cortical power (Fig. 4.11 Ci)
and the STN LFP (Fig. 4.11 Cii) showed a less peaked distribution over the most probable
alignment (0 degree difference). In other words, we failed to find similarly prominent
distribution of power increase at likely phase alignment during external stimulation. These
results indicate that during periods of high coherence, there is preferred and non-preferred
phase alignment during beta-frequency stimulation.
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Figure 4.11. Beta coherence and more prevalent phase alignment are maintained in the cortex and STN
during beta frequency stimulation of cortex. A Spectral properties of the rodent dataset during beta
frequency stimulation. Increased coherence values at beta frequency were displayed between the STN and the
cortical ECoG during continuous, matched-frequency cortical stimulation. Magnitude of power is shown as
the function of the frequency distance from peak coherence, which was aligned to 0 degrees (peak). B The
probability of the all phase alignments in relation to the preferred phase alignment is plotted for recordings
with 20/25 Hz continuous stimulation (n=10). Panel C shows the normalised amplitude envelope of the ECoG
(Ci) and the STN LFP (Cii) for the distribution over the average circular distances during stimulation. Both of
the signals show the highest amplitude during 0 phase lag, albeit the distribution is more even than that
observed in the spontaneous data (both signals are aligned at their peak, n=10).
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Amplitude progression during 20/25 Hz stimulation shows marked
differences to matched spontaneous recordings
Next we compared the cycle-by-cycle differences in amplitude for the two phase alignments
during stimulation to those of the location matched spontaneous data. The analysis on
‘matched’ spontaneous data were very similar to those observed with the complete
spontaneous dataset (Fig. 4.12). Preferred phase alignment was significantly longer (Fig. 4.
12 Ai), lasted over more cycles (Fig. 4.12 Aii), and showed a progressive amplitude increase
for both recorded signals (Fig 4.12 Bi and Bii, pink boxes, Wilcoxon signed rank test p<
0.05 for both comparisons). On the other hand, non-preferred alignment lasted shorter and
even over many cycles of alignment did not result in significant power increase for neither
of the signals (Fig 4.12 Bi and Bii, grey boxes).
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Figure 4.12. Characteristics of preferred and non-preferred phase alignment during the ‘matched’
spontaneous recordings from the same exact location of the stimulated data. A) Description of the basic
characteristics of preferred (pink boxes) and non-preferred (grey boxes) phase alignment. There is a significant
difference between the percentage of the average time (Ai) and the number of cycles (Aii) spent at preferred
versus non-preferred phase alignment. Stars denote p< 0.01 on Wilcoxon rank sum test for n= 10 (number of
recording positions). B) Following two cycles of preferred phase alignment, the amplitude of the beta
oscillation increases from -1th cycle to 3rd cycle for both the LFP power (Bi) and the ECoG power (Bii, n= 5,
number of rats). Non-preferred phase alignment does not correlate with such change in the beta amplitude. At
preferred phase alignment, both ECoG and LFP signal increase steeply after the 3 rd cycle in comparison to the
non-preferred phase alignment. Horizontal lines in the colour of the corresponding phase alignment indicate
differences between the cycles (probed with Kruskal Wallis test, corrected for multiple comparisons using the
false discovery rate, p ≤ 0.05). Black stars denote p< 0.01 between the phase alignment cases for each cycle
(False Discovery Rate (FDR) -adjusted Wilcoxon signed rank test). Statistical comparisons are summarised in
Supplemental Table 4.3.
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After having established a matched control, it was possible to investigate the
temporal features of the phase alignments and the amplitude progression displayed by the
STN and the cortex during externally driven input. We first investigated whether betafrequency cortical stimulation could alter for how long the two signals couple at their
preferred phase (Fig. 4.13 A). During beta stimulation neither the average time (Fig. 4.13.
Ai), nor the number of cycles spent at the certain alignment (Fig. 4.13Aii) were significantly
different between preferred and non-preferred phase alignments compared to the
spontaneous matched recordings (Wilcoxon signed rank test n=10, recording positions).
Next, we probed the progression of the amplitude envelope for both signals during
stimulation. To gain a better insight into whether the modulation external input lead to
changes in beta amplification, we plotted the progression of the on the amplitude for both
the preferred and the non-preferred phase alignment (n= 5, number of rats, Fig. 4.13. Bi,ii).
The ECoG power envelope progression retained almost identical pattern during stimulation
(Fig. 4.13 Bii Kruskal Wallis test H(5)= 16.13, p = 0.0065 for preferred phase and H(5)=
2.14, p = 0.83 for non-preferred phase). Importantly, power was lower for all cycles during
non-preferred alignment compared to the preferred alignment.
Per contra, none of the power comparisons between the phase alignment cases were
significantly different with regards to the STN LFP (Fig. 4.13 Bi, Wilcoxon signed rank test
are all n.s.). Phase-alignment specific power progression in the STN LFP was not modulated
significantly by the beta frequency stimulation (preferred phase alignment: Kruskal Wallis
test H(5)=10. 16, p= 0.0708; non-preferred phase alignment: H(5)=9.35, p= 0.0958). The
subthalamic power, as opposed to the controls, did show a pattern of increase over
consecutive cycles during cortical stimulation for both alignment cases, but this effect was
not significant. However, we did see change in the pattern of the LFP power progression
during stimulation in comparison to the controls. On the spontaneous matched recordings,
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we could see that the power is significantly higher at the preferred phase from the 1 st to the
4th cycle of alignment (Wilcoxon signed rank test corrected with FDR, p>0.05). By
comparison, the cycle-by-cycle power between preferred and non-preferred phase alignment
during beta frequency stimulation was not significantly different (Wilcoxon signed rank test
corrected with FDR, all n.s.). This indicated that externally patterned input diminished the
phase-alignment inflicted power differences over many cycles of concomitant phase
alignment (Supplementary Table 4.3).
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Figure 4.13. Characteristics of preferred and non-preferred phase alignment during continuous lowfrequency cortical stimulation in 6-OHDA hemi-lesioned rats. A) Description of the basic characteristics
of preferred (pink boxes) and non-preferred (grey boxes) phase alignment during 20/25 Hz stimulation. There
is no significant difference between the percentage of the average time (Ai) nor the number of cycles (Aii)
spent at preferred versus non-preferred phase alignment, n= 10 (number of recordings). B) Progression of beta
amplitude envelope during preferred and non-preferred phase alignment from one cycle before entering a given
phase alignment through the first five cycles of the give alignment during low-frequency stimulation n=5
(number of rats). Bi) The power of the STN LFP for both preferred and non-preferred alignment show
progressive power- increase by the 3rd cycle, however these effects are not significant, with the exception of
the power comparison between the -1 to the 2nd cycle during preferred phase alignment. Note that there are
also no significant differences between the power of preferred and non-preferred cycles Bii ) Following two
cycles of preferred phase alignment, the amplitude increases and stays elevated for the cortex (Bii). Nonpreferred phase alignment in the cortex does not show similar pattern. Horizontal lines in the colour of the
corresponding phase alignment indicate differences between the cycles (corrected for multiple comparisons
using the false discovery rate, p ≤ 0.05). Black stars denote p< 0.01 between the phase alignment cases for
each cycle (False Discovery Rate (FDR) -adjusted Wilcoxon signed rank test, summarised by Supplementary
Table 4.3).
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4.4.3.Establishing the effect of preferred and non-preferred phase
alignment in PD patients
In order to study whether the findings described above translated to human PD, we derived
the same analysis on signals acquire from patients undergoing chronic implantation of DBS
electrodes (Supplementary Table 4.2.).

Characterisation of the preferred phase in PD patients.
Despite greater heterogeneity in the recoding positions in intraoperative recordings, as
compared to experimental animals, the distribution of the most likely phase alignments was
fairly consistent across recording positions and patients (Fig. 4.14. A panels). To capture the
homogeneity within the sample, the mode of all recording position was plotted for each
patient (Fig. 4.14 Aii). The angle of the most prevalent phase alignment was characteristic
to each individual. The most prevalent alignment between the cortex and the STN signal
occurred around 200 degrees. Thus, the probability distribution of the phase differences
occurring between the cortical and subthalamic signals in human PD patients showed similar
within-sample distribution, but at a different angle to the rat sample (Fig. 4.14 B). This
formed the foundation for further investigating the relationship between the phase
differences and the power of beta oscillations in those structures. Human recordings also
displayed the highest power envelope over the most probable phase differences for both the
STN (Fig. 4.14 Ci) and the cortical signal (Fig. 4.14 Cii). This allowed us to split the human
DBS recordings into preferred and non-preferred phase alignment using the same methods
established using the rat dataset.
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Figure 4.14. Probability of phase alignment and associated amplitude envelope across the distribution
of circular distances in the PD patients. Ai) The most common alignment between the cortex and the STN
in human patients. The colourful dots denote all recording positions (n = 131, number of recordings) Aii) The
mode of the most common alignment per patients. The most likely alignment across the sample occurred
around 200 degrees (n=23, number of patients). Circular distance values were shifted to zero phase difference
for all recordings before averaging. Panel B shows the normalised amplitude envelope of the STN LFP (Bi)
and the ECoG/EEG Fz (Bii) for the distribution over the average circular distances (n=23, number of patients).
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Progressive changes in beta power during preferred and non-preferred
phase alignment in PD patients
After defining the periods of preferred and non-preferred phase alignment for the human
patients, we investigated whether there is a difference in overall time spent at a given
alignment (Fig. 4.15 A). For the human patients (n=23), the STN LFP and cortical activity
tend to be at their preferred phase for longer (Fig. 15 Ai) and for more cycles (Fig. 15Aii).
The two signals engage in preferred phase alignment for 71.1 ± 0.1 % of the time for 2.6
cycles longer, which is significantly higher than time spent at the non-preferred alignment
(for both, Wilcoxon signed rank test p > 0.001). This result tallies with what has been
observed on the 6-OHDA hemi-lesioned rats.
The amplitude progression in patients was remarkably similar to that observed with
the 6-OHDA hemi-lesioned rats. Both in case of the STN LFP and the cortical (ECoG or
EEG Fz), a different pattern of amplitude progression could be observed in respect to the
preferred versus non-preferred alignment (Fig. 4.15 Bi,ii cortical activity). During preferred
phase alignment, the power of both signals 1) significantly increased compared to the cycle
preceding, 2) increased steeply by the 3rd cycle, and 3) this increase remained unchanged
between the 3rd and the 5th cycle (Kruskal Wallis test for the preferred phase alignment Bi,
H(5) = 83.3 p < 0.001 and for Bii H(5) = 94.88 p< 0.001 for the non-preferred phase
alignment, for multiple comparisons, see Supplementary Table 4.3.). Conversely, the
power decreased during the first cycle spent at non-preferred phase alignment (grey box),
returned to baseline by the second cycle and did not increase further between the 3rd and the
5th cycle. This effect could be observed for both the STN LFP and the cortical signal (Fig.
4.15., Kruskal Wallis test for the non-preferred phase alignment Bi (STN LFP), H(5) = 14.92
p = 0.0107 for Bii (ECoG) H(5) = 22.79 p= 0.0004). Post-hoc comparisons showed that
this was caused by the slight decrease in power as the two oscillators entered non-preferred
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phase alignment (comparison between the -1 cycle to the 1st cycle spent in non-preferred
alignment was p = 0.015 for the STN LFP and p = 0.003 for the cortical power,
Supplementary Table 4.3.). The normalised power, however, remained close to baseline
throughout all cycles of the non-preferred phase alignment. The maximum power difference
between the two phase alignments could be observed during the second cycle of preferred
alignment of the ECoG power (27.64 %) and during the third cycle of the STN LFP power
(48.72% difference). The power was consistently dissimilar between the two phase
alignment periods, and was significantly higher in the preferred versus non preferred phase
alignment for both the STN LFP and the cortical power (summary of FDR corrected
Wilcoxon signed rank tests, Supplementary Table 4.3.).
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Figure 4.15. Preferred phase alignment correlates with longer, elevated and sustained beta power in PD
patients. A) Description of the basic characteristics of preferred (pink boxes) and non-preferred (grey boxes)
phase alignment in human patients. STN LFP and the cortical signal tend to spend longer (Aii, depicted as the
function of the percentage of the time spent in the given alignment in respect to the length of the whole
recording) and more cycles (Aii) at the preferred alignment compared to the non-preferred alignment. Stars
denote p< 0.01 on Wilcoxon rank sum test for n= 23 (number of recordings). B) Progression of beta amplitude
envelope during preferred and non-preferred phase alignment from one cycle before entering a given phase
alignment for the first five cycles of the give alignment for PD patients (n=23, number of patients). Following
two cycles of preferred phase alignment, the amplitude of the beta oscillation rises and stays elevated for both
the cortical (Bi) and the LFP (Bii) power. Statistics for multiple comparison within the phase alignment was
tested by Kruskal Wallis test and were p <0.001 for all comparisons. Non-preferred phase alignment does not
correlate with such change in the power envelope. Albeit starting on a lower baseline, both ECoG and LFP
signal increase steeply after the 2nd, and stay elevated after the 3rd cycle in comparison to the non-preferred
phase alignment. Horizontal lines in the colour of the corresponding phase alignment indicate differences
between the cycles (corrected for multiple comparisons using the false discovery rate, p ≤ 0.05). Black stars
denote p< 0.01 between the phase alignment cases for each cycle (False Discovery Rate (FDR) -adjusted
Wilcoxon signed rank test, summarised by Supplementary Table 4.3.).
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4.5 Discussion
4.5.1. There is preferred phase alignment between the cortex and
the subthalamic nucleus of parkinsonian animals and PD patients
Many studies have demonstrated that dopamine depletion increases corticosubthalamic beta
coherence (Williams et al., 2002; Fogelson et al., 2006; Lalo et al. 2007 Mallet et al., 2008).
Here we used two data sets, in parkinsonian animals and PD patients, with strong beta
frequency coherence. The detection of significant coherence, which increases with phase
consistency between two signals, already indicates that there is a “preferred” phase
alignment at beta frequency. These preferred phase alignment epochs occur for longer and
more frequently that the non-preferred relationship. Importantly, however, we demonstrate
that there are sustained epochs where the non-preferred alignment occurs. As predicted by
the communication by coherence framework, the epochs where the preferred phase
alignment occurs are associated with modulation of the oscillation amplitude, whereas nonpreferred phase alignment is not. These results demonstrate that pathological corticosubthalamic coupling in PD follows the same principals as cortico-cortical (Fries, 2005;
Womelsdorf et al., 2012) and cortico-spinal (Schoffelen et al., 2005) coupling in the healthy
brain.

4.5.2. Defining the time course of amplitude and synchronisation of
pathological beta oscillations
Here we provide a description of the progression of the beta amplitude during epochs of
preferred and non-preferred phase synchrony. In both 6-OHDA lesioned rats and human PD
patients, there was an abrupt increase in power during the second cycle of preferred phase
alignment, and this amplification was then sustained over subsequent cycles. This is
temporal evolution of phase synchronisation and power is important, because it indicates
that the former precedes the latter. While this analysis does not prove causation, it is
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suggestive that a specific alignment of cortical and subcortical oscillators that can leads to
more powerful and sustained oscillatory epochs in both structures. Such a relationship has
previously been observed between STN and GP LFPs in PD patients (Cagnan et al., 2015).
Given that STN and GP are reciprocally connected (Carpenter et al., 1981), it is not
surprising that phase-dependent amplification occurs at both sites. The anatomical
relationship between cortex and STN, however, is very different. Cortical neurons project
monosynaptically to STN, whereas STN can only influence cortex through polysynaptic
circuits involving the motor thalamus (Introduction, Fig 1.1.). Moreover, the number of
cortical neurons that project to STN is likely orders of magnitude higher than that of their
targets (Wilson, 2013). Thus it is interesting that the preferred phase alignment of cortex and
STN is associated with an increase in the amplitude of oscillations in the cortex. Rather than
indicating that STN is in some way driving the amplification of beta oscillations in cortex,
it is more likely that the cortico-subthalamic phase alignment is providing a window into
network synchronisation, which would predict increased amplitude across the extended
basal ganglia network. Whether or not this is the case, synchronisation at the preferred phase
between cortex and STN could provide a useful biomarker of upcoming increases in beta
amplitude for closed-loop applications.

4.5.3. Relevance of preferred phase and non-preferred phase to
amplitude modulation of beta oscillations.
A key finding here is that there are sustained periods of non-preferred phase synchronisation.
If any sustained synchronisation per se increases the amplitude of a given oscillation, nonpreferred phase epochs would also be expected to result in increased amplitude, but this does
not occur in experimental animals or patients. This result is in agreement with the many
studies by Fries and colleagues demonstrating that, for gamma frequency oscillations in
cortex, there are “good” phase alignments (similar to the preferred phase used here) that
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increase the correlation of power in the synchronised structures more than “bad” phase
alignments (similar to non-preferred phase here: Womelsdorf et al., 2014). There is evidence
that the same mechanism is present for beta oscillations in the motor system in the corticospinal tract (Fries et al., 2002; Fries, 2005) and between motor cortical areas (Zanos et al.,
2018). To our knowledge, our experiments provide the first evidence that this framework
also applies to cortico-basal ganglia coherence. Although we focused on changes in
amplitude (because of its importance in PD), rather than amplitude correlation (as in many
of the papers by Fries and colleagues), the fact that preferred phase synchronised epochs
were associated with increased amplitude in both structures suggests that we are essentially
observing the same phenomenon. Many studies into communication by coherence have
focused on changes in the LFPs of the two structures. In the hemi-lesioned rats, we had the
opportunity to investigate how the direct output activity of the subthalamic nucleus relates
to the specific phase alignment between the STN and the cortex. Given that it has been
proposed that preferred or good phase alignment results in optimal windows of excitability,
it might have been expected that the firing rate would increase during these epochs, as has
been shown for gamma oscillations in cortex (Womelsdorf et al., 2012). In contrast, we
found no phase-dependent changes in firing rate, but locking of STN units to a specific phase
of the LFP got more pronounced during preferred phase alignment. This finding may be
specific to STN neurons (and other non-striatal basal ganglia neurons), where many spikes
are driven by intrinsically generated currents and synaptic inputs mostly alter the timing of
these intrinsically generated spikes (Wilson, 2015, McIver et al., 2018). Performing the same
analysis on striatum, where indirect pathway spiny neurons lock to cortical beta oscillations
and also receive direct cortical input (Sharott et al., 2017), could yield a different result as
these neurons require coordinated synaptic input to fire action potentials. Such a comparison
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could give important insight as to how cortical oscillations are propagated through the
circuit.

4.5.4. Beta frequency stimulation of cortex disrupts the distribution
of preferred and non-preferred phase synchronized periods.
The physiological and behavioural effects of stimulating the cortex or basal ganglia at beta
frequency have led to contradictory findings. Stimulation applied to the STN in experimental
animals does not lead to clear behavioural effects, despite entraining local neurons (Syed et
al., 2016). In patients, however, 20 Hz stimulation delivered through therapeutic electrodes
leads to modest impairments in reaction time (Chen et al., 2007). Similarly, beta frequency
stimulation of motor cortex using transcranial alternating current stimulation in healthy
subjects leads to small, but significant impairment of motor performance (Pogosyan et al.,
2009). We hypothesised that, in the presence of pathological beta oscillations, continuous
cortical stimulation at beta frequency would interfere in the cortico-subthalamic
synchronisation in a phase-alignment specific way. While the results were not clear cut, we
found that introducing an external oscillation at the pathological frequency actually
diminished the alignment-dependent differences in the amount of time that the cortex and
STN spent at the amplifying alignment. For the cortical power, we saw the same pattern of
amplification during preferred phase, and no significant no change in power during
consecutive cycles of non-preferred phase alignment. This is exactly the same pattern as we
observed on the location matched control sample. As shown for the amplifying phase results
in Chapter III, beta frequency stimulation may have to be applied in a precise, phase
dependent manner to amplify the existing pathological oscillation. This may explain why
beta stimulation has previously has limited or no effect on motor performance. In regard to
closed-loop stimulation, these findings provide further evidence that using beta frequency
stimulation will not necessarily enhance pathological activity, unless it is precisely timed.
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Chapter V Discussion
5.1. General summary of the results
In this thesis, using a novel human intraoperative electrophysiological stimulating and
recording approach presented in Chapter II, we demonstrated that in each parkinsonian
patient there is a specific phase of the subthalamic LFP beta oscillation at which consecutive
pulses of local electrical stimulation can suppress its amplitude without changes to overall
excitability (Chapter III). Furthermore, this modulation extends to the output of STN
neurons and to corticosubthalamic synchrony. These results provide the first evidence in
humans for using the phase of a subcortical oscillation to more selectively control its
amplitude, and opens up the possibility of using such an approach for neurological disorders
with oscillatory pathologies and to test the mechanistic role of these activities in functional
processes.
We also investigated whether coherent oscillations in the frontal cortex and STN
displayed phase-dependent amplification dopamine-depleted rats, and carried out
complementary analyses using intraoperative recordings from PD patients (Chapter IV). We
found that the corticosubthalamic pathway has a strong preferred phase relationship, which
predicts amplification of the ongoing beta oscillation in both cortex and STN and increases
the beta-entrainment of the spiking activity of single units. These results suggest that
sustained beta oscillations in PD are underlain by specific temporal relationships between
cortical and subcortical neuronal populations.

5.2. Similarities and differences in recording from
parkinsonian animals versus Parkinson’s disease patients
A unique feature of this thesis is that it utilises complimentary recording and
stimulating setup (throughout the thesis), furthermore, identical analyses (Chapter IV) of
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human PD patients and 6-OHDA hemilesioned rats with a Parkinsonian phenotype.
Providing this comparison has the potential to be useful for several reasons. Firstly, while
the importance of showing pathophysiological mechanisms directly in the clinical setting is
clear, PD patients are extremely heterogeneous in terms of their symptom profile,
medication history and disease duration. One example of the inter-sample diversity in PD
patients is how we failed to find a consistent angle that was efficient in supressing or
amplifying the power of the beta oscillation for all the patients (Chapter III, Fig 3.4.).
Instead, suppressive or amplifying phase was a characteristic of the individual recording for
each patient. Contrarily, examples of the homogeneity in the sample, could also be found
with humans: preferred, beta-amplifying phase alignment was strikingly consistent (Chapter
IV Fig 4.14 A). This was surprising given the manifold uncontrolled factors that had to be
accounted for recording the patient sample (cortical signal collection, STN recording
position, history of patients, and alertness of the patients during surgery). Even though
experiments were considerably more controlled, there are also examples of heterogeneity in
data from 6-OHDA lesioned rodents (Chapter IV, Fig 4.10). Interestingly, beta-frequency
stimulation resulted short-latency responses of single neurons that were far more
heterogeneous that those see with 1Hz stimulation in the same set-up (Magill et al., 2004a),
not dissimilar to those observed in Chapter II with the human STN neurons. Thus, it may
be the continuous nature of the stimulation in patients, in addition to the differences in
stimulation/recording position that leads to variable multiphasic responses (human setup,
Chapter II, Fig 2.1 Rat recording locations, Chapter IV, Fig. 4.4.). Nevertheless, rodent
experiments enabled us to stimulate a specific set of input neurons to the STN, and using the
ECoG, record a signal related to the activity of these neurons. This level of specificity is
currently not possible in intraoperative recordings. On the top of the effect of different
recording positions within the STN (Chapter IV, Fig. 2.1.), the diversity in PSTH responses
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could also indicate the possibility that STN neurons do not form the homogenous population
that has been previously assumed (Oorschot, 2010).
Nevertheless, using animal models, such as the parkinsonian rat, allows pathophysiological
activities to be investigated under relatively consistent conditions of dopamine depletion.
By using histological methods to quantify the lesion, we were able to avoid giving any
dopamine replacement, which is often used in hemi-lesioned rodent for the rotation test.
While electrode position can be estimated with a good degree of accuracy in intraoperative
recordings (Sharott et al., 2014a), juxtacellular labelling allowed unambiguous, precise
verification of the position of LFP and unit recordings in the STN. A significant
disadvantage of being able to obtain juxtacellular labelling is the necessity for anaesthesia.
Human patients, however, were awake during the surgical procedures, albeit to a different
extent, because anaesthesia was obviously not controlled for the sake of the experiment, but
for the sake of the wellbeing and safety of the patients. This also makes it possible to record
data with behaviour to test the application of the stimulation. Although not presented here,
the findings in this thesis will provide a test-bed to try out the effects of phase-specific
stimulation during simple movements, such as a manual grip task (Tan et al., 2016). The
utility of the 6-OHDA rat set-up for studying beta oscillations and other pathophysiological
activities has already been well established (Mallet et al., 2008a; Mallet et al., 2008b; Mallet
et al., 2012; Sharott et al., 2017). The small size of the rat STN, however, makes in
challenging to record large data sets, in comparison to other basal ganglia structures,
whereas using the traditional “Ben’s Gun” set up in PD patients, it is possible to record 10
or more units in a hemisphere (Sharott et al., 2018c; Sharott et al., 2014a). Given the relative
pros and cons of the two approaches, we hypothesised that any phenomenon that could be
observed in both set-ups, as with phase-dependent amplification here, may well represent a
robust feature of pathophysiology in PD.
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Another important advantage of the anaesthetised rodent is the opportunity to perform well
defined perturbations of specific points in the network. As discussed in Chapter II, the
stimulation of the area to dorsal to the STN in patients could result in modulation of various
cell populations and white matter tracts. In the 6-OHDA lesioned rodents, we were able to
apply beta frequency stimulation to the deep layers of an area of cortex with dense
projections to STN. The possibility for a less invasive cortical stimulation is an attractive,
however not yet feasible option in human patients. Implementing transcranial alternating
current stimulation (TACs) was trialled in patients with essential tremor before and has
proven to be successful, but the externalised nature of such device and the low precision
regarding the localisation is still holding the generalised clinical application behind
(Lefaucheur, 2009; Zanos et al., 2018). On the other end of the spectrum, genetically
engineered rodent lines provide an excellent framework for anatomically precise stimulation
of specific pathways, even cell types within the cortico-basal ganglia loop (Vazey & AstonJones, 2013). Optogenetics is a powerful tool in addressing multiple key questions regarding
the basal ganglia, such as the functional role of the direct and the indirect pathway in
movement initiation (Kravitz et al., 2010). An important question that can be addressed with
optogenetics, for example, is what specific pathways are contributing to the mechanism of
deep brain stimulation. Gradinaru et al. (2009) demonstrated example for a pathway-specific
targeting in understanding the mechanisms for deep brain stimulation. This study made a
case not only for the efficacy of optogenetic stimulation for symptomatic relief in PD, but
also highlighted the importance of the inputs to the STN (cortical afferents) by showing the
superiority of targeting the fiber inputs to the STN. Clinical observations already suggested
the efficacy of peri-STN stimulation for PD, but this is the first study to provide experimental
evidence, albeit in rodents (Chapter IV). The translational potential of these findings are
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complex in the light of studies showing the variety and power of antidromic responses in the
cortex of freely moving parkinsonian rats (Li et al., 2012; Li et al., 2007).
For the sake of the experiments presented in this thesis, however, we did not implement
optogenetic tools due to the following considerations. First and foremost, mice lines are
more readily available for optogentical experimentation to this date. Additionally, beta
oscillations have not been reliably established in Parkinsonian mice models (however see
Chen et al., 2018). Genetically modified rat lines are under development and hopefully will
provide a good test bed for dissecting the cortico-subthalamic network in the future.
Additionally, in situ localisation of the extremely small STN is well established using
cortical 1 Hz stimulation (Magill et al., 2004a), which necessitated relying on electrical
stimulation protocols. Last, but not least, even though optogenetic control of BG circuits
were proven successful in rodents and non-human primates, optogentic manipulations are
not yet available on human patients (Gradinaru et al., 2009; Han et al., 2009; Galvan et al.,
2012). Some of the limitations regarding the implementation of optogenetics in humans
include the inability to deal with heat generated by the light stimulation; not knowing the
chronic effects of the delivery of viral vectors, and not being able to predict the extra energy
demand imposed by the potential leak currents of the transfected neurons (Rossi et al., 2015).
Finally, DBS targets some of the smallest structures in the brain, it is currently unclear how
precise viral vector delivery can be done, and, what amount of opsin expression is sufficient
for eliciting symptomatic relief in patients. In summary, in order to capitalise on the value
of matching the two experimental dataset and draw conclusions of the translational value of
our results, we had to implement electrical stimulation.
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5.3. General implications to pathological and healthy
oscillations
The general results of this thesis centres around the time-dependent description and
manipulation of oscillatory activity in the cortical-basal ganglia network. Both studies
presented here addresses the question: what criterions have to be met to amplify (Chapter
IV) or modulate (Chapter III) a network of coupled oscillators (Winfree, 1967, Tass &
Majtanik, 2006, Cagnan et al., 2015).
Timing, besides vigour, is unequivocally one of the most important feature of motor control.
Even according to the most minimalistic views of the basal ganglia function, specific timing
between the composite stations of this network will decide whether the movement is carried
out at all, if so, when exactly is it initiated and terminated and with the activation of which
muscle groups, following what precise sequence. Oscillations might provide a one-stopshop for tying all these mechanisms together. According to a theory laid out by Pascal Fries
(2002, 2005, 2015), oscillations provide common inertial frame of reference, by which areas
connected over long distances can synchronise their activity, so that the net output of the
system reflects the unison action of many nodes, regardless of the different time lags.
Several lines of evidence presented here support that this theory can be applied to beta
oscillations. First and foremost, some phase alignments between an external structure
(cortex) and the basal ganglia (STN) are better than others in causing beta amplification. It
has already been shown that high coherence correlates with higher firing rate (Womelsdorf
et al., 2012; Womelsdorf et al., 2014). The existence of intermittent and sustained periods
of high coherence that do not favour elevated power, nor increased firing rate, is the key
result to emphasise the importance of timing (non-preferred phase alignment). This result
provides evidence for the necessity of taking the internal temporal dynamics of oscillatory
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coupling into consideration in understanding beta amplification. In this thesis I was also able
to provide evidence that single, identified STN neurons increase their phase locking to the
STN LFP oscillations when the cortical input is in the right phase alignment. The fact that
this happens without firing rate changes highlights the complexity of network related
electrophysiological changes in the context of a pathological network (Fischer et al., 2018;
Tai et al., 2011, but see Leblois et al., 2007).
Secondly, some stimulation phases are better in supressing pathological oscillations than
others. Implicit evidence for the role of specific timing was provided by Chapter III, where
I demonstrated that continuous, same frequency stimulation does not cause mere
amplification of the pathological signal as it was hypothesised before (Chen et al., 2007;
Hassler et al., 1960, Constantoyannis et al., 2004). Matched frequency stimulation, in fact
will cause periods of high and low amplitude, which will be defined by the specific phase
of the stimulation. Furthermore, phase-dependent modulation by beta frequency stimulation
supports not only local fluctuations in power, but inflict network-level changes on the
cortico-subthalamic network. In Chapter III we show that stimulation resulting in
amplification also correlates with higher cortico-subthalamic beta synchronisation (Chapter
III Fig. 3.9.).
A common feature of both studies is that amplification and modulation by stimulation
requires consecutive cycles. This is not surprising, since beta oscillations themselves are not
an instantaneous feature of the parkinsonian network, rather the emergence of beta
oscillations relies on chronic dopamine depletion in parkinsonian animals (Sharott et al.,
2005). Based on the studies presented here, it is also likely that modulating the amplitude
by continuous beta-frequency stimulation relies on subsequence instances of phase relations
between 1) the pathological oscillation and the stimulation (Chapter III) and 2) the
oscillators involved (Chapter IV). Previous studies have provided evidence for similar
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findings before. Cagnan et al. (2013a), for example, has shown similar effects on tremor
patients with matched frequency stimulation. The authors hypothesised that the optimal
tremor suppression will be heavily influenced by the history of the stimulation, either
because the spike-timing dependent plasticity or the entrainment / decoupling of the
oscillators will take time to settle in or disengage. This line of reasoning fits very well with
our observations and the CTC theory. It is hypothesised that ‘good’ phase alignment is
advantageous in promoting efficient communication, because it assists two distant structures
in achieving spike timing dependent plasticity. The other study that is providing implicit
evidence that tallies with our findings, particularly regarding the stimulation data, was
carried out by Rosin et al. (2011). The authors used feedback signal triggered closed-loop
stimulation algorithm, which was triggered off the unit activity (bursting) of the cortex and
the GP. The units were used for phase dependence, as well as a time delay. This study used
fixed time lags between the stimulation and the occurrence of bursting (oscillatory
component), that served as a biomarker. This implies that the authors did not need phase
tracking, because the dynamics of the system were settled enough that the effects could be
elicited only relying on the phase readout, without varying time windows (further insights
on this study below). This study highlights a very important addition to the applicability of
the CTC theory. The system performance during beta oscillations is supposedly low because
the most common (in our study: preferred) phase relation dominates (Brittain & Brown,
2014). One might speculate, that the persistent ‘unleashed’ nature of beta oscillations is in
fact what makes them a pathological feature. Various studies have demonstrated that
intermittent periods of beta can be captured during healthy motor control, and in
hypothesised its role in signalling the ‘edges’ of the movement (pre-movement beta
desynchronization and post movement beta rebound); it is sensitive to change of
sensorimotor scenario of any kind, but sustained and elevated during maintained posture
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(Toma et al., 2000; van Wijk et al., 2012; Lee et al., 2003;Kühn et al., 2006;Feingold et al.,
2015b; Courtemanche et al., 2003). Supporting the above, a line of studies carried out by
Tinkhauser (Tinkhauser et al., 2017a; Tinkhauser et al., 2017b) demonstrated that the less
transient (longer) beta bursts could be correlated with higher degrees of symptom severity.
Similar effects were found by Deffains et al., 2018 using MPTP-treated monkeys. The
authors reported that beta oscillations were present in several nodes of the BG in healthy
moneys, whereas prolonged epochs were characteristic to the Parkinsonian state.
Finally, one could argue that placing beta oscillations into the CTC framework is
counterintuitive given that ‘good phase alignment’ in the case of beta oscillation actually
correlates with symptom severity. Higher synchrony, in the case of the cortex, correlates
with higher system performance, and more optimised behavioural output (Fries, 2005).
Based on converging evidence and the supposed role of beta oscillations in healthy motor
control it seems that the prolonged and sustained nature of the phase alignments resulting in
adverse effects might distinguish this mechanism from what has been observed with interareal gamma coherence recorded in the cortex (Bastos et al., 2015; but see Buzsaki &
Schomburg, 2015).
This addition also expands the view that beta oscillation is a mechanism maintaining the
‘status quo’ of the sensory-motor set (Engel & Fries, 2010). One might speculate that certain
phase alignments during the ongoing beta oscillation will be promoting low expectations for
a change in the sensory-motor milieu, while others will correlate with a lower threshold for
forming responses to novel stimuli. This information processing dichotomy has previously
been applied to the seesaw balance between gamma and beta oscillations (Little et al., 2014).
Here I propose that different network excitability states - defined by the phase alignment
between structures or stimulation - might exist within the ongoing beta oscillation. In fact,
a novel version of the CTC theory that has been proposed recently, emphasises that the
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behavioural outcome of the ‘good phase alignment’ is that “selective coherence implements
selective communication”. In the case of PD, exaggerated coherence exists, but the
selectiveness is lost.
Beta oscillations are indeed a ubiquitous feature of the parkinsonian network without an
obvious source of initiation (Brazhnik et al., 2016;Deffains et al., 2010a; Goldberg et al.,
2002;Mallet et al., 2008a; Mallet et al., 2008b; Sharott et al., 2017; Tachibana et al., 2011a).
Data promoting the origin of beta oscillation can be found for almost all nodes of the corticobasal ganglia-thalamocortical loop. So far, the motor cortex (Kato et al., 2015;Litvak et al.,
2011; Sharott et al., 2018b), the STN and the GPe loop (Cagnan et al., 2015; Mallet et al.,
2008a; Nevado-Holgado et al., 2014; Tachibana et al., 2011a); the striatum and the GPe
(Blenkinsop et al., 2017; Corbit et al., 2016) have been suspected of being the instigator.
However, if its speculated that not an individual oscillator, but the specific timing within the
system is crucial, this question can be resolved by a cutting the Gordian knot: the origin is
not the issue, but instead the internal temporal dynamics that ramp up and sustain beta
oscillations should be focused on.

5.4. Limitations
As I have pointed out earlier, our studies are not without limitations or pitfalls, which
mostly affect the extent of conclusions that can be drawn regarding clinical assumptions.
Firstly, we were not in a position to record behaviour, neither from patients, nor from the
rodents. In order to be able to make reliable assumptions for clinical applications this would
be required. Secondly, not only did our studies lack behavioural data, but the effects were
not correlated to severity of Parkinson’s disease. Furthermore, we did not have a chance to
record long epochs of phase dependent stimulation or specific phase alignments. The rat
dataset was collected during anaesthesia, which made the interpretation of the brain state
difficult. Finally, electrical stimulation is not a pitfall per se, but implementing optogenetic
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manipulation would have allowed us to draw more precise conclusions on the pathways
involved in the phase dependent effects. Finally, the sample size for the rat stimulation data
is somewhat small, though recording and juxtacellularly labelling in a 6-OHDA
hemilesioned rat’s STN during cortical stimulation is a challenging and long experiment to
conduct.

5.5. Suggestions for closed-loop applications
My final discussion point is regarding the therapeutic implications of my findings. As it
was presented in the introduction, advancements in current DBS protocols are geared
towards the implementation of closed loop approaches. Implementing tailored and
responsive systems, in theory, would result in several advantages, including reducing the net
amount of stimulation delivered, limit therapeutic side-effects and provide longer battery
life (Beuter et al., 2014). Closed-loop systems have already been trialled in rodents, MPTPtreated monkeys and humans, but have not yet been implemented in the routine clinical
settings of the stimulating apparatus in PD patients (Gradinaru et al., 2009; Rosin et al.,
2011; Little et al., 2013). To recapitulate some of the challenges I covered in the
introduction, a good DBS closed-loop system has to meet the following criteria to be
successfully implemented: 1) high accuracy, 2) highly responsive, low latency system, 3)
able to operate in the presence of stimulation artefacts, 4) and – if the biomarker is based on
neuronal synchrony- it has to be able to adapt to frequency shifts.
As it was discussed in the introduction, a central biomarker is favourable over a
peripheral, because of its convenience for the patients, and the fact that it is presumably
tackling the some of the aetiological causes rather than the symptoms only. Here I provide
a brief summary of three of the most relevant studies that complement our findings that have
emphasised the importance of timing albeit implementing different biomarkers. Brittain et
al. (2013), for example, trialled a similar approach to my experimental setup to promote the
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idea of phase cancellation for neurostimulation. Even though this study, like ours, was not
using actual phase tracking, the authors have implemented same frequency stimulation to
provide evidence for tremor suppression by phase specific modulation. Another similarity
to our findings is that this approach as well implemented a larger scale stimulation focusing
on the inputs of the theoretical target (cortex), rather than the target itself. However, a major
difference is that this study used a peripheral biomarker (tremor), that is not only easier to
record, but also a slower paced oscillation and less transient than beta oscillations. A slower
oscillation is obviously easier to phase-track, because it requires a less responsive system in
terms of the latency. The difficulties of phase tracking were neglected by the first landmark
study implementing a central oscillation as a biomarker on PD patients by Little and Brown
(2013). This paper demonstrated that tracking only the power changes in the exaggerated
beta oscillation is sufficient for symptomatic release. However, a recent paper on the posthoc analysis of these findings revealed that the amplitude-responsive stimulation might also
be effective because of timing-related effects. Tinkhauser et al., 2017a showed that during
amplitude responsive DBS, the length of beta bursts gets trimmed by the adaptive
stimulation. This result is in agreement with our findings on the requirement for having a
phase-related (amplification or stimulation induced suppression) effect displayed for
consecutive cycles. Putatively, the preferred (amplification favouring) phase alignment that
persists over many cycles might be what these authors refer to as long beta burst. The third
and final study was the already mentioned one by Rosin et al. (2011), that is a good example
of implementing pseudo-phase aligned stimulation using two sites. As I previously
discussed, this approach was pseudo-phase dependent, because it utilised a constant, 80 ms
time lag, that corresponds to one, low-frequency beta cycle that is characteristic to MPTPtreated monkeys. This study resolved the problems of artefacts and phase tracking of a fast
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and transient oscillation by using an external biomarker site and single unit activity for a
feedback signal.
Our research has implications for both phase-locked (using one signal) or phase-coupled
(two signals) closed-loop adaptive stimulation. Firstly, in the second chapter, we presented
an elegant and effective way to deal with artefacts that occur during the continuous, same
site phase-locked stimulation implementing the Kalman filter. Secondly, the third chapter
presented the viability of the phase-dependent amplitude modulation during same site
stimulation and recording, implementing low frequency stimulation. Finally, the results of
beta -frequency stimulation presented in the fourth chapter are somewhat challenging to
interpret in the light of implementing a closed loop DBS algorithm. This experiment was
intended to show that an external stimulation, serving as a patterned ‘noise’, will alter the
amplitude progression during specific phase alignments. We did, in fact, see phasealignment specific modulation, but was not significant in both of the recorded structures.
Respectively, the cortical power, which was recorded from the vicinity of the stimulation,
was not modulated in a phase-alignment sensitive way. In other words, the analysis of the
stimulated portion of the data has shown the same exact pattern of amplification as it has
been observed with the spontaneous data. One could speculate that this negative result is
particularly telling of the importance of the timing: an external oscillation without specific
timing will not drive any modulatory effects. This might explain the controversy of not being
able to find adverse parkinsonian symptoms when stimulating with beta frequency in healthy
animals (Syed et al., 2012). On the other hand, beta frequency stimulation of the cortex did
not cause a pattern of progressive amplification of the STN LFP power. However, the 20 Hz
stimulation did diminish the differences between the power of the preferred and nonpreferred phase alignments. This might be due to a putative entrainment of the STN LFP
during the non-preferred phase alignment. This appears to be the case, because in our data,
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the cortical oscillation is more robust and originates from many areas, whereas the STN beta
oscillations in 6-OHDA rats can be measured prominently as cortico-subthalamic coherence.
Our results suggest that beta frequency and low amplitude stimulation was sufficient to drive
a power increase in the STN (that is known to be hyper-sensitive to cortical input in PD,
Magill et al., 2001), but it wasn’t adequate to alter the more resilient cortical oscillation.
All in all, here we provide a proof-of-principle framework making a case for
implementing a closed loop approach that takes the specific phase of the stimulation or the
specific phase alignments between two oscillators into consideration. Elements of these
implications have already been proposed on the basis of the successful phase-dependent
modulation of low frequency oscillations (Cagnan et al., 2013a). Furthermore, a beta phase
dependent closed-loop stimulation was proven successful in modulating of cortical synaptic
plasticity in MPTP-treated monkeys (Zanos et al., 2018). As it has been demonstrated that
phase tracking is feasible for stable oscillations (Van Zaen et al., 2010), our findings might
provide an appealing framework and a reassuring addition towards the evidence supporting
the implementation phase-dependent closed-loop approaches in the treatment of PD.
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Supplementary Tables
Case

1

Age

Disease

Motor

Motor

Preoperative anti-

Hoehn/Yahr

Dominant

Mattis

Major

Included in

(years),

duration

UPDRS

UPDRS

parkinson drugs

Score

Side

Dementia

Symptoms

analysis

gender

(years)

OFF

ON

72, M

6

33

13

Akinetic,

Yes

Rating Scale
Levodopa 650 g

3

Right

143

Rigid
2

64, M

7

50

19

Levodopa 250 mg

3

Left

127

Budipin,Piribedil, Rasagilin
3

70, F

9

30

12

Levodopa 1350 mg

3/4

Akinetic,

Yes

Rigid
Left

137

Rigid,

Yes

Tremor
4

60, M

12

31

17

Levodopa 1000 mg

2

Right

141

Akinetic, Rigid

Yes

Tremor
5

68, F

8

18

13

Levodopa 500 mg

3

Right

139

Akinetic

Yes

Rigid
6

56, F

10

34

16

Levodopa 450 mg

2

Right

139

Akinetic

Yes

Rigid
7

57, M

17

33

16

Levodopa 1600 mg

3

Right

143

Akinetic, Rigid,

Yes

Tremor
8

62, F

17

60

33

Levodopa 1400 mg

4

Left

137

Apomorphine

Akinetic, Rigid,

Yes

Tremor

Pramippexol
9

53, M

22

63

9

Levodopa 600 mg

3

Right

137

Benserazide 25 mg

Akinetic, Rigid,

No

Tremor

Rasagiline 1 mg
10

49, M

10

21

8

Levodopa 600 mg

2

Benserazide 25 mg
Ropinirole 32 mg
Safinamide 100 mg

Table 2.1 Characteristics of the PD Patient Sample included in Chapter III analysis

Right

142

Akinetic
Rigid

No

Comparison
-1th
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th

n
10
10
10
10
10
10

Comparison
-1th
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th

n
5
5
5
5
5
5

Comparison
-1th
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th

n
5
5
5
5
5
5

Comparison
-1th
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th

n
23
23
23
23
23
23

Rat Spontaneous LFP
p
z
ranksum FDR - p
0.0002 -3.6663
56
0.0004
0.0046
2.8347
143
0.0055
0.0002
3.7418
155
0.0004
0.0002
3.7418
155
0.0004
0.0002
3.7418
155
0.0004
0.0117
na
123
0.0117
Rat Spontaneous Matched LFP
p
z
ranksum FDR - p
0.0079
na
15
0.0238
0.0317
na
38
0.0381
0.0079
na
40
0.0238
0.0159
na
35
0.0238
0.0159
na
35
0.0238
0.4127
na
29
0.4127
Rat Stimulation LFP
p
z
ranksum FDR - p
1.0000
na
18
1.0000
0.2000
na
23
0.6000
0.2000
na
23
0.6000
0.8857
na
19
1.0000
0.8571
na
15
1.0000
0.6286
na
18
1.0000
Human Spontaneous LFP
p
z
ranksum FDR - p
9.74E-06 -4.42292
373
1.17E-05
3.21E-04 3.598129
763
0.00032
4.46E-09 5.866291
873
2.68E-08
6.09E-08 5.41612
831
1.83E-07
4.95E-07 5.028339
732
9.90E-07
1.05E-06 4.882022
707
1.58E-06

n
10
10
10
10
10
10
n
5
5
5
5
5
5
n
5
5
5
5
5
5
n
23
23
23
23
23
23

Rat Spontaneous ECoG
p
z
ranksum FDR - p
0.0002 -3.7418
55
0.0004
0.0211
2.3056
136
0.0211
0.0002
3.7418
155
0.0004
0.0010
3.2883
149
0.0015
0.0002
3.7418
155
0.0004
0.0014
129
0.0017
Rat Spontaneous Matched ECoG
p
z
ranksum FDR - p
0.0317
na
17
0.0381
0.0079
na
40
0.0238
0.0079
na
40
0.0238
0.0159
na
35
0.0238
0.0159
na
35
0.0238
0.1905
na
31
0.1905
Rat Stimulation ECoG
p
z
ranksum FDR - p
0.0286
na
10
0.0571
0.4857
na
21
0.4857
0.0286
na
26
0.0571
0.0286
na
26
0.0571
0.0571
na
22
0.0857
0.1143
na
21
0.1371
Human Spontaneous ECoG
p
z
ranksum FDR - p
0.0000 -5.0621
342
6.23E-07
0.0001
3.9280
779
8.56E-05
0.0000
5.9075
875
1.36E-08
0.0000
5.8630
852
1.36E-08
0.0000
5.2868
743
2.48E-07
0.0000
4.1759
678
3.56E-05

Table 4.3.1. Cycle-By-Cycle Statistical Comparison of the Average Power at Preferred Versus Non-Preferred Phase Alignment

non-pref
5
4
3
2
1
-1

non-pref
pref
-1
1
2
3
4
5

non-pref
non-pref
pref
5
-1
4
1
3
2
2
3
1
4
-1
5
non-pref
non-pref
pref
5
-1
4
1
3
2
2
3
1
4
-1
5

Rat Spontaneous LFP n= 10
5
4
3
2
-1
1
2
3
NaN
1
1
0.8136
0.962
NaN
1
0.9417
0
0.0008
NaN
0.9795
0
0.0013
1
NaN
0.0156
0.5157
0.4517
0.5595
0.0007
0.0759
0.9706
0.989
Rat Spontaneous Matched LFP n= 5
5
4
3
2
-1
1
2
3
NaN
1
1
1
0.999
NaN
1
0.9999
0.0018
0.0473
NaN
1
0.0043
0.0909
1
NaN
0.4054
0.9768
0.7347
0.8791
0.0422
0.4338
0.9994
1
Rat Stimulation LFP n = 5
5
4
3
2
-1
1
2
3
NaN
0.9935
0.8271
0.997
0.908
NaN
1
1
0.0545
0.908
NaN
1
0.1941
0.9967
1
NaN
0.9462
1
0.8559
0.9913
0.908
1
0.908
0.9967

1
4
0.9943
0.8988
0.8054
0.0668
NaN
0.9997
1
4
0.8966
0.5105
0.9178
0.9447
NaN
0.9994
1
4
1
0.7428
0.2526
0.7627
NaN
1

-1
5
1
1
1
0.9941
0.6945
NaN

non-pref
5
4
3
2
1
-1

non-pref
pref
-1
1
2
3
4
5

-1
5

non-pref
non-pref
pref
1
5
-1
1
4
1
1
3
2
1
2
3
0.8288
1
4
NaN
-1
5
-1
5
1
0.816
0.3222
0.8382
1
NaN

non-pref
non-pref
pref
5
-1
4
1
3
2
2
3
1
4
-1
5

Rat Spontaneous ECoG n = 10
5
4
3
2
-1
1
2
3
NaN
1
1
0.9999
0.9777
NaN
0.97
0.9167
0
0.0018
NaN
1
0
0.001
1
NaN
0.0017
0.1182
0.9797
0.9439
0.0074
0.2993
0.8408
0.7314
Rat Spontaneous Matched ECoG n = 5
5
4
3
2
-1
1
2
3
NaN
1
0.9974
0.9991
0.995
NaN
1
1
0.0014
0.0592
NaN
1
0.0125
0.2783
1
NaN
0.0422
0.554
0.9984
1
0.3513
0.9867
0.7347
0.9867
Rat Stimulation ECoG n = 5
5
4
3
2
-1
1
2
3
NaN
1
1
0.9975
0.9995
NaN
1
0.9999
0.0286
0.3102
NaN
1
0.0858
0.5882
1
NaN
0.2196
0.8559
1
1
0.0545
0.461
1
1

1
4
0.7309
0.9795
0.1879
0.119
NaN
1
1
4
0.9785
0.6941
0.314
0.323
NaN
0.9998
1
4
1
1
0.9999
0.9586
NaN
1

Table 4.3.2. Statistical Comparison between Different Cycles within Preferred Versus Non-Preferred Phase Alignment

-1
5
1
0.9999
1
0.9999
0.5824
NaN
-1
5
1
0.9999
0.9753
0.9861
0.9931
NaN
-1
5
1
1
1
1
0.9986
NaN

non-pref
5
4
3
2
1
-1

non-pref
pref
-1
1
2
3
4
5

Human Spontaneous LFP n= 23
5
4
3
2
-1
1
2
3
NaN
1
1
1
0.7192
NaN
1
1
0
0
NaN
1
0
0
1
NaN
0
0.002
0.9065
0.9919
0
0.0021
0.9032
0.9914

1
4
0.0625
0.1484
0.1059
0.0294
NaN
1

-1
5
1
1
1
1
0.015
NaN

non-pref
5
4
3
2
1
-1

non-pref
pref
-1
1
2
3
4
5

Human Spontaneous ECoG n = 23
5
4
3
2
-1
1
2
3
NaN
1
0.5147
0.9937
0.6408
NaN
0.9633
1
0
0
NaN
0.9975
0
0
1
NaN
0
0.0001
0.9997
1
0
0
1
1

Table 4.3.2. Statistical Comparison between Different Cycles within Preferred Versus Non-Preferred Phase Alignment

1
4
0.0007
0.0106
0.3942
0.0248
NaN
1

-1
5
1
1
0.857
1
0.003
NaN

Lesion Animal
Target Died

Behaviour

Lesion (TH) STN 20 Hz 1 Hz 20 Hz Analysis
label
Inclusion

ECL007

mfb

0

rotation

1

0

1

1

0

ECL008

mfb

0

rotation

1

1

1

1

1

ECL009

mfb

0

rotation

1

1

0

1

1

ECL010

mfb

0

rotation

1

0

1

1

0

ECL011

mfb

1

rotation

0

0

0

0

0

ECL012

mfb

0

rotation

1

0

1

1

0

ECL033

snc

0

corridor test

1

0

1

1

0

ECL038

snc

0

corridor test

1

1

1

1

1

ECL040

snc

0

corridor test

1

1

1

1

1

ECL041

snc

0

corridor test

1

0

1

1

0

ECL042

snc

0

corridor test

1

0

1

1

0

ECL046

snc

0

corridor test

1

1

1

1

1

ECL047

snc

0

corridor test

1

1

1

1

1

ECL049

snc

0

corridor test

0

0

1

1

0

ECL050

snc

0

corridor test

1

0

1

1

0

ECL055

snc

1

stepping test

0

0

0

0

0

ECL057

snc

0

stepping test

1

1

1

1

1

ECL058

snc

0

stepping test

1

0

1

1

0

ECL059

snc

1

stepping test

0

0

0

0

0

ECL060

snc

0

stepping test

1

1

1

1

1

ECL061

snc

0

stepping test

1

1

1

1

1

ECL066

snc

0

stepping test

1

1

1

1

1

ECL067

snc

0

stepping test

0

1

1

1

0

ECL070

snc

0

stepping test

1

1

0

1

0

ELC072

snc

0

stepping test

0

0

1

1

0

ECL073

snc

0

stepping test

1

0

1

1

0

ECL074

snc

0

stepping test

1

1

1

1

0

ECL075

snc

0

stepping test

0

1

0

1

0

ECL076

snc

0

stepping test

1

0

1

1

0

ECL079

snc

0

stepping test

1

1

1

1

0

Table 4.1. Summary of the 6-OHDA Experiments

Case

Age
(years)
gender

Disease
duration
(years)

Motor
UPDRS
OFF

Motor
UPDRS
ON

Preoperative
antiparkinson
drugs

Hoehn/Yahr
Score

Dominant
Side

Mattis
Dementia
Rating Scale

Major Symptoms

1

72,M

6

33

13

650

3

right

143

akinetic, rigid

2

64,M

7

50

19

N.A.

3

left

127

akinetic, rigid

3

53,M

32

63

9

1412

3

right

137

akinetik, rigid

4

68,F

8

18

13

500

3

right

139

akinetic, rigid

5

56,F

10

34

16

450

2

right

139

akinetic, rigid

6

49,M

10

21

8

1726 + 100 mg
Safinamid

2

right

142

akinetic rigid

7

62,F

17

60

33

1400

4

left

137

akinetic rigid

8

51,M

11

36

22

1676

2

left

144

akinetic, rigid

9

57,F

13

36

15

916

2

left

140

akinetic, rigid

10

68,F

9

28

19

1503

4

right

142

akinetic, rigid

11

52,M

6

24

15

1340

2

right

143

Tremor

12

58,M

15

25

17

1479

2

left

140

bradykinesia, end-of dose
akinesia, dysarthrophonia

13

66,M

6

26

15

456

2

right

142

bradykinesia, fluctuations,
camptocormia

14

54,M

10

46

11

1514

2, 3

right

144

tremor right hand, end-ofdose akinesia

15

58,M

7

38

25

1088

2

right

142

equivalence type, tremor,
rigor

16

74,F

13

32

22

1459

2.5

left

136

bradykinesia, dyskinesia,
camptocormia

17

70,F

26

45

24

1215

4

Left

N.A

Tremor,
Akinesia/rigidity

18

72,F

18

41

19

831

4

Left

N.A

Equivalence type
Fluctuations, Dyskensia

19

70,F

8

38

21

1203 + 40 mg
alpha-dihzdroergo-

3

Left

N.A

Bradykinesia,
Fluctuations, Dyskinesia

cryptine
20

66,M

17

49

20

1478

4

Left

N.A

Dyskinesias, Rigidity

21

64,M

15

53

39

1535

4

Left

N.A

Akinesia/rigidity,
Camptocormia

22

69,F

9

21.5

7

960

3

Right

N.A

Equivalence type
Fluctuations
Dyskinesia

23

66,M

11

28

14

2022

4

Right

N.A

Akinesia/rigidity
Fluctuations

Table 4.2. Properties of PD Patient Sample Involved in Chapter IV Analysis
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